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Abstract 
Crowd density estimation and pedestrian counting are becoming an area of interest such as 
assessing the social effect and impact between small groups of people within a crowd. Still, 
existing experimental crowd analyses performed by operators are time consuming. 
Generally, human controllers are engaged to achieve this task, however, more and more, 
visual surveillance are becoming an essential need, it is a hard task to watch and study all 
recorded video due to the huge number of cameras being installed. Currently, image-
processing field has attracted all academic and research to develop automatic counting and 
monitoring algorithms. In this thesis, some novel contributions in different fields are 
presented: pedestrian counting, event detection, and queue monitoring.   
 
Firstly, this thesis presents an original contribution in the pedestrian counting domain. In 
recent years, many of proposed counting techniques have used global features to estimate 
crowd density. In this thesis, a new approach has been introduced to replace global image 
features by the low level- features, which are specific to individuals and clusters within the 
crowd. Thus, the total number of pedestrians is the summation of all clusters, which construct 
the crowd. Experimental results through different datasets showed that low-level features 
have performed better than global features.  
 
In addition to the pedestrian counting, this thesis presents another contribution in the area of 
pedestrian flow monitoring through the developing of a virtual door algorithm, in which 
pedestrians are counted while they are passing through a proposed virtual count line. 
Important features have been extracted from the region of interest. Discriminant features are 
detected, and optical flow of these points are assembled .The proposed system assembles 
optical flow in the trajectory direction in a discrete group of extracted feature points.  
 
Finally, this thesis presents a novel technique for estimating queue parameters, such as 
number of entrance, leaving and the frequency, in order to obtain a clear picture about the 
queue traffic and flow. Therefore, in order to obtain these parameters, the proposed 
pedestrian counting and virtual door approach have been integrated together. Experimental 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 
1.1 Introduction 
Currently, there are generally extensive assembly crowds in the indoor and outdoor traffic 
spaces such as train stations and airports. Crowds, which usually have huge number of 
pedestrians, result in possible threats to the security and safety of the traffic flow. If we are 
able to watch and identify the anomalous crowd density or size in advance, we are capable to 
take suitable measurements to avoid incidents caused by heavy crowds. Consequently, visual 
surveillance systems have been deployed for the intent of conserving the society and 
preservation of pedestrian safety. 
However, most of conventional visual surveillance systems are installed manually, 
necessitating numerous operators. Moreover, some unusual activities might be disregarded if 
the employee concentrates on the screen for a long time, which might cause some serious 
effects. To deal with these challenges, automatic pedestrians counting using image processing 
domain, has become an important motivation. 
As crowd activities such as illegal gatherings, congestion and overcrowding are increasingly 
common; governments attach great significance on safety matters. In order to avoid crowd 
activities, a set of measurements have been taken. One of the most vital actions is to deploy 
CCTVs in most of public spaces. Even though there is an excessive growth in visual 
surveillance, as for crowd density estimation, it is still at a primary stage, facing some 
unresolved challenges in the counting methods. Consequently, the usage of automatic 
methods for observing crowd, such as assessing crowd’s density, tracking its motion, and 
detecting crowd’s activities, is essential. 
This thesis is inspired by the necessity for further developments in the image and video 
processing solutions in crowded situations. In which, this is mainly right in congested 
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environment, where conventional people tracking approaches are struggling, or showing a 
failure in their performance and operations.  
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Generally, in common locations such as train stations, shopping malls, it is very difficult to 
observe abnormal behaviour for each individual in the scene. Thus, problems presented in 
most of congested places, come from the common properties of the crowd such as 
overcrowding, obstruction, aggressive. Closed circuit television offers a means for safety and 
security employees to observe crowds, in order to avoid or reduce these problems. Observing 
a crowd is concerned with the global properties of people in a field of view (FOV). These 
properties consist of crowd magnitude, intensity of crowd, growth frequency, and movement 
patterns, in addition to the identification of suspicious activities. 
However, closed circuit television shows a partial picture of the world. Security 
infrastructures video cameras are controlled from a specific room having numerous of 
screens, which are monitored by employees. In public locations such as underground, the 
human controller is very sensitive to specific activities, abnormal behaviour, and items. 
Distinguishing such actions from normal events is very hard job, and necessitates continuous 
and intensive consideration. 
As closed circuit television turn out to be universal, however, it develops progressively 
problematic for operators to observe and check the big stream of information, this is because 
the huge number of video cameras deployed and public spaces. For instance, there are 
approximately between 2 million (Gerrard and Thompson 2011) and 4 million video cameras 
deployed in the UK.  
Moreover, crowd monitoring could be restricted by the small attention period and lack of 
sufficient training and knowledge of human controllers (Boghossian and Black 2005). 
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Generally, video recording is being utilised to examine actions after they happen, instead of 
generating real-time warnings through a progressing condition. 
Currently, academics and scholars have turned to image processing filed based visual 
surveillance tools to automatically watch crowd and queues from CCTV recording. Due to 
several problems, which have been, still unresolved, automatic video surveillance is a 
dynamic area of research. Current studies of people counting, tracking and human activity 
detection is an interest field of research (Hu, Tan et al. 2004) (Moeslund, Hilton et al. 2006) , 
however , still the challenges posed by congested situations, are even tougher, due to the 
existence of heavy occlusions.  
The methods proposed in the literature are usually assessed in controlled settings over a small 
period of frame-time, while most applied systems need long term surveillance through variety 
kinds of circumstances. This would present further problems, such as varying illumination 
environments, which lead us to have robust algorithms that are able to report high 
performance, with little manual reconfiguration. Such systems must be sufficiently extensible 
and adaptable in order to automatically adjusted, and be able to cope up with any changes in 
the environment under surveillance, such as the geometry of the scene, lighting, and camera 
position.  
Existing commercial counting systems are able to count sand track people, identify their 
abnormal activities, however, Bogosian states that such systems are not appropriately strong 
or broadly valid, and   have not reached its total potential. On one hand, these systems have 
not showed a good performance over different kinds of environmental circumstances external 
factors. On the other hand, they are not applicable on several situations without large re-
training, modification and has to be initialised for every new application (Boghossian and 
Black 2005). 
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There is a trade-off between accuracy and realism and functionality amongst such systems. A 
system that is designed and customised to a particular application and environment, tend to 
be more accurate under those precise circumstances, However, this will compromise the 
system's capability of scaling among different perspectives and environmental surroundings, 
which weakening its functionality and practicality. This is mainly an indication of using 
limited datasets to assess systems that would end with an imperfect generalisation of such 
systems and algorithms.  
1.3 Aims and Objectives  
This thesis aims to expand the functionalities of current video surveillance systems to count 
pedestrians, and to increase their strength when applied in practical applications. 
1.3.1 Pedestrian Counting  
Pedestrian group magnitude is a general illustration of a view. Therefore, the main stream of 
counting approaches used global features to calculate pedestrian group magnitude. Yet, 
because the extensive variations of crowd (arrangement, intensity and total size), it is hard be 
to attain appropriate generalisation by utilising global methods.  
This thesis aims to increase and enhance the functional practicality of current pedestrian 
counting techniques, by integrating localised low-level features, which are specific to persons 
and clusters within an image, and then calculate the over-all crowd density and its spreading 
through a view. While the current approaches make use of some related features (pixels 
belonging to the foreground), they are assessed at a global level. Local level have been used 
to count pedestrian’s number within each cluster, thus the over-all number of people is 
calculated as the summation of all the clusters.  
Although extensive closed circuit cameras networks are becoming progressively communal, 
automatic pedestrian counting is not broadly installed. One of the major obstacles to achieve 
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a successful installation of these automatic systems is the prerequisite to train each video 
camera individually, which consumes lots of time and costly.  
Furthermore, this thesis aims at developing an intensity map in order to weight the extracted 
features amongst various views, by considering the relative dimensions and magnitudes of 
pedestrian in these views. It is extremely useful to develop a pedestrian counting mechanism, 
which can be trained only on one video camera, and later installed for count on other 
cameras. A pedestrian counting system can be then trained on a huge set of data from several 
cameras, before count achieved on a different view. In fact, a pedestrian counting system that 
has been pre trained on various camera views, may work as a fundamental solution for 
pedestrian counting through an extensive kind of invisible surroundings. 
1.3.2 Queue Estimation  
In addition, this thesis aims at developing a new mechanism for calculating queue parameters 
which are significant measure of various commercial tasks, including marketing, 
transportation and airports. Generally, queues are mainly big, as at airport registration desks 
with many counters check, it is hard for the employees to quantitatively measure parameters 
such as dwell time, services frequency and total number of people waiting to be served. Thus, 
this thesis proposes a mixture of pedestrian counting system and a proposed virtual door in 
order to assess and obtain such factors 
1.3.3 Event Detection  
Chapter 4 aims at recognising and detecting customers wandering between shop aisles, 
classifying the possible connections between different categories of purchases. Moreover, it 
enables us to identify the dwell time at certain places and track shopping behaviour across 
aisles. This vision can be used to re-allocate and organize products in order to optimise the 
general layout of the store. Moreover, an interpretation of high-level information about 
customer behaviour based on a tracking module is made, with the aim of analysing and 
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recognising specific activities that are interesting in a marketing context. One specific type of 
information that is of interest is the position of customers at each instant of time and their 
performed actions within the store. 
 
1.4 List of Contributions made in the Field  
The following contributions have been achieved: 
 
 A Proposed method to pedestrian counting is introduced, which substitutes global 
features with low-level feature extraction. Rather than estimating a pedestrian group 
globally, we have divided the total group into clusters, which have been detected by 
applying a foreground detection technique, and features have been extracted from 
each fragment. 
 
 In this thesis, a new technique of applying local annotations for each foreground 
fragment is presented. An individual template model has been applied to approximate 
the occupied area by the individual represented by each annotation, and consequently 
the true values are allocated to overlapping foreground fragments. 
 
 A novel technique of filtering the estimations by a cluster tracking is introduced. 
Earlier methods have usually disregarded the fact that successive frames are possible 
to take same number of people, though some techniques have applied smoothing on a 
global level. By finding and tracking pedestrian clusters as they move over an image, 
smoothing can be applied locally.  
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 A novel mechanism for detecting and counting pedestrian in a queue, which integrate 
two developed of pedestrian counting system, and counting and virtual door 
algorithm. These two components have been used obtain statistical information about 
the queue properties, such as number of entrances, number of people being serviced. 
This framework initiates a relationship between the statistical queue information, and 
permits this information, to be obtained from other parameters, if there is a lack of 
satisfactory video covering.  
 
 A proposed event detection approach based on probabilistic and deterministic 
methods has been developed in which activities have been analysed only when 
customers are within the region of interest. Generally, humans’ actions in a store can 
be defined as ongoing interaction between customers and products, such as looking 
for, touching, checking, etc. Therefore, in order to evaluate this type of interaction 
information, appropriate features have been extracted based on the appearance and the 
motion of the customers. Then a classification technique is applied in order to 
discriminate between various activities.  
 
1.5 Layout of the thesis  
The thesis is arranged in six chapters. The first chapter includes an introduction and the 
problem statement. Chapter 2 provides a general overview of the related works that has been 
conducted in the area of pedestrian counting and queue detection. This chapter also 
introduces the foundation of the work, which contain the algorithms and approaches that have 
been adopted in this thesis. Then, the third chapter presents the proposed counting technique, 
and some experimental analyses based on different metrics to evaluate the system, has been 
done. Finally, chapter four presents a novel customer queue-monitoring algorithm, which 
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makes use of the counting system, proposed in chapter 3. Finally, chapter 5 presents a 
conclusion of this thesis, along with the proposed future works.  
1.6 Summary 
Generally, in crowded environment, it is difficult to watch the behavioural activities of all 
humans within a crowd; this is due to the congestion and over-crowding. However, the 
properties of a specific crowd can be observed, for instance, the distribution of individuals 
over the location, and the entire number of person in the field of view can be calculated.  
Aggressive security properties can be extracted from crowd analysis, such as violence, fight, 
and conflict actions even in quiet environment; the dimension of the crowd could be an 
indication of obstruction and some suspicious activities.  
For instance, when the number of pedestrians in a crowd is very big, the interaction forces 
among individuals are increased. This eventually indicates an unexpected start of crowd 
instability and disturbance. In such circumstances, the dimensions and movements of 
interaction forces pushing individuals ‘body turn them around in an unrestricted manner, and 
persons struggle to keep their balance; once persons lose their balance and tumble, this might 
act as the basic of a crowd incident. Pedestrian’s number within a crowd might also be an 
indication of overcrowding and other irregular activities within non-violent crowds. 
Therefore, automatic pedestrian counting has become a dynamic area of image-processing 
domain in the latest years, along with the necessity to undertake further developments 
tracking techniques identify descriptive and discriminate human features. For these 
mentioned causes, the analysis of crowd density and its related properties is a very essential 
job within the domain of crowd estimation and pedestrian counting. 
This thesis has presented a number of new approaches to automatically count pedestrians by 
proposing new image-processing methods. Some contributions are noted in the domain of 
pedestrian counting, queue monitoring, and human event recognition.  
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2. Literature Review 
 
This chapter provides literature review focusing on human activity recognition and 
pedestrian’s counting using image processing techniques. This review starts with a general 
overview of video surveillance systems. It also presents the optical flow, background 
subtraction techniques that have been used in this thesis, which are discussed in Section 2.2: 
Section 2.3 involves related pedestrian’s counting approaches; Section 2.4 reviews queue 
analysis.  
2.1 Video Surveillance system  
Generally, video systems are composed of different modules and each module executes a 
different functionality. These modules integrate many video cameras and a parallel structure 
of processing tasks that can be categorised into the following four groups: 
 Environmental data modelling 
 Features extraction, human detection 
 High-level activity analysis and behaviour recognition 
 Information integration from different sensors. 
Videos collected from each camera are fused to obtain operationally significant information. 
The language used here is universal: a surveillance system is intended for tracking the body 
parts of an individual; or for tracking the position of many persons in a view; or measuring 
the holistic properties of a group. Each of the four types of task is briefly reviewed in the next 
sections. 
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2.1.1 Data modelling 
Prior knowledge about the view and camera location and angles, can be exploited using 2D 
or 3D models. For instance, the background of a view is usually stationary, along with 
changes in the image occurring due to noisiness and light variations. In order to model the 2D 
background image, adaptive techniques are usually applied: each pixel is represented by a 
probability distribution, such as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and this is incrementally 
tuned over time.  
Another key issue of the environmental model is the camera standardization, which defines 
the relation between the image plane and the view. Homography matrices have been used to 
define the transformation between these planes (Agarwal, Jawahar et al. 2005), while general 
calibration methods use non-linear factors such as radial lens distortion 
2.1.2   Features Extraction  
Feature extraction is a common term used to define low-level image processing, in which the 
pixels of an image, are converted into a valuable groups of descriptors. The low-level 
features extracted from the collected video, are then used for the high-level processing and 
semantic representation. Subject to the developed application, this module comprises 
modules and tasks such as: 
 Image motion segmentation 
 Feature extraction 
 Object classification 
 Individual detection  
 Trajectory extraction. 
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2.1.2.1 Image Motion Segmentation 
The initial stage in Image motion segmentation is the extraction of motion information 
through motion segmentation. Motion segmentation in video sequences tries to detect regions 
equivalent to moving objects such as individuals. A detected moving region, offers 
information for other processing stages, such as human tracking and activity analysis 
(Mitiche and Aggarwal 2014).  
2.1.2.2 Feature extraction 
In an image plan, image features are extracted in order to generate a significant descriptor or 
collection of descriptors that are later treated at an advanced stage. For instance, holistic 
features such as textural are applied to estimate people in a crowd, however, localised image 
features (within a crowd segment) are extracted from `spatial time patches' have been applied 
to detect abnormal activities (Liu and Li 2014) 
2.1.2.3 Object classification 
Usually, fragments belonging to the foreground image are usually known as blobs, when their 
original object is unidentified. The main goal of object classification is to identify the object 
class to which each fragment is belonging (individuals or vehicles). This can be achieved by 
shape features, like blob region, and the characteristic the bounding box covering the detected 
object (Socher, Huval et al. 2012). 
2.1.2.4 Individual detection.  
Individual detection is a vital and important task in any surveillance application, as it offers 
the essential information for further semantic analysis of the video recordings.  
Individual is detected in images by applying some common methods, such as histogram of 
oriented gradients (Oreifej and Liu 2013)  Face detection approaches involve Viola’s cascade 
of simple image features (Nguyen, Hefenbrock et al. 2013) 
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2.1.2.5 Trajectory extraction.  
Individuals are tracked over an interval of time and the extracted trajectories can be used for 
later consideration. An evaluation of current tracking studies is reviewed by (Li, Hu et al. 
2013) . Correspondingly, the trajectories of discriminant-points belong to an image; can be 
extracted by applying Kanade-Lucase-Tomasi (KLT) key-points feature extractor(Sonka, 
Hlavac et al. 2014) . 
 
2.2 Individual Motion Detection 
Before reviewing the pedestrian counting literature, this part reviews some of the important 
video surveillance tasks, which support the current research. A central stage in most video 
surveillance applications is individual’s motion detection(Cristani, Raghavendra et al. 2013) , 
as it permits the following stages to be achieved, like classification of objects or pedestrians’ 
counting.  
The purpose of motion detection is to identify and detect moving areas, in a sequence of 
video frames in order to distinguish these areas, or to separate the background from the 
foreground scenes. Motion detection is usually the key element for advanced level 
processing; for example, object tracking, behaviour recognition and individual motion 
capturing, etc. These systems mainly monitor distorted objects, such as people, and solid 
objects, such as cars. Based on the target application, the applicable technique is selected.  
Detecting and classifying moving entities, such as individuals or cars, on video images is not 
an easy task because of the sensitivity of environmental variations. Numerous methods have 
been tried to solve the problem of motion segmentation.  
In traditional surveillance systems, most methods use thresholding approaches (Halevi and 
Weinshall 1997, Stringa 2000). Moving object detection is done by thresholding the 
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difference between two consecutive frames. These techniques work fine in daytime due to the 
high-density contrast between objects, however, at night, false detection can happen due to 
the low intensity of contrast and a relatively high level of noise caused by bad lighting 
environments.  
To solve these difficulties, many statistical approaches (Haritaoglu, Harwood et al. 1998) 
have been proposed; however, it is still difficult to adapt the unexpected variations of lighting 
without manual changing the parameters. 
It is usually necessary to tune the parameters of the model for a suitable performance when 
environmental situations are varied, such as artificial lighting. This type of variation takes 
many efforts to cope with it; in addition, manual changes are not feasible in surveillance 
systems. For a commercial surveillance, it is necessary that the algorithm work without 
manually changing its parameters when there are environmental variations. 
This part describes two kinds of motion detection methods: In section 2.2.1, we review 
foreground estimation using background subtraction modelling. Then, in Section, 2.2.2 flow 
methods for motion detection are reviewed.  
2.2.1 Background Subtraction and Foreground Detection  
(Wang and Suter 2007), (Manzanera 2011), (Shih-Chia 2011) area very common techniques 
for motion detection. Moving object detection is achieved by subtracting the current frame 
from the reference background image of the preceding frame. This type of motion detection 
has been an area of interest because it is able to extract the moving object, while displaying 
only a moderate time complexity. 
The chain of video processing includes the first stage of detecting the moving objects. 
Afterwards, other processing modules use the results of this process. Temporal and spatial 
information is typically required for generating object binary masks in most algorithms of 
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video segmentation (Hongliang and King 2007). The common time-averaging function of 
frames is not efficient for the of surveillance systems. The video frames have insufficient 
adapting capabilities, so a different solution is required. Gaussians Model allows the 
detection of moving objects with the help of background subtraction and spatial 
segmentation. This method is based on modelling mixtures of Gaussians or pixels and 
updating the model through online approximation (Qin and Yaonan 2008). It can be used to 
cope with a change of lighting. The background model can even allow changes in the colour 
of the pixel, being multimodal. Therefore, it is not a problem to model sequences of traffic 
lights or waving of tree branches. The purpose of background modelling is to differentiate the 
foreground pixels of the objects that move and model the real background of the observed 
scene (Dalka 2006) . 
 
Stauffer has introduced an adaptive background model, which has become one of the 
common approaches in the literature. In this model, the value of particular pixel over the time 
is seen as a measurement 𝑋𝑡 of a stochastic variable. At any time along the current 
measurment of 𝑋𝑡 , the history M𝑡= { 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , …, 𝑋𝑡−1 } is known  
Therefore, the current history of a particular pixel can be modelled by a mixture of K 
Gaussian distributions. Different colours are supposed to denote different Gaussians. The 
probability of detecting the current background pixel 𝑋𝑡 is the weighted sum of the K 
distrubution: 
𝑃(𝑋𝑡) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑡
𝐾
𝑖=1  ∗  ℱ(𝑋𝑡, 𝜇𝑖,𝑡 , ∑𝑘 )          2.1                         
K= number of Gaussian distrubutions 
𝑤𝑖,𝑡, is the weight of 𝑖
𝑡ℎ distribution at time t,and the ∑𝑤𝑖 =0 
Where 𝜇𝑘  is the mean and ∑𝑘 is the covariance matrix of the kth density 
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(Stauffer and Grimson 2000) . 
Thus, how long a colour stays in the picture is represented by the probability density 
function: 













𝑘        2.2 
 
An example of people detection using GMM is shown in figure 2-1  
 
Figure 2-1: Background subtraction using GMM 
 
An extension of the Stauffer’s GMM approach has been developed by (Zivkovic and van der 
Heijden 2006), which involves a model selection standard to select the proper number of 
components for every pixel. A full covariance matrix has been used to increase generality.  
Olivier Barnich has developed a background subtraction model, known as ViBe, which 
integrates three original mechanisms(Barnich and Van Droogenbroeck 2011). The author has 
introduced a classification technique, which is based upon a small number of 
correspondences between an individual value and the equivalent background pixel model. 
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According to Barnich, 𝑣𝑥    represents the value in a given Euclidean colour space taken by the 
pixel positioned x at in the image, and by 𝑣𝑖   a background sample value with an index i . 
Each background pixel  x  has been modelled by a set  N of background sample values that 
has been taken in the preceding frame.  
 
𝑀𝑥 = {𝑣1   , 𝑣2   , 𝑣3    , 𝑣𝑁   }        2.3 
  
                            
Figure 2-2: Comparison of pixel values with a group of sample in two dimensional Euclidian color spaces 
 
Barnich has classified the value of a pixel 𝑣𝑥    based on its equivalent model 𝑀𝑥 , Then he 
compared it to the close value within a collection of samples, by introducing a sphere 𝑆𝑅(𝑣𝑥 ) 
which has a radius R that are centred on 𝑣𝑥 . Thus, the value of the pixel 𝑣𝑥     will ben then 
classified as background if the cardinality ℵ of the set of intersections of this sphere and the 
set of models sample 𝑀𝑥  is larger or equal to a particular threshold ℵ𝑚𝑖𝑛. In a formal way, it 
is the author has compared ℵ𝑚𝑖𝑛 to  
ℵ{𝑆𝑅(𝑣𝑥 ) ∩ { 𝑣1   , 𝑣2   , 𝑣3    , 𝑣𝑁   }  }             2.4 
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In the second stage, the author showed how the proposed approach could be initialized with a 
single frame. In this case, there is no need to wait for more times to initialise the background 
model, an advantage for image processing solutions embedded in digital cameras and for 
short sequences.  
In the last stage of the proposed background subtraction model, an update mechanism has 
been presented. Rather than keeping samples in the pixel models for a fixed period, the 
insertion time of a pixel in the model has been ignored, and a value is selected to be 
substituted randomly.  
 
 
Figure 2-3: Background segmentation using Vibe Proposed by Barnich 
 
Vibe approach is strong in different environments, for both indoor and outdoor environments. 
Following foreground detection, a morphological closing operation is commonly applied to 
the binary mask in order to obtain ‘cleaner’ and less fragmented blob segments.  
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In image processing, closing is, together with opening, the basic workhorse of morphological 
noise removal. Opening removes small objects, while closing removes small holes. The set of 
pixel belonging to the foreground are then grouped into fragments or ‘blobs’ utilising a 
connected components approach.  
The aim of this work is not on enhancing the effectiveness of developed background 
subtraction techniques. Consequently, the work presented in this thesis makes use of common 
current techniques, such as (Stauffer and Grimson 2000) and (Zivkovic and van der Heijden 
2006) . Additional enhancements in background subtraction field could be combined with 
approaches presented in this work, by updating the appropriate background modelling 
components. 
2.2.2 Optical flow  
Optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surfaces, and edges in a visual scene 
caused by the relative motion between a viewer (eye or a camera) and the scene. According 
to (Beauchemin and Barron 1995) “Optical flow is an approximation to image motion defined 
as the projection of velocities of 3D surface points onto the image plane of a visual sensor.”  
The optical flow approaches try to estimate the motion over two image frames, which are, 
selected at times t and  t+ ∆𝑡 at each voxel position. These approaches are known as 
differential because they are based on local Taylor series of the image signal; that is, they 
make use partial derivatives with respect to the stpatio-temporal coordinates. 
For a 2D dimensional space a voxel at location (x,y,t) with intensity I(x, y, t ) will have 
moved by displacement     ∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑡, and over the two consecutive frames, and the 
brightness can be represented by: 
 
I(x, y, t ) = I( x+ ∆𝑥, y + ∆𝑦, t + ∆𝑡)                  2.5 
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Supposing the displacement is small, the image constraint at I (x, y, t) is equal to  
 
I( x+ ∆𝑥, y + ∆𝑦, t + ∆𝑡) = I(x, y, t )+ 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑥
∆𝑥  + 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑦
 ∆𝑦 + 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑡
 ∆𝑡   + 𝜀       2.6 
 
The value of ε is slight negligible and can be ignored. Consequently,  
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑥
∆𝑥  + 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑦
 ∆𝑦 + 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑡
 ∆𝑡   = 0                         2.7 






 𝑣𝑦 + 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑡
= 0                                    2.8 
Where 𝑣𝑥  and  𝑣𝑦 represents  the x and y components of the optical flow of I(x, y, t )  
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑥
  , 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑦
  , 
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑡
      represents   the  derivative of the image  I(x, y, t )  in the corresponding 
direction (horizontal and vertical) 𝐼𝑥  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐼𝑦 
 𝐼𝑡 can be  wriiten for the derivatives as :  
 
𝐼𝑥 𝑣𝑥+𝐼𝑦𝑣𝑦 = -  𝐼𝑡                              2.9           
 
Last equation includes two unknowns, and it is not possible to solve it, as it is, in which more 
constraints are needed. This has been known as an aperture problem of the optical flow 
approaches. To obtain the optical flow, additional set of equations is required, obtained by 
more constraints. All optical flow approaches applied further conditions for calculating the 
real flow. 
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The Horn–Schunck approach of calculating optical flow known as global approach, which 
applies a global constraint of smoothness in order to deal with the aperture problem (Bauer, 
Pathirana et al. 2006) 
The Horn-Schunck approach adopts smoothness in the flow throughout the entire image. 
Therefore, it seeks to reduce distortions in flow and prefers solutions, which demonstrate 
additional smoothness. 
The flow is expressed as a global energy functional, which is then required to be reduced. 
This function is written for 2D image plan as: 
              𝐸 =  ∬[ (𝐼𝑥 𝑢 + 𝐼𝑦 𝑣 + 𝐼𝑡 )
2
+ 𝛼2 (‖∆𝑥 ‖2) + (‖∆𝑣 ‖2) ] 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦              2.10 
Where 𝐼𝑥 , 𝐼𝑦 , represent the derivatives of the values of the image density over the horizontal 
x and vertical y direction   and 𝐼𝑡  represents the time dimensions.  
The optical flow vector is represented by 
?⃗? =  [𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦)]𝑇                                 2.11 
𝛼2  Represents a constant for regularization, in which the higher values of  𝛼   results in a  
more smooth flow. 
Since the values of 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦) at each pixel are reliant on their neighboring values, a 
straight solution cannot be powerfully calculated. Thus, a repeated mechanism is applied to 
repetitively updating the estimates. The following mechanism is obtained: 
𝑢𝑘+1 = ?̅?𝑘- 
𝐼𝑥 (𝐼𝑥 𝑢
𝑘+𝐼𝑦 ?̅?
𝑘+ 𝐼𝑡  )
𝛼2+ 𝐼𝑥
2 + 𝐼𝑦
2           2.12 
𝑣𝑘+1 = ?̅?𝑘- 
𝐼𝑥 (𝐼𝑥 𝑢
𝑘+𝐼𝑦 ?̅?
𝑘+ 𝐼𝑡  )
𝛼2+ 𝐼𝑥
2 + 𝐼𝑦
2           2.13 
Where ?̅?𝑘 and ?̅?𝑘 represent the weighted average of 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑣 (𝑥, 𝑦) respectively, calculated 
in a neighborhood around the pixel at location (𝑥, 𝑦), after the kth number of iterations. K+1 
represents the next iteration.  
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Lucas–Kanade approach assumes that the shift of the image contents between two 
neighboring frames is slightly small and almost constant across a neighborhood of the point P 
within the region of interest (Lucas and Kanade 1981). Therefore, the optical flow is assumed 
to hold for all pixels over a window centered at P. Specifically, the local image flow vector 
(𝑣𝑥 , 𝑣𝑦) has to satisfy 
 
𝐼𝑥𝑎1𝑣𝑥+𝐼𝑦𝑎1𝑣𝑦 = -  𝐼𝑡𝑎1                  2.14 
𝐼𝑥𝑎2𝑣𝑥+𝐼𝑦𝑎2𝑣𝑦 = -  𝐼𝑡𝑎2                  2.15 
…. 
𝐼𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑣𝑥+𝐼𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑣𝑦 = -  𝐼𝑡𝑎𝑛            2.16 
𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑛  Represent the pixels within the window  
𝐼𝑥𝑎𝑛 , 𝐼𝑦𝑎𝑛 ,  𝐼𝑡𝑎𝑛   Represent the derivative of image  I(x, y, t ) 






]   and 𝑣 =  [
𝑣𝑥
𝑣𝑦












           2.17 
This system involves more equations than unknowns, and therefore it is generally over-
determined. Lucas–Kanade technique finds a compromise solution by applying least squares 
technique. Specifically, it resolves the 2×2 system  
𝐴𝑇 𝐴𝑣 =  𝐴𝑇 𝑐                          2.18 
Where  𝐴𝑇  represents the transpose matrix of A  
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Enhancing the efficiency of common optical flow approaches is outside the aim of this work. 
Consequently, the work presented in this thesis makes use of well recognized, generally 
applicable, and effective approaches such as (Horn and Schunck 1981). Additional 
enhancements in optical flow field and computational effectiveness could be combined with 
the approaches presented in this work by updating the appropriate optical flow components. 
 
2.3 Pedestrian Counting  
Pedestrian counting using computer vision techniques have been assessed from several 
viewpoints. While the specific approaches are different, they are sharing some mutual 
fundamentals. These approaches usually include identification and extraction of many image 
features, accompanying by a different types of classifiers or regression phase. The initial 
stage belonging to the Feature extraction component has been discussed in the previous part 
2.1.2. The amount and complication of the features extracted have a clear influence on the 
classification phase; particularly, on the complication of the classifier that can be used, on the 
computational time needed, and on the necessary amount of the training data. 
Since every new feature leads to an extra level of dimensionality, and consequently requires a 
larger training data set, it is significant to use features that match exactly to the crowding 
level over a view. 
For instance, the use of optical flow is the measurement of activity over a view. An optical 
flow is a map of each pixel speeds over two consecutive frames (Section 2.2.2). While this 
seems to be a valuable indication of pedestrian motion, additional concern proposes that 
speed is insignificant feature for assessing the size of a crowd, since optical flow is velocity-
dependent. Consequently, people who are moving fast, might contribute significantly to the 
entire speed present in a view, which lead to an over estimate of the size of the crowd. On the 
contrary, crowded views may not be identified because the relative absence of motion, which 
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is caused by overcrowding, which, significantly, is one of the abnormal states we may try to 
identify. Additionally, the detail’s level given by optical flow is extremely detailed for the 
necessary job. A value of floating point for every pixel within image is too detailed, and not 
needed. Furthermore, it is computational costly to get such estimations. 
By contrast, background subtraction and foreground detection techniques have been applied 
broadly (Ma, Li et al. 2004) , (Celik, Hanjalic et al. 2006) for extracting a mask of foreground 
pixels, equivalent to persons in a view, (individual velocity in this case is not a matter). The 
relationship between the number of pixels belonging to the foreground and the pedestrians’ 
number, has been examined with different levels of complication, using neural network, 
linear fitting (Kong, Gray et al. 2006) and Gaussian regression model. 
Different features, like textural features, have been applied in combination with machine 
learning methods to estimate the pedestrian density in a crowd (Rahmalan, Nixon et al. 
2006). The word density has been applied in those situations where no try is made to count 
the number of pedestrian. Instead, a view may be only organized as either small, very small, 
medium, or high.   
Regardless of the particular features that has been extracted, or the type classification 
technique applied, the ultimate result is a measurement of pedestrians’ number. This is 
considered as a holistic explanation of the scene, and the only measurement of accuracy is 
how accurately the systems estimation is equivalent to the actual value. The actual value is 
known to as the ground truth. Consequently, it is reasonable to develop a system based on 
these types of holistic features that are indication of bigger crowds. Few efforts have been 
established that use localised features that are specific to persons inside the view, (head 
detection) (Lin, Chen et al. 2001). According to Chen, the goal for the systems is that they 
shouldn’t include actual count of persons or track of the activities of persons, however must 
be based on a collective illustration of the pedestrian crowd (distribution, arrangements).  
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The below literature review pedestrian-counting algorithms that make use of local features 
and local-based features: 
Pedestrian group counting approaches are commonly classified into two groups: global and 
local level. 
 Global methods make use of the global features of the image for describing frames 
belongs to a video, and classification or a regression technique are applied for 
mapping among the feature and the group length estimation.  
Low-level methods or (Localised based methods) use low-level features of an 
image to preform detection, tracking or counting people inside the fragmented area. 
Therefore, the group magnitude is the summation of all its fragments. An middle 
method is presented by (Kong, Gray et al. 2005) which uses blob histograms  which is 




Figure 2-4: Pedestrian counting techniques  
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2.3.1 Global methods 
2.3.1.1 Global methods based texture- features  
Mapping-based or Global counting methods use some global descriptive features to estimate 
the size of a group. Features that can be used in these methods involve textures (Marana, 
Velastin et al. 1997), foreground pixels (Davies, Yin et al. 1995) and edge  (Kong, Gray et al. 
2006), while the classification and regression approaches have involved linear regression and 
Gaussian regression (Chan, Liang et al. 2008) 
Estimation of crowd density system has been proposed by (Xiaohua, Lansun et al. 2006) , in 
which  Xiaohua make use of wavelet and support vector machine . The proposed approach at 
the initial stage has transformed the crowd image into multi scale formats by applying a 
wavelet transform. Then, the first-and the second order statistical features at each scale of the 
transformed images, have been extracted as character vectors, which represent the density of 
the crowd. Finally, Xiaohua applied support vector machine, in order to classify the extracted 
density character vectors into four crowd density levels. These vectors divide the crowd into 
four categories: “Low,” “Moderate” “Moderate high” and “high”   
The proposed system has been compared with other system, which make use of first order 
wavelet features, with an almost 88 % of accurate classification. In addition, when all texture 
features have been combined together, an improved performance with rate of 95 % of 
classification has been shown.  
The proposed approach treats the crowd image as a holistic description and is able to only 
calculate the global crowd density. Depending to the allocation of the crowd (uniform or not), 
the estimation will have then a big bias. Further analyses have to be made, in order to achieve 
the local density estimation based on localised crowd features, and to offer more precise 
information for the distribution and controlling of the crowd. In addition, the author has 
described the faults faced in their experimental results as follows: 
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The faults mostly happened among the adjacent density classes. Such faults are forgivable 
because there aren’t typically separate boundaries over adjacent two density classes. 
Marana has presented an approach for real-time pedestrian counting(Marana, Cavenaghi et al. 
2005), which is based on textural features based on grey-level transition probabilities of 
crowd images. In the proposed approach, the recent image from a set of input images has 
been categorised into a crowd density category.  
According to Marana, image is observed through its properties, such as dimension, shape, 
and texture. Texture represents a rich basis of information regarding the physical 
environment. Images of thin density crowds have a tendency to show coarse textures, 
whereas images of thick pedestrian crowds provide fine textures.  
Considering with this supposition, textural features are effective since overcrowding and 
congested scene interrupt such textural features belonging to the background. While textural 
information will be changed by the existence of crowding, the foreground is not clearly 
fragmented from the background. The proposed system by Marana uses this fact to calculate 
pedestrian crowd densities by applying the grey level dependence matrix technique.  
The GLDM technique is based on the estimate of the conditional probability density 
functions𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿).  
Every 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿) represents the probability of the pair of grey levels (i, j) appearing in a 
pair of pixels of the image, assuming that the distance between these pixel is represented by 
𝑎, having a direction 𝛿. The obtained values produce a 2D histogram, which is expressed as a 
matrix formula, known as grey level dependence matrix (GLDM).  
Holistic texture feature have been estimated from each of four GLDMs (four angles of  𝛿 :  
0◦,  45◦, 90◦ and  135◦) , including the following image features: 
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Contrast: 𝑆𝑐(𝑎, 𝛿) = 
∑ ∑ (𝑖 − 𝑗)2𝐺−1𝑗=0 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿).
𝐺−1
𝑖=0                        2.19 
 
Energy: 𝑆𝑔(𝑎, 𝛿) = 
∑ ∑ (𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿))2𝐺−1𝑗=0  
𝐺−1
𝑖=0                                 2.20 
 
Homogeneity: 𝑆ℎ(𝑎, 𝛿) = 
∑ ∑
𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿)
1 + (𝑖 − 𝑗)2  
𝐺−1
𝑗=0





Entropy: 𝑆𝑔(𝑎, 𝛿) = 
∑ ∑ 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿)𝐺−1𝑗=0 log 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑗 /𝑎, 𝛿) 
𝐺−1
𝑖=0                  2.22 
where G represents the number of grey levels.  
Marana has used these four image features, for each of the four GLDMs, in which an overall 
of 16 holistic features has been used to illustrate the image. Then, neural network has been 
used in order to classify the density of the crowd into five classes. Crowd involving 122 
images from samples of 149 images have been correctly estimated; a rate of 81.88% of 
precision is shown.  
It has to be mentioned that they have created ground truth data empirically, which has 
affected the comparison. The authors noted that the proposed algorithm could not separate 
accurately, the alteration between high and very high crowd classes. 
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Rahmalan proposed translation invariant orthonormal Chebyshev moments (TIOCM) 
(Rahmalan, Nixon et al. 2006). His evaluation observed the superior performance of textural 
features on evening databases, “Since the evening information involves smaller light 
changing comparing with morning information. When these two databases have been 
merged, to produce a more hybrid collections, efficiency was reduced comparing to the 
evening database only, this is because the light is changing over time. This has shown the 
main restraint of texture based features: not robust to the background variation, and are 
therefore unfeasible for real life application, since they require being trained again, along 
with any major variation in the background.” 
It can be concluded from the above results, that texture features are critical to outdoor 
alterations such as changing in illumination and variation of the view's background. 
Therefore, a pedestrian counting system intended for long period of time usage, would have 
to be trained again, after any important modifications in the environment happened.  
In some of complex situations, it may be necessary to deploy a high number of video cameras 
through the view; applying texture features will necessitate training that each video camera 
individually, possibly hundred frames set. This is not an efficient solution for long-term 
pedestrian counting systems throughout an extensive variety of circumstances and 
backgrounds. 
Global based texture features approaches, have also been limited to the estimation of the 
crowd density on a 4 or 5 density classes, instead of clearly counting the pedestrian’s number 
within a region of interest. There is also vagueness when the density of pedestrians belongs to 
the boundary of two adjacent density classes such as ‘high’ and ‘very high-density classes 
can be identical. Rahmalan has described the faults faced in their experimental results: 
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The faults mostly happened among the adjacent density classes. Such faults are forgivable 
because there aren’t typically separate boundaries over adjacent two density classes. 
This absence of a separate border causes the estimations to be essentially inaccurate. Though 
this may be appropriate in some situations and applications, it is usually more necessary to 
obtain an accurate estimation of the number of pedestrian within a region of interest.  
 
2.3.1.2 Global methods based individuals-features  
Comparing to global methods based texture- features; more current pedestrian counting 
techniques, have used features that are explicitly representative of pedestrian crowding. 
These features are still measured as global level, such as extracted edges within an image, or 
the overall number of pixels belonging to the foreground 
Kong introduced the usage of histograms in order to illustrate image features on a global 
level (Kong, Gray et al. 2006). In the proposed approach, blob size histograms (BSH) have 
been used to identify features. BSH and edge orientation histogram have been applied to 
detect the series of people dimensions and their shape in a view. Every pixel has been 
weighted through their values in an intensity map; thus, the length of every blob has been 
estimated and has been utilised in order to classify blob within bin of the histogram. The BSH 
helps to distinguish existing blobs. Noise will donate to the lowest bin of the histogram, 
whereas groups, which are very small, will donate to consecutively higher bins of the 
histogram. The precise type of the relation is learned using regression, however, the usage of 
BSH bins as features of image, must allow the system to differentiate between groups of 
pedestrians and individual people. 
It is essential to differentiate between clusters and persons due to the occlusion, which 
happens in a group setting, when one individual partly occlude another from viewing. Kong 
states the cause of applying histograms as follow: 
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The use of histogram helps in two ways. First, it is able of modeling the noise caused from 
the subtraction of the background. Furthermore, it is capable of capturing the difference over 
single person and cluster of people. For instance, a single person can engage 200 pixels. 
When two persons are moving together, because the occlusion, less than 400 pixels will exist. 
Therefore, every pixel contributes less to the ultimate sums when the blob magnitude is 
bigger. 
Their technique additionally involves geometric improvement because of the camera 
perspective; to compensate for perspective of same person size at different site e.g. measured 
in pixels, the size of individual can vary at different places (the magnitude in pixels declines 
as the distance from the camera increasing). Obviously, the linear function, which is mapping 
the number of foreground pixel counts to the pedestrian number, fails when strong occlusions 
occur.   
Chan has introduced a holistic based method, which extracted a big amount of features within 
each frame image, in order to deal with occlusion and segmentation errors (Chan and 
Vasconcelos 2012). The segmentation is based on dynamic textures (Chan and Vasconcelos 
2008), leading to two foreground masks for movement in each direction. Global features 
involved are foreground region, perimeter pixel estimates, and textures. Overall, around thirty 
features have been identified and extracted, and Bayesian Poisson model and Gaussian 
regressions, have been applied to estimate the number of people passing in each direction 
This technique necessitates some extra training for learning the dynamic textural features, yet 
there is a benefit of applying this approach in many visual surveillance purposes. For 
instance, an airport pathway where pedestrian flow must be allowed in one direction can get 
benefit from identifying unusual motion situations. Since the textures are measured 
throughout several numbers of frames using three-dimensional spatial- temporal patches, the 
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process of image-segmentation is completed more precisely and with larger effectiveness 
than optical flow methods. 
The accuracy of this algorithm originates from the big amount of extra training data needs. 
As mentioned before, the amount of features has a high impact on the classification step, 
involving the necessary amount of the training set. The method shown by Chan has used 
around 800 frames for system training, which have been manually annotated with actual data, 
which is the number of people walking in both directions.  
This will be an onerous job to achieve for each camera in a big location where pedestrian 
crowd number is needed. Moreover, a dynamic textural feature is able to segment only 
moving people, and not pedestrians who are stationary in the mid of the view. Pedestrians 
stop regularly in surveillance video, and this can even be produced by extreme overcrowding, 
which is frequently what we mainly try to detect.  
2.3.2 Local features based-methods  
Other methods of pedestrian counting use descriptors those are appropriate to the person and 
clusters of pedestrians. These clusters are then separately examined; in this case, the overall 
total group size is the summation of its clusters count. Usually these approaches can be 
classified into two categories: 
 Individual detection methods: These use shoulder, individual face, head or 
individual descriptors, and/or segmentation techniques, to find the estimated position 
of each person within the FOV. Then general counting is achieved straight as a 
subsequent stage. 
 Localisation methods: These segment an image into a number of sub areas and then 
apply regression-based counting approaches at the local level.  
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2.3.2.1 Individual detection methods: 
In thin pedestrian groups, it is suitable to detect individual separately (Dalal and Triggs 
2005). These methods are most suitable for sparse situations in which the detected person is 
observable. An alternate method is the segmentation pedestrian group. This method tries to 
describe the detected features through a calculation of the estimated spatial positioning of 
individuals within a FOV.  
Bayesian method has been introduced by (Zhao and Nevatia 2003) for pedestrian 
segmentation in a crowd. In the proposed approach, a 3D individual model has been used in 
order to represent objects belonging to the foreground within the scene. Moreover, a 
probabilistic model using Markov chain combines in Bayesian structure features, which have 
been tracked, such as body silhouette, individual’s height, camera modelling, head 
pedestrians, and objects belonging to the foreground. However, in crowds of high densities, 
the complete representation of the body is mostly not very helpful, as existence of high 
occlusions, the most of the individual’s body is being hidden (and fragment of the head 
candidate).  
A limitation of this method is the failure to achieve real-time segmentation in crowded places 
including more than 20-25 candidates; this is because of the high dimensionality of the 
solution space and its several possibility of combinations. In addition, the effectiveness of 
many pose models is doubtful in high-density crowds where such information is possible to 
be blocked from observation 
Other approaches make use of overhead cameras in order to simplify the counting issues 
(Teixeira and Savvides 2007) but, as common-goal, CCTV cameras are not often deployed in 
such a positions, these methods are not likely to become appropriate for most of the existing 
deployments. Head based detection methods have been presented by a several researchers 
(Chen and Lin 2009) , (Chen, Su et al. 2009). These methods are suitable in crowded 
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environments, when the face of every person is continuously observable by a camera, but 
they are not optimal systems to the crowd estimates issues. 
The techniques mentioned above are body part based detection algorithms and are usually 
built on the hypothesis of small pedestrian intensity or precise location of the camera. On the 
other hand, localisation-based approaches split the image into a number of sub-regions or 
small clusters within the whole group, and then, these cluster are counted locally. 
Some research has addressed the problems of pedestrian counting (Chan and Vasconcelos 
2012). Classification has been introduced based on the kind of sensor the system uses 
(Velipasalar, Ying-Li et al. 2006). These range from contact counters, which, since they 
block the way, are not efficient since they decrease the flow of people, to passive infrared 
sensors (PIR) and microwaves. Many of them, however, are not capable of differentiating 
crowds of pedestrians; their main purpose is only to detect the occupancy of a region.  
Other approaches of people counting that apply a background subtraction model include a 
tracking technique that is achieved based on region of occupancy and a colour vector for each 
region of interest (ROI) (Thou-Ho, Tsong-Yi et al. 2006). The author of this research has 
stated that this proposed approach does not achieve a proper count when people are moving 
together. A counting system based on a support vector machine classifier in order to detect 
the head has also been proposed (Huazhong, Pei et al. 2010). It also uses a Kalman filter to 
perform people tracking; however, no feedback exists about the prediction state of the 
tracking for the head detection. The authors have stated that this proposed approach involves 
some problems with obstructions that cannot be fixed. However, these methods were time-
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2.3.2.2 Localisation methods: 
Conte proposed moving discriminant-points clustering to achieve localisation of group in a 
crowd(Conte, Foggia et al. 2010). In the proposed method, Speeded-Up Robust Features 
(SURF) has been applied to identify the discriminant points belonging to a specific frame. 
Detected discriminant-points have been masked using optical flow; in this case, fixed points 
are discounted. Residual non-stationary points are then assembled in clusters through K 
means approach from which a local cluster length estimate is achieved. Such methods are 
restricted to moving persons since the discriminant points are masked by the optical flow 
field. 
Localised feature mining for a direct count of crowd (instead of performing density class 
estimate) has been used by(Chen, Loy et al. 2012) . Features have been extracted from 
similar size cells in a quadrilateral grid. In order to compensate for the effect of perspective, 
perspective normalization has been applied using an intensity map. Several output ridge 
regression has been applied for capturing both holistic and localised trends within an image. 
Lempitsky has introduced an approach to estimate the crowd with low-density at every pixel, 
so that accumulating the density throughout any region can provide the pedestrian number 
within this region. In this work, a particular pixel p has been expressed by a vector  𝑦𝑝, which 
contain the low-level extracted pixel from the foreground and image gradient (Lempitsky and 
Zisserman 2010). Lempitsky has then applied a linear model to obtain the intensity at every 
pixel; in the proposed method, ground truth annotation has been done by allocating small 
targets to every pixel.  
Each individual in the training stage has been labeled by central dot, and this is sparse over a 
neighbourhood by a Discrete Gaussian kernel. Every frame in the training set includes a big 
amount of samples (one sample is required for every pixel), which requires widely more 
training data than global approaches (each frame requires one sample), reducing the number 
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of training frames needed. Using a sample for each pixel can make training a challenging task 
for big databases, however, due to big amount of samples. 
 
2.4 People Queue Monitoring  
A queue is a specific kind of crowd organized in an arranged way, generally in public places 
such as railways and shopping malls. It is measured by its appearance, size, arrival rate, 
service speed, and waiting time. Successful queue management needs an active checking of 
these parameters, in order to identify whether further service desks should be opened or 
closed, and to make queues more manageable in the future. A queue can be defined by six 
attributes (Gross, Shortle et al. 2013): 
Arrival style: Normally the arrival process is stochastic, and a probability 
distribution defines the time over consecutive comings 
Service style: The service style might be a stochastic or deterministic process 
depending on the queuing system 
Queue regulation: In normal queues it is usually first in, first out  
Capacity of system: This pertains to the physical limitations of the queuing space 
Number of service 
desks: 
The number of parallel desks in operation at the front of the 
queue 
Stages of service: The number of stages through which a customer has to progress 
while being served (usually one counter) 
 
General practice is to describe a queue by the arrivals manner, processing of service and the 
number of service channels. For instance, M/D/1 represents a queue structure with a Poisson 
arrival process, a deterministic service time, and one service desk. Donald, has defined three 
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relevant criteria of a queue (Gross, Shortle et al. 2013) :  
 Dwelling time: The period of time that an individual remains in a given state 
 People accumulation: The number of people in the queue 
 Idle time of the operators: This represents the percentage of time that any operator 
is idle, or otherwise the whole system is devoid of people. 
It is essential when defining a queue structure, to identify the probability distribution of the 
total number of people in the system. Monitoring the queue length, arrival frequency and 
service speed will therefore help the queuing managers to determine the optimum number of 
channels to provide and the service rates at which to control these channels. 
Video-image processing offers a promising avenue for detecting these queue factors. There 
are few computer techniques that can be used to identify or evaluate queues. An approach has 
been introduced for computing queue length from a single image based on the level lines that 
the image illustrates (Aubert 1999) . The proposed approach has been applied to images of a 
single underground station. Size of the queue was measured in terms of pixels, instead of the 
number of individuals, and the system did not assess the throughput rate and its growth 
frequency. 
A comprehensive queue measurements system requires to achieve a number of jobs, Firstly, 
it is essential is to calculate the pedestrian’s number waiting. Secondly, calculate the 
frequency of service at all service channels, for instance in case of several service desks, 
identify if they are active, and finally, calculate the period of time that an individual remains 
in the queue. A significant module in the system is one the estimation of individual’s number 
in the queue.  
A queuing checking system that integrates current developments in pedestrian counting 
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techniques has been proposed by (Parameswaran, Shet et al. 2012) . The system is based on 
adaptive background modeling approaches to identify foreground pixels related to individuals 
within the FOV. It is assumed that the number pixels that are belonging to the foreground are 
related to the detected pedestrian’s number in the FOV. The developed system also makes 
use of counter regions, which are generated at each service counter in the view.  
This queuing checking system has been implemented and assessed at an airport. The system 
involves two key modules: Queuing Checking Module and a Counting Module. The first 
component enables the system to count the passenger’s number waiting in a waiting zone. 
The second component for the counting module is used calculate the mean service time per 
passenger at the desks and calculate the number of working service desks.  
Two types of camera having two different angles views have been used in the system 
implementation (overhead and oblique camera). The system is built to be robust towards 
illumination variation and passenger’s change in appearance including passengers who are 
carrying their luggage. 
The proposed queuing checking system integrates the two main components (Queueing 
Checking Module + Counting Module) in order to compute the present waiting time. This can 
be achieved through multiplying the number of passengers waiting by the mean service time. 
The Queueing Checking Module runs by applying a weighted region function, weighted to 
the magnitude of passengers in the frame images based on their location. The queue 
dimensions component is based on the following equation: 




𝑖=1                        2.23 
Where represents N is the number of passengers, a represents the height of the area and b 
represents the width. 
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N has been represented as a weighted region of A where  𝐴(𝑖,𝑗)  is the extracted foreground 
and 𝜑(𝑖)represented as the weighted region function. 
The accuracy level of the counting model has been reported to be depended on the cameras’ 
location. It has noted that the top-down camera has reported better results that the other 
camera. In order to deal with this problem, the author has suggested the use of probability 
measurements in order to enhance the estimation results, which involve quasi-calibration 
module. For instance, the maximum dimensions of a passenger have been defined by the 
minimum dimension of the head.  
The counting module’s job is to calculate the service time of each passenger at the service 
desk. This task involves passenger’s detection and localisation in the pre-defined counter 
zones. The input utilised for passenger’s detection and localisation is correspondingly to the 
queueing component quasi-camera calibration. The Counting component also extracts pixels 
belongs to the foreground, which is obtained by using background image segmentation.  
 
The proposed approach has reached an acceptable accuracy level in estimating on the number 
of passengers in the waiting zone, and has failed in some cases to accurately estimate the 
service time. The developed system did not work well under a change of functioning 
situations including congested queue structures and multiple camera viewpoints. In some 
cases, many of the major error happen when the state of a service desk (if it is operating or 
not) has been calculated wrong. In addition, the proposed system needs more investigation of 
more accurate approximation of the queue length estimations for dense-tailed service time 
allocations.  
 
People detection approaches (Dong, Parameswaran et al. 2007) have been used to identify 
whether or not a service counter is engaged. The length of time taken to be served at each 
counter is recorded by the system, and the mean service time is represented as S ̄N: when the 
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queue is occupied by n pedestrians, the expected dwelling time is: T = n .𝑆̅ . The system does 
not calculate throughput rates clearly at either end of the queue, although these could be 
derived at the front of the queue from the several counter zones. 
In addition, several related research projects have been done regarding people queue 
monitoring. Among such researches, people crowd monitoring and queue evaluation has been 
introduced to monitor and estimate the queue magnitude of an ATM machine (Dhar and 
Rahman 2013). Another research has been developed to track audience in order to measure 
the queue magnitude. These research-works are almost similar and the developed queueing 
theories deal with difficulties which are identical (Yue, Yue et al. 2011). Both systems are 
based still images, which are updated each 40 and 20 second respectively.  
The positions of cameras installed in both systems have not been perfectly placed, with a 
very lightning variation surrounding. The illumination changes have been affected by the 
system working daytime and during night. This has an effect as the first proposed system is 
working in an outdoor environment and the other one is working within a room having big 
windows. 
For background subtraction, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) has been used by both 
systems. GMM is commonly used image segmentation and foreground subtraction technique, 
which is efficient in environments where illumination changes conditions, exists.   
Then, after the foreground detection and image segmentation is completed, both approaches 
have used pixel based analysis and support vector machine in order to achieve a classification 
of the queue magnitude. Regarding the first research work, pixels belong to the foreground in 
a straight line of the ATM have been used for estimation and the classification of the queue 
‘status.  
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In the similar classification technique, the second proposed system make used of the total 
number of the extracted foreground pixels in the waiting area. However, the idea of using 
pixels can be useful in small crowd, in some cases in the number of people is high, the 
extracting technique can be useless, lead to lots of errors in the image segmentations. Both 
projects haven’t considered the full measurements and parameters of the queue and 
considered only of the number of individuals in the waiting area. . 
Another system has been developed by Jaijing to count people in a queue using an overhead 
camera to simplify the counting task in order to avoid occlusions among people and 
simplifying the human model. However, the overhead camera can only monitor a very 
limited region, which is not suited for wide area monitoring. The range of the proposed 
approach has insufficiently enough to cover the complete queue, particularly for big 
dimensions queues, which commonly necessitates the setting up of several cameras in order 
to obtain the whole vision of the queue(Jaijing, Kaewtrakulpong et al. 2009). 
 
 
Another approach has been proposed in which people in a queue are tracked and counted in a 
crowded situation has been developed by (Mahalingam 2009). The proposed approach uses a 
technique for individuals tracking using Minimum Mean Square Error. Two consecutive 
frames are matched in order to find out the optimal matching areas of two images. The 
tracking algorithm has been manually adjusted and tracks are achieved by obtaining the 
optimal matching over two consecutive frames using the Mean Square Error which are given 
by 
MSE =  
1
𝐴𝐵
      ∑ ∑ [𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐺′(𝑥, 𝑦)]2𝑥=1𝐵
𝑦=1 
𝐴                     2.24 
Where A and B represents the frame’s dimensions.𝐺 in addition, 𝐺′ are the frames at t and 
t+1 time respectively. 
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The values obtained by 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) and𝐺′(𝑧, 𝑦) represents the RGB colour model value that will 
be utilised for comparison. When trying to find the optimal matching, only a minor ROI is 
searched in 𝐺′ which increases the tracking speed and takes into consideration the individuals 
motion.  
The developed system has failed when occlusions happen and thus, an individual has to be 
manually located another time. By applying Minimum Mean Square Error the approach can 
automatically identify when error is increasing, and invoking a manual tracks every time 
needed .The obtained tracks achieved in this system tries to look at: The individual’s number 
passing, the average number of individuals. Estimating the frequency of number of 
individuals each minute and the average moving speed of individuals. 
The proposed system has several problems regarding the initialisation of persons, which has 
to be manually archived. Furthermore, many works have to be investigated in order to solve 
the problem of occlusions. The proposed algorithm relies only on people tracking and the 
queue parameters have not been well identified. The system is based the on are based on the 
detection of moving object which lead to low accuracy.  
Few methods regarding queue analysis have been found in the existing literature. Despite the 
lack of research on queue analysis, there have been some studies related to both pedestrian 
counting and crowd evaluation in recent years which are appropriate and can be applied to 
queuing model, as will be explained in Chapter 4 
2.5 Summary 
Current pedestrian counting approaches are mainly holistic in nature; make use of machine 
learning methods to achieve regression between features and number of people. Currently, 
local features based techniques, have been introduced, while several of these techniques are 
based on body part detection and depend on prior knowledge of the camera location or 
viewing of individual features such as head, shoulders, or other parts of body. Other 
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techniques are constrained by assumptions about configuration of the pedestrian group, such 
as the linear, model, or based on optical flow that is able to identify moving pedestrians. 
As pedestrian crowd size represents a holistic illustration of the view, most of pedestrian 
counting approaches have used global-based image features to count the pedestrian crowd. 
Because the extensive changing in crowd activities, allocations, arrangements, density-level 
and total magnitude, it is hard to reach appropriate generalisation by global techniques. The 
aim of this thesis is to enhance the practicality of current pedestrian counting approaches by 
combining localized image features that are specific to persons and clusters (group of people 
within the crowd) in an image, in order count the crowd magnitude and its arrangements 
throughout an image. While current systems have used similar features such as foreground 
detection, they have been analysed at a global level. Localised-based image features have 
been proposed to count the number of pedestrians belong to each cluster, so that the total sum 
estimation is the summations of all clusters sizes. 
Furthermore, an absence of evaluation across different database, made it hard for 
comparisons between different methods. Common databases involve the PETS and the 
Caviar database. Nowadays, a number of different databases are existing. An analysis over 
different databases is essential to achieve a comparison compare localised and global based 
techniques, and for comparison between several types of features. 
Current techniques are mainly limited to single camera views: the counting system has to be 
trained within the same view in which it will be implemented. This requires that the 
technique to be trained again for each new viewpoint. The exclusions to this instruction are 
those detection-based systems such as head or face. Current techniques are also not capable 
to count people across many overlapping areas. These challenges inspire the proposal of a 
new system, which includes camera parameters to enhance the generalisation and robustness 
of pedestrian counting techniques. 
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Regarding the queue monitoring techniques, Firstly it has been noted in all the proposed 
queueing approach that have been found, that one of the main challenges when implementing 
a queue measurement system is occlusion happening when passengers are very close to each 
other. In some cases, the lack in the video coverage has a big impact about the queue 
statistics; thus, some of this information can be ignored. Most of the proposed approaches 
were unable to determine all queue parameters; in fact, they have only focused on estimating 
the number of people within the waiting area and determine the state of the counter desks 
(whether open or close).  
The camera perspective has been an issue in some of the proposed queueing measurements 
system, which has big effects on the accuracy of the system. Therefore, in our proposed 
approach, we have introduced new measurements, in which we were able to identify all 
queue parameters in the complex situations where the video coverage is incomplete. Unlike 
the other systems, we have evaluated our system on different datasets.   
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3. Pedestrian Counting 
3.1 Introduction  
Pedestrian group magnitude is a general illustration of a view. Therefore, the main stream of 
count estimation approaches used global features to calculate pedestrian group magnitude. 
Yet, because the extensive variation of crowd (arrangement, intensity and total size), global 
features analysis is not the best method for detecting the crowd magnitude. A key problem of 
the global features analysis methods is the need for lots of training data; it is essential to label 
(indexing) a very big amount of frames, in order to gain an appropriate generality over 
several parameters.  
In this chapter, a novel approach is being introduced. It uses extracted features, related to an 
individual or a cluster of people, to calculate the total crowd size and how it is distributed 
over a field of view (FOV). While the current approaches make use of some related features 
(pixels belonging to the foreground), they have been assessed at a global level. In this 
approach, features or local, level have been used to count the pedestrian number within each 
cluster and then the over-all number of people is calculated as the summation of all the 
clusters.  
The reason for using local-level features is that crowd distribution can modify the general 
features of an image, in spite of the overall crowd magnitude remaining fixed. As Kong 
(Kong, Gray et al. 2005) states, an individual can involve around 100 pixels. When two 
people are together and, due to occlusion, less than two hundred pixels may appear in the 
scene. This means that the relation between crowd magnitude and the general features can be 
controlled by the position of people within the crowd, and specifically, the size of the cluster 
within the crowd. Therefore, as a cluster is enlarged, occlusion will be increased. 
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Regarded from a global features view, several crowd allocations lead to various features that 
can be extracted. Current approaches extract a larger quantity of global features, requiring 
extra training data and complex classification approaches. In this section, it seems clear that 
that the relation between features and group magnitude is more effective and harmonious if it 
is examined based on a local level.  
A local-level method allows the calculation of people/ clusters intensities at different sites 
within the FOV (rather than using global features analysis, which just offers intensity for the 
entire view). It enables a direct sampling in cases where multiple cameras are needed.  
Is this chapter, different datasets have been used to test the performance of the proposed 
approach. It has been compared to some global features analysis methods, and has showed a 
better functionality than global features methods, in terms of its accuracy level, robustness, 
and effectiveness.  
 
3.2 Foreground Detection and Segmentation 
Foreground detection and segmentation, which is the initial stage in many visual surveillance 
systems, is the foundation of the proposed approach presented here. Background modelling 
involves many subtasks including: foreground detection; pedestrian segmentation; and 
feature selection. Denman’s clustering approach (Denman, Fookes et al. 2009) , (Denman, 
Chandran et al. 2007) has been adopted for this stage since it includes a light model which is 
able to cope with light variation in a view. 
This is an extension of the previous model proposed by Butler (Butler, Sridharan et al. 2003), 
which is an improvement on the work of Stauffer and Grimson’s common background 
modelling. (Stauffer and Grimson 1999).  
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After foreground detection is achieved, a closing morphology process was used for the binary 
mask to achieve smaller amounts of divided blob segments. Closing involves a dilation 
process, followed by an erosion operation.  
Next, for the large image, a 6*6 kernel was used for processing large images, and a 3*3 
kernel for small images. Mathematical morphology operations are used so that the proposed 
approach can make use of the segmentation outcomes as a fundamental for feature extraction. 
In the proposed approach, the size of the cluster of people has been obtained using a blob for 
every person in an image frame; thus, the estimate of the total is the number of blobs.  
For system training, ground truth observation is executed once the foreground is identified. 
The size of the cluster is labelled for every blob within an image; consequently, every frame 
offers different cases of truth-value. More descriptions of the labelling mechanism have been 
illustrated in later in this chapter. 
The benefits of identification and localisation of the foreground is that the presented 
algorithm is applying foreground detection that is directly related to the objects in FOV. In 
addition, the background modelling models are able to keep detecting the foreground pixels, 
which are equivalent to an individual person, even if the individual has been at a standstill for 
a period. This is an advantage over other localisation approaches, which can only detect 
individuals when they are in motion.  
Another advantage is that the amount of training data needed is small: every frame is 
expected to offer around 1 to 35 foreground blobs with corresponding annotations, depending 
upon pedestrian distribution and noise. Global features analysis approaches only produce one 
training example per frame, requiring a greater number of frames to be annotated. On the 
other hand, other localisation approaches may yield extremely large training datasets, which 
can also be a challenging task. For instance, the pixel-level localisation approaches applied 
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by Lempitsky yield a huge amount of training datasets for each frame (Lempitsky and 
Zisserman 2010).  
 
Figure 3-1: Proposed System flowchart 
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For the rest of this chapter, the following representations have been used regarding the 
background module, which includes the foreground detection and segmentation. The 
foreground is represented by 𝙁, having the same sizes as the original image I. 
𝖥𝑖 ,𝑗 = {
0, 𝑝𝑖 ,𝑗 ∈ 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
1, 𝑝𝑖 ,𝑗 ∈ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
                       3.1 
While A is the collection of foreground pixels within an image:  
𝐴 = { (𝑖, 𝑗 ): 𝖥𝑖 ,𝑗 = 1 }                                   3.2 
 
In this chapter, 𝐴 is used to denote the collection of all blobs in the obtained foreground 
image. Another related module will label the image L, in order to label every pixel, L𝑖 ,𝑗  
along the id of the blob in which it belongs. Then k is used to number the blobs. Thus, the 
collection of pixels that belongs to the kth foreground segment has been represented as: 
A𝑘 = { (𝑖, 𝑗 ): L𝑖 ,𝑗 = 𝑘 }                                3.3 
 
In this proposed approach, feature have been extracted as the next phase to cluster 
segmentation, and perception normalisation has been applied in order to compensate for the 
impact of perception in the image plane.  
3.2.1 Perspective projection  
Perspective projection has been applied to compensate for the consequences of perspective in 
the image surface. This is essential, since far objects can appear to be small in an image, and 
therefore offer fewer features than nearer objects. Hence, it is necessary that features be 
projected properly, in this case, when the system is trained, it will be able to precisely 
estimate the number of objects over the view. A good technique for perspective projection is 
to generate intensity map IM, which allocates to every pixel an appropriate weight value: 
pixels corresponding to distant objects are given a higher weight. This weighting mechanism 
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is then is applied to all extracted feature points at this place, for example, pixels belonging to 
the foreground. 
Ruihua  has presented an intensity map in which every pixel has been weighted based on the 
part it denoted on the ground surface (Ma, Li et al. 2004). It has been estimated according to 
four points’ coordinates in an image, corresponding to two parallel lines in reality. Figure 3-2 
demonstrates the case described by Ruihua. A road which involves two lines, 
𝑀1𝑀2and𝑀3𝑀4, parallel, meet at a disappearance point 𝑃𝑠 in the image surface (𝑖𝑠 , 𝑗𝑠) 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Reference lines introduced by Ruihua for an intensity map calculation 
  
The camera is considered to be placed horizontally, so that any horizontal line in the image 
surface crosses the reference lines at right angles on the ground surface. Consequently, the 
weight allocated to each pixel in any particular line of the plan is equal.  
The reference line is chosen at   𝑗𝐿 , such as the bottom line in the image, to which an intensity 
of 1 has been allocated:  
 ∆𝑖𝐿 Represents the width of the road along this reference line. 
 ∆𝑗𝑙  Is the distance from the disappearance point 𝑃𝑠 to the reference line. 
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All the other lines of pixels in the image have been then scaled with respect to this reference 
line. Let us assume the line j, defined as a scaled line. The width of the road along this line is 
represented as ∆𝑖  and the distance from the disappearance point 𝑃𝑠 is ∆𝑗 . 
The scale, which has been used by Ruihua  to compensate for perspective, is the proportion 




                                                     3.4                   
 
Consequently, an object situated at line 𝑗𝐿  appears to be 𝐼𝑀𝑗 times wider in the image surface 







   =   
𝑗𝐿−𝑗𝑠
𝑗−𝑗𝑠
                3.5 
  
This scale factor has been applied to compensate for perspective in the horizontal and vertical 







               3.6 
The value of 𝐼𝑀𝑖,𝑗 is estimated once for each line in the image, and is used for weighting 
pixels fitting to that line. The estimation of 𝐼𝑀𝑖,𝑗 is based on the vertical coordinate 𝑗𝑠 of the 
disappearance point. The location of this disappearance point can be estimated from the 
parallel lines,  𝑀1𝑀2and𝑀3𝑀4, annotated by the operator through system initialisation. 
Another method has been introduced by Chan (Chan, Liang et al. 2008) who estimates the 
intensity map by linearly interpolating pedestrian sizes in the j dimension. The width of a 
roadway, 𝜔𝑗has been introduced as a function of j, as is the height of a reference individual 
ɦ𝑗.Two horizontal reference rows, 𝑚1𝑚2and𝑚3𝑚4, at a height of j1 j2, correspondingly, are 
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selected in the image surface having a reference width 𝜔1 = ‖𝑚1𝑚2‖ and 𝜔2 = ‖𝑚3𝑚4‖. 
These lines correspond to an equivalent distance in reality (in this example, the width of a 
roadway). At any height j in the image surface, the roadway width is represented by 𝜔𝑗 and is 
interpolated from 𝜔1 and 𝜔2. 
Pixels along 𝑚1𝑚2 are allocated a reference intensity of 1, and all other pixels are weighted 




                                      3.7  
 
Therefore, a pedestrian located at line 𝑗1 seems to be 𝐼𝑀𝜔𝑗 times wider in the image surface 
than an equivalent pedestrian located at line j. 
 
Figure 3-3: Reference lines used by Ruihua for obtaining an intensity map. 
 
In the same way, a reference person is chosen, having heights ɦ1 and ɦ2 respectively, when 
the individual is at 𝑚1𝑚2 and 𝑚3𝑚4, respectively. The height of the reference pedestrian at 
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any height j is represented by ɦ𝑗 , and is linearly interpolated from ɦ1 &ɦ2. As before, pixels 





                                                 3.8 
 
Thus, a pedestrian positioned at line 𝑗1 seems to be 𝐼𝑀ɦ𝑗 times higher in the image surface an 
equivalent pedestrian located at line j. 
This scale factor has been applied to recompense for perspective in horizontal and vertical 
measurements, consequently the total scaling factor can be calculated as:  
𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 = 𝐼𝑀ɦ𝑗  𝐼𝑀𝜔𝑗 = 
ɦ1 𝜔1 
ɦ𝑗 𝜔𝑗
                          3.9 
 
It is notable that this is a modification to the intensity map developed by Ruihua (Ma, Li et al. 
2004), as illustrated in Equation 3.6) This estimation of 𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 is based on ɦ𝑗and 𝜔𝑗, which is 
the interpolating width of the roadway and interpolating height of the reference individual.  
Both Ruihua and Chan have applied linear interpolation in the j coordinate to estimate 
pedestrian dimensions, so that the weight allocated to a pixel is inversely related to the 
estimated pedestrian dimensions at this position. These methods are based on the supposition 
that the video camera is horizontally placed and is in accordance with straightforward 
annotations used such as individual height, which is not the same for different people, or even 
frame to frame based on an individual’s location, pose, and angle coordinate.  
3.2.2 Extracting Features  
The intensity map introduced in the previous part has been applied in order to weight the 
extracted features of every pixel within an image. These features may involve pixels 
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belonging to the foreground, corners, or other discriminate points, which can act as 
descriptors of pedestrian numbers.  
The number and type of features has an important effect on the following regression or 
classification phase. For instance, classification becomes more complex as the dimension of 
the feature increases, which will require additional training datasets. Based on the 
classification technique and the type of regression model used, the operational time can be 
increased. Therefore, it is important to select and extract the most discriminate features types 
to accurately estimate the size of a pedestrian  
Generally, there are different types of feature that can be used for counting purposes. In this 
proposed approach, several features have been used for the counting system and then the 
experiential performance of the selected features has been examined.  
3.2.2.1 Image texture  
Texture is a general illustration of a view, and thus cannot naturally be weighted in terms of 
pixels by an intensity map to compensate for perspective. Image texture features, which have 
been applied, include: 
 grey level dependence matrix 
 orthogonal Chebyshev moments 
 Statistical features. 
These features are mainly utilised for intensity classification, whereas a 4- or 5-point scale 
estimates cluster intensities. In addition, but less frequently, the mentioned features were 
applied for straight counting using regression; for instance, Ruihua (Chan, Liang et al. 2008) 
proposed the use of total image features, involving image textures, for regression. Two 
significant issues have to be considered regarding this method, however. 
Firstly, in addition to the textures, Chan introduced around 29 features points involving 
motion segmentation and corner detection. These extra features have been shown by some 
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systems to play an important part in the success of pedestrian counting approaches (Davies, 
Jia Hong et al. 1995) (Dan, Gray et al. 2006). Chan’s proposed approach has not completely 
used textures, and therefore it is not precise what textures achieved in terms of the accuracy 
level.  
Secondly, the assessing protocol did not test the long-term execution of the system over a 
considerable interval of time in a variety of conditions, such as light variations. This second 
point is important, since holistic textures might be influenced by changes in light and 
surrounding variations, while an adaptive background modelling can cope with these 
variations to reach good foreground segmentation. 
In addition, the dataset used by (Chan, Liang et al. 2008)comprised 30,000 video frames, 
where the first 2000 of which are indexed with ground truth information (i.e. the position of 
each person and the overall counting for every frame) and this analysis was executed solely 
on these 2,000 frames. At a frequency of 10 frames per second, these frames only cover 200 
seconds of group motions and changes, which not an adequate size to monitor small 
environmental variations in the view. 
However, Chan’s entire pedestrian dataset involves a period of nearly one hour. So, the 
whole dataset can be used to quantitatively assess the efficiency of texture features over time 
by using frames at each end of the database. In this way, the long-term effectiveness of 
texture features has been examined using Chan’s pedestrian database. 
For training, frames 701-1,500 were used and then testing was done on two frame series at 
different time intervals as shown in Table 3-1. For this testing series, a cluster of frames has 
been identified and annotated with true values (cluster magnitude). These features have been 
considered: energy and contrasting the homogeneity at 0, 45 and 145 degrees, a total of 12 
features. 
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The selected features offer a general description of the existing textures within an image. A 
linear regression model was applied for learning the relation was among this feature space 
and the cluster magnitude, and the performance of each of the test series was assessed. 
Next, to detect the accuracy level, the mean square error (MSE) and the mean absolute error 
(MAE) were calculated.  
This method resulted in a good performance when tested on the frames in the training series, 
as one would expect. It performed rationally well in the first testing series, which directly 
followed the training series in the video chain. However, the second testing series occurred 
some period after the training, when some subtle environmental variations had affected the 
relationship between the total group size and the image textural features. As a result, the 
accuracy level of the approach was not as good in this series. 
Frame Description MSE MAE 
701-1500 Training  4.9 1.70 
1501-2100 First Testing  11.6 2.99 
24000-2500 Second 25.25 4.8 
Table 3-1: Frame sequences have been used in this analysis 
Specifically, the brightness of the image between frame 1 and the last frame (31,000) is 
slightly decreased, as shown in Figure.3-4 While it is hard to see by eye, these subtle 
environmental variations are often important and modify the statistical characteristics of the 
view. For instance, Figure 3-4 (b) shows the histogram of pixel densities of a small selected 
area in the first frame of the UCSD database. The mean and variance of the intensity are 
163.8 and 82.5. The corresponding sub-area in frame 31,000 has a mean of 152.1 and a 
variance of 43.2, shown in Figure 3-4 (d). These statistical modifications are an indication of 
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an environmental variation. 
 
Figure 3-4 a & b Image fragment (frame0001) and the corresponding histogram energy  
 
 
 Figure 3-4 c & d Image fragment (frame31000) and the corresponding histogram energy 
Figure 3-4: Comparison between frames 1 and 31 000. A sub- ROI is selected on the pathway and a histogram 
of pixel intensity is presented. 
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Figure 3-5 shows the estimated total pedestrian group magnitude against the true value for 
each frame range between (600–1,500).  
 
Figure 3-5: Performance of a textural-based global pedestrian counting system  
 
Figure 3-6 (a&b) shows the relationship between the total pedestrian group magnitude and 
the texture features. The points in these dispersed plots are assembled by time period to offer 
a clear indicator of how the relationship has been transformed over time.  
For instance, the green and purple points in Figure 3-6(a), corresponding to frames 1501-
2100 and 24000-25000, respectively, occupy a similar region of the plot. This means that the 
relation between the total magnitude and homogeneity stays relatively unaffected after a 
small interval of time. It is notable that the relation seems to be almost linear, validating the 
usage of a linear regression model in this analysis.  
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Figure 3-6(a): Homogeneity relationship between pedestrian total magnitude and the homogeneity 
Figure 3-6(b): Energy relationship between pedestrian total magnitude and energy feature 
In conclusion, using the textural image is unlikely to be strong enough for pedestrian group 
counting over a long period of time because of subtle environmental variations.  
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3.2.2.2 Magnitude 
Magnitude represents the size or dimensions of any detected areas. Ma, Liyuan, Weimin, & 
Qi proposed the intensity map for weighting every pixel to recompense for perspective (Ma, 
Liyuan et al. 2004), while Davies has used the pixel from the foregrounds as a measurement 
count of the dimensions of the whole crowd (Davies, Jia Hong et al. 1995). 
 
The collection pixels belonging to the foreground inside the ROI is represented by A, where 
|𝐴| represents the number of pixels. The weighted region of the foreground is represented by 
B. This can be estimated using the intensity map, IM, as described earlier in this chapter. 
 
𝐵 =  ∑ 𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗
(𝑖 ,𝑗 )∈𝐴
                                 3.10 
This region measures the dimension of the foreground normalised for perspective. Generally, 
the occlusions existence will drive to non-linearity within the relation between pedestrian 
total magnitude, and the weighted foreground. Whereas relation is almost linear, there are 
some deviations from the regression line when the foreground is either larger or smaller than 
predicted (Figure 3-7). 
This is because of the occlusion or some errors during segmentations. Some features, such as 
gradients and discriminant points, have been introduced to enhance the prediction of the 
existence of occlusion, as these features are more important in overlapping areas.  
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Figure 3-7: Relation between Total Magnitude and Foreground pixel  
In addition, another scheme is being proposed in this chapter, which involves a segmentation 
of the foreground to a collection of linked components, and labelling these components 
separately and numbered by k. The representation 𝐴𝑘  denotes the collection of pixels 
belonging to a kth number of blob.  
The collections of blob {𝐴𝑘 } is a fragment of the collection A. Thus, the weighting region of 
every blob 𝐵𝑘 is represented as follows:  
𝐵𝑘 = ∑ 𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗
(𝑖 ,𝑗 )∈𝐴𝑘 
                                 3.11 
 
It has to be note that    B = ∑ 𝐵𝑘 𝑘 , since the holistic foreground region is the summation of its 
fragmented partitions. The main benefits of local features are covered in the first section of 
this chapter. Regarding precise blob magnitude, localisation permits the system to distinguish 
between small and large clusters, along with noise, while the holistic region B only adds up 
the cluster magnitudes. 
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Figure 3-8: Relation between Pedestrian Group Magnitude and Foreground pixels: frames 24000-25000 
 
One more magnitude feature is the length of the perimeter. The collection of perimeter pixels 
𝑃𝑥𝑘  is calculated by drawing alongside the border of k
th blob, thus, the collection of the entire 
perimeter can be represented by 
𝑃𝑥 = ∪𝑘 𝑃𝑥𝑘.                                       3.12 
Boundary pixels are a feature with only one dimension, and consequently, they are averaged 
by square root of the IM. The weighted boundary of the kth blob segment is then estimated:  
𝑍𝑘 = ∑ √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗
(𝑖 ,𝑗 )∈𝑃𝑥𝑘
                                        3.13 
The holistic the length of the perimeter feature is:  
𝑍 =  ∑ √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗
(𝑖 ,𝑗 )∈𝑃𝑥
= ∑𝑍𝑘                          3.14
𝑘
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The length of the perimeter may offer valuable magnitude information when the foreground 
segments are inaccurate and include noise. It is as well complements the region feature to 
offer an additional comprehensive illustration of cluster magnitude. 
3.2.2.3 Discriminant points  
Discriminant points represent pixels of particular interest, which are identified within the 
FOV. Discriminant points play an important role in detecting prominent interesting points in 
a view, and these are frequently representations of pedestrian crowding. For instance, 
Donatello has applied speed robust features to identify interesting points within an 
image(Donatello, Pasquale et al. 2010). These features have been masked by the using of the 
optical flow so that fixed features have been discounted. The moving features have been used 
for estimating the total size.  
In the proposed approach, two techniques of features identifier were used. Initially, edges 
were identified by applying the FAST method introduced by Rosten (Rosten, Porter et al. 
2010), The collection of points which have been identified belonging to the foreground blob 
fragment k are represented as 𝐺𝑘
𝑅𝑜𝑠𝑡. Then, the collection of feature points were extracted 
using Bay’s technique, these are represented as 𝐸𝑘
Speeded−Up 
. (Bay, Ess et al. 2008) 
Figure 3-9 and figure 3-10 shows the extracted feature using the Speeded-Up technique. 
 
Figure 3-9 Discriminant points using Speeded-Up features (Mall Dataset) Frame 0001 
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Figure 3-10: Discriminant points using Speeded-Up features (Mall Dataset) Frame 2500 
In the proposed algorithm, these discriminant points have been masked through the 
foreground detection output (the sum occurs through every foreground fragment); in this 
case, discriminant points associated with background objects are not involved in the feature 
vector. The two collections of discriminated extracted features are estimated:  
𝐺𝑘
𝑅𝑜𝑠𝑡  =  ∑ √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗
(𝑖 ,𝑗 )∈𝐺𝑘
𝑅𝑜𝑠𝑡
                                              3.15 
 
𝐸𝑘
Speeded−Up  =  ∑ √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗
(𝑖 ,𝑗 )∈𝐺𝑘
Speeded−Up 
                             3.16 
 
The discriminant points are weighted by √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 instead of 𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗. This is inspired by the way 
that discriminant points act more like disperse 1d feature (edges and boundary pixels) than 
two-dimensional features (region). To validate the usage of √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 , the dual weighting 
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approach has been compared using the first 2,000 frames of the Caviar database (Chan, Liang 
et al. 2008).  
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r is computed to measuring the 
efficiency of the linear correlation over each feature and the cluster magnitude:  
 Using the Speeded-Up technique, correlation coefficient r is equal to 0.985 with the 
√𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 weighting approach and 0.982 with 𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 
 Using Rost technique, correlation coefficient r is equal to 0.951 with the √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 
weighting approach and 0.946 with 𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 
It was concluded that there is there is slight difference between the two approaches, with a 
little, stronger linear correlation showed when √𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 has been applied. Consequently 
√𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 has been used as the discriminant points weighting approach. 
3.2.2.4 Appearance 
Perimeters pixels offer vital shape data belonging to an individual. Apart from the size of the 
perimeter, which estimates the object dimensions, the orientation of the Perimeters pixels 
similarly includes significant shape information. For instance, Lan, Parameswaran, Ramesh, 
& Zoghlami represented a blob's estimated shape by applying Fourier descriptors (Lan, 
Parameswaran et al. 2007). It has been found in their study that m = 7 Fourier coefficients 
showed a satisfactory illustration of object appearance and these coefficients constructed the 
feature vector illustrating the blob. K Nearest Neighbours (KNN) has been applied to 
calculate the final count result, based on training samples; however, this method rapidly 
became inappropriate for clusters of more than six pedestrians. 
Chan & Vasconcelos used an orientation histogram perimeter (Chan and Vasconcelos 2012). 
The orientation of the perimeter is identified by filtering the image using six Gaussian 
kernels. Then the appropriate filter is selected, based on the maximum response at every 
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perimeter pixel that this filter can produce. Each boundary pixel donates a vote to a histogram 
bin, based on its orientation. 
Perimeter pixels can be simply detected by drawing around the border of an object given an 
initial seed point on the perimeter. Hence, it is both logically and theoretically effective to use 
a histogram with four bins, each equivalent to the direction of a neighbouring pixel. When 
drawing the boundary from one border pixel to the other, the motion direction identifies the 
bin that takes the vote of the pixel. 
Square root of intensity map√𝐼𝑀𝑖 ,𝑗 represents the vote, as the perimeters of the pixel are a 
1D feature. In the lack of horizontal features, vertical edges are an indication of people in a 
view, while an integration of many boundary pixels in all directions would be an indication 
of larger crowd pedestrian. Thus the value saved in every bin b, forms a feature, and the 4 
appearance features then are represented 𝐹𝐴𝑘 ,𝑏 for b ∈ [0,3]. The corresponding holistic 
features are: 
𝐹𝐴𝑏 = ∑𝐹𝐴𝑘 ,𝑏
𝑘
                             3.17 
It is the summation of local perimeter orientation features, selected at a global stage. 
3.2.2.5 Suggested Features 
In this section, the best feature vectors are evaluated, in order to decide which are the most 
suitable for the counting purpose.  
The features are classified under three different combinations (magnitude, appearance, and 
discriminant points) as described below, and several integrations of these combinations have 
been examined in Section 4.3.2. Textural features have not been used due to the assessment, 
which is achieved in Section 4.3.1. The complete feature vector for the kth blob is 
represented:  
𝑌𝑘 = { 𝐵𝑘 , 𝑍𝑘  , 𝐺𝑘
𝑅𝑜𝑠𝑡 , 𝐸𝑘
Speeded−Up  , 𝐹𝐴𝑘 ,0  , 𝐹𝐴𝑘 ,3  , }:                     3.18 
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 Where k represents the blob index 





 Represent the two collections of discriminated extracted features.  
 
Figure 3.11 illustrates the relationship between the proposed feature vector and the equivalent 
number of pedestrian using PETS dataset. 
 
Figure 3-11: Relationship between proposed feature vector and pedestrian’s number 
 
 
3.4 Training dataset  
The proposed system is intended to estimate the number of pedestrians in each foreground 
fragment. Thus, regression, feature identification, and extraction are achieved at the local 
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level. The proposed approach has been trained by annotating the number of people belonging 
in each blob in a training dataset. First, the training dataset applies a background modelling, 
and achieves foreground detection and segmentation. Then, the operator annotates every blob 
in the image by a graphical interface .The true value for the kth blob is represented as 𝑇𝑟𝑘. 
Next, features are extracted by the system from each operator-annotated blob. The feature 
vector for the kth blob is represented 𝑎𝑘. Finally, the system makes use of the training dataset 
{ 𝑎𝑘 , 𝑇𝑟𝑘 } for the training of the regression model. 
Some blobs are vulnerable to error such as fragmenting, fade, and noise (Figure 4-9). This is 
due to inaccurate foreground segmentation. This will lead to the issue whether small counts 
should be allocated to these inappropriate fragments, which would be a time-consuming and 
boring task for a human operator to complete.  
  
Figure 3-12: Error in background subtraction Individual is split into two or more blobs 
Another challenge with the annotation strategy is that the true values fundamentally 
correspond to the foreground detection output. If the background model being used is 
changed in the future (for instance, if another approach is applied, or if there is a change in 
the parameters), then the nature of the approach’s results will be different, and consequently 
the earlier annotations will be unacceptable as they were related to the outcomes of a 
different model. 
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It is necessary for the true value to be annotated separately from the processing phase. This 
can be achieved in a more traditional way by determining only the coordinates of every 
individual within the FOV. This mechanism called dotting technique  (Lempitsky and 
Zisserman 2010)  since the operator is required to tick only once on the centre of each object 
in the FOV. The neighbouring area of an individual can be then estimated by the outline of an 
individual template, such as a box or a cylindrical model (Figure 3-12). 
The local-level of the annotation of the blob are then achieved through the system, by 
allocating the annotations of individuals to their equivalent foreground fragments, in which 
this can be completed by taking into consideration the overlapping of the foreground blobs, in 
addition to the person templates. For instance, when we deal with a large pedestrian cluster, 
many person templates are overlapping the same blob (Figure 3-13) otherwise, when blob 
separations happen, a person template may span several blobs (Figure 3-14). 
 
     
Figure 3-13 System Annotation 1 
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Figure 3-14: System Annotation 2  
 
In order to deal with these different cases, an automatic mechanism procedure is followed. 
First, the number of regions is defined. 
 The collection of pixels within the ROI mask is represented by ROI 𝑚,  
 Foreground pixels that belong to the region of interest are represented by   A. This is 
divided into the collection of blobs 𝐴𝑘.  
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Each annotated individual i is estimated by the person template 𝑝𝑖, which represents the 
collection of pixels within the quadrilateral model, which has been projected on the image 
surface. Quadrilateral person templates have been presented in Section 3.3.1; Figure 3-14 
shows the outline of these templates. 
A template may not essentially be completely inside the region of interest; for instance, when 
people are entering or exiting a view and are only partially observable (Figure 3-15, 
template 𝑝2 ). In this situation, an incomplete blob must be assigned a small annotation. 
Let 𝑃𝑂𝑖 represent the portion of individual i within the region of interest. Thus: 
𝑃𝑂𝑖 = 
| 𝑝𝑖 ∩ ROI 𝑚 |
 𝑝𝑖 ⁄                     3.19 
For example, in Figure 4-12  𝑃𝑂0 = 1,  𝑃𝑂2 = 0.8   (equivalent to regions  𝑝0  , 𝑝1   ) 
 
So that, individual I contributing to k blob is represented by 𝐷𝑂𝑖 ,𝑘  
𝐷𝑂𝑖 ,𝑘 = 
| 𝑝𝑖 ∩ 𝐴𝑘|
| 𝑝𝑖  ∩ 𝐴 |
 ×  𝑃𝑂𝑖                3.20 
The numerator denotes the intersection between the person template  𝑝𝑖 and the k
th blob, 
The denominator denotes the overall overlapping area between 𝑝𝑖  and any foreground pixels. 
Figure 4-12 shows an example where: 
𝐷𝑂0 ,0 = 
| 𝑝0 ∩𝐴0|
| 𝑝0  ∩𝐴 |
 ×  𝑃𝑂0 =  
| 𝑝0 ∩ 𝐴0|
| 𝑝0  ∩ 𝐴 | + | 𝑝0  ∩ 𝐴1 | 
 × 1      =   0.7 
 𝐷𝑂0 ,1 = 0.5 
𝐷𝑂1 ,0  =   1  
𝐷𝑂2 ,2   = 
| 𝑝2 ∩𝐴2|
| 𝑝2  ∩𝐴 |
 ×  𝑃𝑂1  = 1 × 0.8 = 0.8  
𝐷𝑂3 ,2    = 1  
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As a result, the total count of pedestrian denoted by blob k is the summation of all contributes 
from all persons, which is the true value for the kth blob represented as 𝑇𝑟𝑘 where: 




Figure 3-15: Example Demonstration  
For instance, in figure 3-16.   
𝑇𝑟0 = ∑𝐷𝑂𝑖 ,0 
𝑖
=  𝐷𝑂0 ,0 + 𝐷𝑂1 ,0 + 𝐷𝑂2 ,0 + 𝐷𝑂3 ,0 = 0.7 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 1.7  
𝑇𝑟1  = ∑𝐷𝑂𝑖 ,1 
𝑖
=   0.5 
𝑇𝑟2 = ∑𝐷𝑂𝑖 ,2 
𝑖
=   1.8   
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 Figure 3-16: System Annotation Sample 2 
 
3.3.1 Regression Using Mixture Model  
Feature selection mechanism has been illustrated in Section 3.2.2, which enables the 
production of a features vector 𝑎𝑘 to label the pedestrian density within a cluster, k; while 
Section 4.4 describes the annotation approach for finding the local truth-value,𝑇𝑟𝑘. For 
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system training, regression function has to be learned by a collection of training samples { 
𝑎𝑘 , 𝑇𝑟𝑘 }, to estimate the pedestrians’ number belonging to each cluster.  
Current methods use linear regression, neural networks, and Gaussian regression (Chan, 
Liang et al. 2008). Even though the linear regression has showed to be reasonably effective in 
single datasets, still, with the relativity between the pedestrian total magnitudes and their 
appropriate features, means it is not necessary to be linear in all circumstances.  
 
Figure 3-17: collection of training samples 
3.4 Pedestrian Tracking Module 
Pedestrian counting approaches have usually considered each frame separately from one 
another, making an approximate estimate of the total size according to some features that can 
be extracted from each frame. Even though the spatial-temporal smoothing has been used for 
a global counting in order to decrease noises (Davies, Yin et al. 1995),in this part, a local 
approach which used of blob tracks to enhance every cluster’s estimation is proposed. When 
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two or more cluster join to produce a larger cluster, for instance, occlusions frequently 
happen, resulting in an imprecise estimate of the total size. 
By tracking and counting these clusters before they join, the initial count estimation could be 
utilised to expect the magnitude of the new obtained cluster. As occlusions generally tend to 
be short term (say two people passing one another on a path), this previous data might be 
utilised to avoid the estimation to be weakened.  
We track blobs when they pass over a FOV by detect a straight correspondences, separations 
and combinations. This has been expressed as “optimisation” issue presented by Masoud 
(Masoud and Papanikolopoulos 2001), but, in this proposed model, an effective set of 
experience-based blob-overlap conditions is defined.  
𝐴𝑡 ,𝑧  Represents the number of z blobs in frame t. and Ө𝑡(z, k ) represents the intersection of 2 
blobs in successive frames as the pixel’s number within these blobs:  
Ө𝑡(z, k ) = |𝐴𝑡 ,𝑧  ∩  𝐴𝑡+1 ,𝑘 |                    3.30 
Using this representation, clusters are tracked through a sequence by defining direct 
matching, combinations, and separations.  
The initial phase for a comparison between successive frames, is detecting direct equivalents 
over intersecting blobs 𝐴𝑡 ,𝑧  and 𝐴𝑡+1 ,𝑘  which fulfill the conditions and are considered an 
equivalent: 
 Ө𝑡(z, k ) > 0 ,                                                                          3.31 
 
 Ө𝑡(i, k ) = 0 ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑧                                                                  3.32 
 
 Ө𝑡(k , j ) = 0 ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑘                                                                 3.33 
These conditions simply need the two blobs to overlapping each other completely: 
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Combinations: When the direct equivalents are identified, the equivalent blobs are not 
considered any more. The algorithm then identifies X: 1 combinations and 1:𝑌 separations by 
merging the remains of blobs as following. A collection of x blobs, {𝐴𝑡,𝐶𝑜 1, 𝐴𝑡,𝑐𝑜 2, . . . 
𝐴𝑡,𝑐𝑜 𝑋}3., are considered to have combined to produce the blob, 𝐴𝑡+1,𝑘 , when these criteria 
are met: 
 Ө𝑡(𝐶𝑂 𝑋 , k) > 0, ∀𝑥 ∈ [1, 𝑋 ]                                                3.34 
 
 Ө𝑡(i, k ) = 0  ∀𝑖∉  [ 𝑐𝑜 𝑜 ,𝑐𝑜 1 , , 𝑐𝑜 𝑥 ]                                  3.35 
 
 Ө𝑡(𝐶𝑂 𝑥 , j ) = 0  ∀𝑥 ∈ [1, 𝑋 ]                                               3.36 
 
Figure 3-18: Blobs Combinations  
Separations: A separation will happen when blob 𝐴𝑡 ,𝑧  is separated to a set of blobs {𝐴𝑡,𝑠𝑒𝑝 1, 
𝐴𝑡,𝑠𝑒𝑝2, . . . 𝐴𝑡,𝑠𝑒𝑝 𝑌}  
A separation is determined when we have these criteria: 
 Ө𝑡(𝑧, 𝑠𝑒𝑝 𝑗) > 0, ∀𝑗  ∈ [1, 𝑌 ]                                                     3.37 
 
 Ө𝑡(i, 𝑠𝑒𝑝 𝑗  ) = 0 ∀𝑗  ∈ [1, 𝑌 ]                                                     3.38 
 
 Ө𝑡(𝑧 , j ) = 0  ∀𝑗  ∉ [𝑠𝑒𝑝 𝑜 , 𝑠𝑒𝑝 1 ,𝑠𝑒𝑝 𝑌, ]                                  3.39 
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Figure 3-19: Blobs separations  
The counting approximations found for every blob, might be enhanced by making use of the 
tracks that have been detected. The separation and combinations of blobs can be seen using a 
graphical structure (Fig 3-20). Once blobs arrive then leave the FOV, pedestrians’ number, 
which they are representing, can vary while in contact with the perimeter of the view. When 
completely within the ROI, however, an assumption is made that straight corresponding 
blobs representing a constant pedestrian’s number, whereas combined blobs are represent the 
summation of their elements' clusters magnitudes. 
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Figure 3-20: Illustration of blob tracking. 
Let 𝜇𝑡 ,𝑧  represents the estimated number of z blob in frame t. having a variance of 𝜎𝑡 ,𝑧
2  
A cluster zth which has been tracked over M frames, during an interval time 𝑡1   𝑡𝑜  𝑡𝑀  and 
having the blobs with indices     {𝑧𝑡}𝑡=𝑡1     
𝑡𝑀 , has an associated collection of cluster length 
estimates:  
 
 {𝜇𝑡 ,𝑧𝑡 , 𝜎𝑡 ,𝑧𝑡
2  }𝑡=𝑡1
𝑡𝑀                                     3.40 
It is realistic to assume that the number of individuals belonging to this cluster is fixed, if it is 
completely included in the ROI. Consequently, a better approximation for this cluster size 
𝜇𝑡𝐾, 𝑧𝑡𝐾  
𝐸  (where E is the new estimate) is being sought by including the track history. 
The variance measures the uncertainty of system in the cluster size; thus, estimation within a 
track is weighting by inversing the variance. Thus, the enhanced estimation for the most 
current blob within track is therefore the new adjusted mean: 
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𝜇𝑡𝑀, 𝑧𝑡𝑀  
𝐸 = 





∑ 1𝑡𝑀𝑡=𝑡1 𝜎𝑡 ,𝑧𝑡
2⁄
                 3.41 
 When two clusters combine to produce another cluster, each comprises a history set 
of estimations and the variances.  
 A new set is constructed by a sum of their equivalent components and amputating the 
new set's size to the shortest of those has been combined.  
 The combined cluster approves this set and next attaches to it any of succeeding 
estimations whereas it remains to be tracked.  
 Finally, a tracked individual who has been out of view for a short time due to being 
occluded by another cluster might still be showed in the total group length estimation 
due to the weight of its previous history. 
It has to be noted that when a blob {t, k} does not correspond to a match or combination from 
the previous frame, its estimation is not changed in any way, i.e. 𝜇𝑡 ,𝑘  =𝜇𝑡,𝑘 , 
𝐸 for these blobs.  
Having the enhanced estimations in a frame at t time, represented by { 𝜇𝑡,𝑘 ,
𝐸 } gives a better 
global estimation: 
𝜇𝑡 
𝐸 = ∑𝜇𝑡,𝑘 ,




3.5 Datasets  
In this thesis, five datasets have been used in order to assess the functionality and efficiency 
of the proposed pedestrian counting system. 
1. Mall dataset 
2. PETS Dataset 
3. CAVIAR Dataset 
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4. USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset 
5. INIRIA Dataset 
 
Yet, works discussed in the literature review (chapter 2), evaluations of these works have 
been relied on a single dataset, such as CAVIAR dataset. Testing stage using a single dataset 
would end in over-fitting, this is because to the absence of different conditions and crowd 
environments, which haven’t been tested, using multiple datasets.  
Assuming CAVIAR and PETS datasets, both of them involve only pedestrians in motion 
(such as walking), in this case, using optical flows techniques lead to acceptable results, 
however, this cannot be translate to other views where people are stationary or come to a 
stop, which is manly occur in congested crowd condition.  
It is particularly vital for pedestrian counting system to work in these circumstances, since 
congested crowd is an abnormal situation, in which in some case there is a need for an 
involvement from security staffs.  
In addition, the video sequence used in CAVIAR dataset set is too small, in which each 
sequence involves less than 30 seconds of period time, while USC Pedestrian Dataset is 
annotated for longer video footage, more than 3 minutes, which makes harder to evaluate the 
long-term efficiency of the system.  
Finally, optimisation of parameters would attain very good outcomes on these datasets, 
however this will be on the account of generalising. Preferably, algorithm’s parameters are 
chosen to improve system functionality on a validity set throughout the training process, 
hopping that functionality will be as well improved for an invisible testing set.  
In fact, such testing sets are not invisible, and during time, they actually turn into a partition 
of the validation set. An analogous remark has been stated by (Geiger, Lenz et al. 
2012)concerning the Middlebury dataset (Baker, Scharstein et al. 2011) , in which it has been 
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used for assessing the performance of optical flow. Geiger states that possibly not amazingly, 
numerous of approaches, which perform fine on traditional databases such as Middlebury 
dataset (Scharstein and Szeliski 2002) are struggling on our benchmark. We assume that this 
could be due to their suppositions, which are disrupted in our situations, in addition to over 
fitting to a slight set of training testing. 
According to Geiger statement, the distinction among the training sets has become unclear. 
Obviously, this is not the intention of the scholars who make use of the datasets, however it is 
factual even so: beyond a certain point, a single short sequence cannot be used to differentiate 
among correct enhancements in technological side and over fitting. This is problematic to 
keep away from, since some data has to be utilised in order to assess system’s performance. 
Thus in order to reduce this problematic, there are a several of steps can be applied.  
Along with the initial design of the system, small number of manual parameter have to used, 
Then, in order to prevent the impractical over-fitting indented to improve and optimise the 
functionality for every sequence, it is necessary to holding parameters constant over all 
experimentations and databases. Furthermore, several datasets have to be used in order to 
prevent over-fitting to any sequence. Additionally, it is preferable to utilise a sequence in 
which its length is longer, or better to use several sequences taken at different period to 
evaluate over satisfactorily wide situations. Finally, it is important to apply a cross validation 
mechanism likes K cross validation to evaluate the generalisation of an approach.  
 
Regarding the experimentations that have been used in this work, we have noted these points  
 Few parameters have been used in the developed pedestrian counting system, as the 
intensity map has been calculated only once when the system is calibrated and 
initialised. The mechanism applied in 2.3.3 has been followed only one time with no 
extra modifications. In addition, features are used in this thesis have been clearly well 
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defined with no adjustable parameters. Training stage has been done without 
parameters, apart from the Gaussian Process Regression parameters. In addition, the 
proposed tracking technique hasn’t used parameters as well. The background 
modelling technique makes use of some thresholds that are assumed constant for 
every view. It is applicable to adjust these thresholds among different databases, since 
some views are vulnerable to bigger illumination variations than others, and these 
parameters can be initiated only one time, over the initialisation of a system. 
However, it is not suitable to change thresholds between several sequences within a 
database, since this cannot happen in practice when a system is performing. 
Consequently, these parameters are being held constant through all experimentations 
for a database. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, five dataset have been used in these 
evaluations. PETS and CAVIAR dataset have been used for the comparison of the developed 
parrot with other related works. Furthermore, we have included some of recently existing 
datasets, “Mall dataset,” “USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset” “USC Pedestrian Dataset” in 
order to evaluate the proposed approach over wide range of crowding conditions. These 
datasets cover several situations and different pedestrian crowd allocations. The USC 
Pedestrian Detection Dataset has been annotated for the first 2500 image-frames. PETS 
dataset comprises small sequences, though we have selected five sequences to integrate 
various changes in crowd environments. The CAVIAR dataset comprises five video 
sequences, each sequence of size 250 frames that has been collected at different interval 
times. Lastly, Mall dataset comprises 2500 frames at 3 frames per second, which involves 
more than 15 minutes of video recording covering both moving and inactive persons. 
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3.5.1 CAVIAR dataset  
The CAVIAR Dataset is a number of video footage that has been recorded acting out the 
several situations of pedestrian’s interest. These comprise pedestrian moving alone, get-
together, window-shopping, arriving and leaving stores, and moving out. 
The video clips have been recorded for the CAVIAR project with a wide-angle camera lens 
in the entrance hall of the INRIA Laboratories at Grenoble, France. The resolution is half-
resolution PAL standard with 384 x 288 pixels, at 25 fps and compressed by MPEG2. The 
video sizes are mainly between 6 and 12 MB, 21 MB. (The data is coming from the EC 
Funded CAVIAR project/IST 2001) 
Length Frame Rate (fps) Resolution Colour Crowd Size 
250 frames 25 384 x 288 RGB 1-10 
Table 3-2 : CAVIAR Dataset 
3.5.2 PETS Dataset  
The PETS dataset covers three parts displaying multiple scenes video sequences covering 
persons moving in an outdoor setting. The parts are used for people counting and crowd 
estimation, individuals tracking, and activity recognition.  
PETS dataset includes a collection of training images for background, town centre, and 
regular flow of individuals training data. The people counting sequence is the most generally 
applied for individual’s detection and covers more than 800 images. The video footage has 
resolution of 768 × 576 at 8 frames per second (RGB format). Two video sequences have 
been chosen for pedestrian counting, categorised 14-58, and 14-60, and a region of interest is 
specific for scene 1. Moreover, video sequences 13-36, 13-48, and 15-09 have been used.  
(The video sequences are copyright ISCAPS and are for free download for the purposes of 
academic research from PETS 2006 website.) 
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Length  Frame Rate (fps) Resolution Colour Crowd Size 
1500 frames 8 768 × 576 RGB 1-45 
Table 3-3: PETS Dataset 
3.5.3 UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
The UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset has been obtained with a fixed camera fixed at an 
elevation, monitoring individual’s pathways(Mahadevan, Li et al. 2010) . The crowd density 
in the paths was flexible, changing from low to high-density crowd crowded. In the regular 
situation, the video covers only walkers.  
The data has been divided into 2 sequences, each equivalent to a different view. The video 
clips saved from each view was divided into several clips of about 2000 frames. 
Pedstrians1: footage of collections of individuals passing near and away from the camera. 
Covers 34 training video tests and 36 testing samples.  
Pedtrians2: views with individual who are moving in parallel to the camera plane. Comprise 
16 training samples and 12 testing samples. 




Length  Frame Rate (fps) Resolution Colour Crowd Size 
2000 frames 8 240 × 178 Greyscale 15-45 
Table 3-4: UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
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3.5.4 USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset 
The USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset has been presented by (Wu and Nevatia 2005)and 
covers 2500 frames of individual’s passage passing both directions along a pathway. The 
video footage has been spread at a resolution of 240 × 158 pixels at 11 fps, in grey-scale 
mode.  
 
Length  Frame Rate (fps) Resolution Colour Crowd Size 
2500 frames 11 240 × 158 Greyscale 10-48 
Table 3-5: USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset 
3.5.6 Mall dataset 
The Mall dataset has been presented by Chen (Chen, Loy et al. 2012). This database contains 
2500 frames of individual movement passing inside an indoor shopping mall. The video 
footage has been offered at a resolution of 640×480 pixels and 3 frames per second, in RGB 
format.  
Length  Frame Rate (fps) Resolution Colour Crowd Size 
2500 frames 3 640×480 RGB 10-50 
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3.6 Experimental Results and Discussion 
The correctness of a model is the degree of measurement of how close the estimation from 
the true values. The predictive efficiency of the presented counting system is evaluated by 
error metrics. For the evaluations purposes mean absolute error (MAE), the mean square 




     ∑ |𝜇𝑡 
𝐸 − 𝑦𝑖|                                       3.43𝑡∈𝑛      
Where 𝑓𝑖  represents the prediction by the system and 𝑦𝑖 represents the true value (over n 
frames): 
  MSE =  
1
𝑛
     ∑ |𝜇𝑡 
𝐸 − 𝑦𝑖|








|𝑡∈𝑛  × 100%                     3.45 
Where  𝜇𝑡 
𝐸   represents the estimated values and 𝑦𝑖 is the true values   over n number of 
frames. 
 
3.6.1 Cross-Validation Analysis 
In this section cross-validation are applied to analyse the efficiency of the proposed different 
features in the proposed model. Then the use of the proposed low-level features and global 
features are compared.  
The accuracy level of the proposed counting approach is a measure of how accurately the 
predicted results follow the true value. The estimated effectiveness of the proposed system 
can be measured using the following parameters: mean absolute error (MAE), the mean 
square error (MSE) and mean relative error (MRE) 
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In this section, the efficiency of the counting approach is assessed using the introduced 
features in Section 3.2.2. A cross-validation technique has been applied to assess the model 
parameters, involving the feature selection. 
 A cross validation is a mechanism applied to assess a model by a rotation of testing and 
training datasets. The dataset is separated into K subsets, and training is performed using k-1 
subsets. The remaining set is used for testing. We repeat this mechanism, until each subset is 
used one single time for testing.  
The mean performance over all of the testing subsets is then assumed as a measurement of 
the system's effectiveness, and it is an indication of a model's capability to generalise across 
all situations. K-fold cross validation has been proved to be most effective to estimate an 
accurately a predictive model will execute.  
We have selected Mall datasets, which involves of 9000 frames, splitted into 5* 1800 frames 
series. The Mall database covers different series intended for several situations. In this 
experiment, we have selected five of these sequences: pedestrian counting sequences (1 and 
2), sparse view sequences (3 and 4), and a densely pedestrian region sequence (5). In our 
experiment, one sequence has been used for dataset testing, and the other remaining 
sequences have been used for system training. 
3.6.2 System Evaluation 
3.6.2.1 Mall Dataset evaluation  
Selected features have been classified into magnitude (M), appearance (A), and discriminate-
points (D-P) categories. Seven different combinations of these features are assessed. 
Applying cross validation mechanism, as defined before, error ratios have been estimated 
over all frames for the evaluated Mall dataset, and described in terms of MAPE, MSE, and 
MAE. 
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The proposed approach in this work is defined as Low-level Features (in contrast to Global 
Features, whereby corresponding features are assessed at the Global level). Both Low-level 
and Global features will be assessed in this part. 
Table 3-7 shows the error ratios of the Mall dataset. Individual features (especially magnitude 
and appearance features show almost a poor effectiveness, with MRE exceeding the 20% 
threshold of satisfactoriness. However, more features tend to carry out better performance 
and a MRE of 16.05-18% has been reported for the optimal feature vectors. As Shown in 
table 4-2, the better effectiveness of features has been:  (Magnitude+ Appearance), 
(Appearance+ Discriminate-Points), (Appearance, Discriminate-Points, and Magnitude) 
Interestingly, the Magnitude and Discriminate-Points feature vector achieved a MSE of 
8.538, while its MRE failed at 22.47%. This is because to some errors occurring when the 
number of pedestrian is small, for instance, estimating the pedestrian number to be 4 when 
the ground truth is 2, thus; give an error rate of 100%. This proposes that the MRE 
requirement may not be practical for small pedestrian groups, or that all three measurements 
must be taken into consideration together when evaluating a system. 
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Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 3.136 9.314 23.2% 
A 4.338 34.805 27.04% 
D-P 2.878 10.186 18.35% 
M + A 2.795 8.725 16.23% 
M + D-P 3.014 8.538 22.47% 
A+ D-P 2.808 9.794 17.99% 
A+M+D-P 2.62 8.174 16.05% 
Table 3-7:Low-Level Feature evaluation of Mall dataset  
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Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 3.063 8.901 22.23% 
A 4.341 34.644 28.13% 
D-P 3.107 10.574 21.56% 
M + A 2.843 9.647 19.78% 
M + D-P 3.216 11.033 22.94% 
A+ D-P 2.877 9.778 18.74% 
A+M+D-P 3.151 13.826 18.61% 
Table 3-8: Global Feature evaluation of Mall dataset 
It becomes mainly clear, when addition features have been applied, the overall ranking over 
the tested dataset, has been enhanced. There is a much better higher performance reported for 
these sets of feature. (A+M+D-P), (A+ D-P) and M + A). 
The performance of these feature sets is remarkably better than all of the other features sets, 
and there is little difference between them. It is notable, that there is decrease in performance 
when any feature is absent from the complete vector feature (A+M+D-P), excepting for 
Magnitude. 
3.6.2.2 Evaluation on UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset  
Experimental results on UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset are shown in table 3-9 & 3-10. In 
fact, this dataset is almost difficult, this is because the existing of shadows and the clutter 
views, in which, this has showed by the values of the mean relative error and the mean square 
error. However, since the crowds are large (15-45), the mean relative error is not as important 
as in other databases (< 11%). The performance of magnitude and appearance features alone 
was relatively weak. The better effectiveness of features has been:  Discriminate-Points), 
(Corners+ Discriminate-Points), (Corners, Discriminate-Points, and Magnitude).  
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Less than the highest standard performance has been shown when all features are combined. 
This is because to the presence of the appearance feature, which has been showing a poor 
performance. Due to the reflection caused by the nature of the surface and complex 
arrangement of this view, foreground segmentation is mainly poor, causing a considerable 
noise, and remarkably formed blobs. However, it is notable that appearance feature is 
performing well compared to the corresponding global system reported in Table 3-10.  
 
 
Figure 3-22: Pedestrians count estimates using USC Pedestrian Detection 
 
An example of the counting result by our proposed system on UCSD Anomaly Detection 
Dataset   is shown in Figure 3-22. By comparing the performance of the proposed counting 
system with the ground truth, it can be seen that the accuracy level of the proposed approach 
is satisfactory. Some errors mostly come from error segmentation due to fault pedestrians’ 
detection such as bikes and bags.   
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Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 3.939 14.611 10.83% 
A 4.892 25.836 13.62% 
C 3.499 11.384 9.24% 
D-P 3.428 10.573 9.1% 
C + M  3.59 11.984 9.41% 
C + D-P 3.416 10.609 9.06% 
C +A 3.639 12.49 9.58% 
M + A + C 3.673 12.841 9.72% 
M+ D-P + C 3.459 11.089 9.06% 
M + A 4.008 15.601 10.95% 
M + D-P 3.478 10.92 9.18% 
A+ D-P 3.561 11.975 9.46% 
A+M+D-P 3.594 12.167 9.51% 
A+M+D-P+ C 3.564 11.945 10.3% 
Table 3-9:Low-Level Feature evaluation on UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
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Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 4.027 15.39 11.07% 
A 5.297 32.476 14.29% 
C 16.833 422.349 51.23% 
D-P 3.783 13.776 9.78% 
C + M  10.616 220.375 31.32% 
C + D-P 3.92 14.49 10.37% 
C +A 3.867 14.296 10.16% 
M + A + C 4.093 15.822 11.19% 
M+ D-P + C 3.95 14.38 10.69% 
M + A 10.616 267.375 31.32% 
M + D-P 3.852 13.796 10.31% 
A+ D-P 3.791 13.909 9.83% 
A+M+D-P 3.905 14.432 10.32% 
A+M+D-P+ C 3.873 13.899 11.34% 
Table 3-10: Global Feature evaluation on UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
 
 
Figure 3-23 a: Evaluation of the proposed approach using UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
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Figure 3-23 b: Evaluation of the proposed approach using UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
 
Figure 3-23 c: Evaluation of the proposed approach using UCSD Anomaly Detection Dataset 
 
3.6.2.3 USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset Evaluation 
Table 3-11& 3-12 shows the errors metrics obtained using the USC Pedestrian Detection 
dataset. The reported results indicate that individual features are performing poorly; however, 
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it is notable that the performance stability has been attained when larger feature vectors are 
considered. The optimal feature vectors are:  
 M + D-P 
 A + D-P 
 M  +  D-P  +C  
While the MAE and MSE are quite high for this dataset, the crowd size is up to 50 
pedestrians, so this is reasonable; the MRE is less than 5%, which is the greatest accurate 
MRE reported in these experimentations, and well within the level of satisfactoriness. The 
M+ D-P+C feature attained an MRE of 4.17%. 
Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 10.124 125.166 6.27% 
A 13.254 199.125 8.889% 
C 15.931 222.178 10.89% 
D-P 10.745 188.142 6.92% 
C + M  9.502 127.114 6.87% 
C + D-P 11.612 222.145 6.28% 
C +A 11.302 155.125 6.43% 
M + A + C 9.82 119.302 5.11% 
M+ D-P + C 8.173 85.051 4.17% 
M + A 10.117 142.12 6.02% 
M + D-P 6.364 70.505 4.89% 
A+ D-P 7.598 88.142 5.10% 
A+M+D-P 8.129 92.142 5.02% 
A+M+D-P+ C 7.116 81.142 5.73% 
Table 3-11: Low-Level Feature evaluation on USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset. 
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Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 10.356 132.827 8.04% 
A 13.439 263.753 10.22% 
C 15.738 320.991 11.4% 
D-P 11.003 160.505 8.05% 
C + M  10.015 120.448 7.34% 
C + D-P 11.783 207.366 8.52% 
C +A 11.807 141.603 8.66% 
M + A + C 10.413 112.84 7.51% 
M+ D-P + C 8.523 77.418 6.53% 
M + A 10.352 130.165 7.53% 
M + D-P 6.764 64.885 5.62% 
A+ D-P 8.066 81.888 6.61% 
A+M+D-P 9.226 87.176 7.07% 
A+M+D-P+ C 9.143 81.916 6.88% 
Table 3-12: Global Feature evaluation on USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset. 
 
Figure 3-24 & 25 shows the pedestrian count estimates using and USC Pedestrian Detection 
dataset for different sequences of frames over time. The estimations have tracked the true 
values well in most of sequences. Some errors appear between frames 300 and 500, due to 
segmentation errors. Depending to the size of the crowd some errors occur due to crowd 
congestion. On the other hand, the MRE remains relatively stable. These results indicate that 
the proposed counting system can achieve well above state-of-the-art counting approaches, 
especially in heavy crowd situations. 
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3.6.2.4 PETS Dataset Evaluation  
Finally, Table 3-13 & 3-14 show the error ratios of the PETS dataset. Individual features 
(especially magnitude and appearance features show almost a poor effectiveness, with MRE 
exceeding the 20% threshold of satisfactoriness and the best effectiveness is reported when 
all features have been applied. This is consistent with the outcomes for the UCSD Anomaly 
Detection Dataset and Mall dataset. Corners and Discriminate-Points have shown significant 
performance on the PETS dataset, although one may expect blob magnitude and appearance 
to be the straightest pointers of the magnitude of the crowd. As Shown in table 4-2, the better 
effectiveness of features has been:  (Magnitude+ Appearance), (Appearance+ Discriminate-
Points), (Appearance, Discriminate-Points, and Magnitude). More features tend to carry out 
better performance and a MRE of 16.05-18% has been reported for the optimal feature 
vectors.  
 
Figure 3-26: Pedestrian counts estimates using PETS Dataset 
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Figure 3-27: Evaluation of the proposed approach using PETS Dataset 
In order to evaluate the performance of proposed system on PETS dataset, we conducted tests 
by applying the same settings on frame ranges (from 0001 to 4000) using different type of 
features combinations in this case (Appearance, Discriminate-Points, and Magnitude have 
been used). First, the impacts of different combinations in the proposed approach are 
considered. Cross validation, selects sample as training dataset at each repetition and 
produces different results. Figure 3-26 displays the ground truth and the estimates of the 
performance of proposed system on the PETS dataset. The deviations tracks between the 
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ground truth and the estimates are quite small in the first 2500 frames and some errors occur 
later when the crowd tend to be heavier  
The results indicate that 1) the proposed system has performed stably with no increasing 
errors; and 2) the combinations of more features sets have an influence on the system’s 
performance. Then, we measured the impact of the other features set as shown in Table 3-13 
& 3-14. As shown, the obtained results show that better performance is attained with more 
features are being used. This result approves that the performance of the system is still stable 
on different types of dataset.  
 
Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 1.594 2.599 19.512% 
A 1.723 3.19 21.802% 
C 1.441 2.055 16.852% 
D-P 1.501 2.231 18.042% 
C + M  1.45 2.077 16.874% 
C + D-P 1.431 2.006 16.852% 
C +A 1.439 2.006 17.282% 
M + A + C 1.443 2.016 17.352% 
M+ D-P + C 1.436 2.028 16.902% 
M + A 1.48 2.175 18.272% 
M + D-P 1.514 2.268 18.482% 
A+ D-P 1.411 1.933 16.602% 
A+M+D-P 1.412 1.947 16.752% 
A+M+D-P+ C 1.899 2.413 18.094% 
Table 3-13:Low-Level Feature evaluation on PETS Dataset 
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Selected Features MAE MSE MRE 
M 1.865 2.864 19.6% 
A 2.189 4.404 25.62% 
C 1.668 2.142 16.72% 
D-P 1.726 2.342 17.18% 
C + M  1.698 2.253 16.76% 
C + D-P 1.694 2.215 17.04% 
C +A 1.753 2.461 17.74% 
M + A + C 1.757 2.477 17.83% 
M+ D-P + C 1.716 2.3 17.23% 
M + A 1.823 2.802 18.79% 
M + D-P 1.745 2.478 17.55% 
A+ D-P 1.742 2.433 17.57% 
A+M+D-P 1.684 2.265 16.67% 
A+M+D-P+ C 1.738 2.414 18.28% 
Table 3-14: Global Feature evaluation on PETS Dataset 
 
 
Figure 3-28:Evaluation of the proposed approach using PETS Dataset 
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Figure 3-29 shows the estimate of the proposed algorithm using feature vector (A+M+D-P) 
against the ground truth for the Mall dataset. The equivalent Global features system is also 
showed.  
 
Figure 3-29: Estimated count vs. Ground truth vs. global systems Mall dataset 
 
Figure 3-30 displays the pedestrian count using Gaussian Process Regression for different 
sequence of frames over time .The obtained results is analogue to the ground-truth in the 
most of frames, for both the heavy and low crowd classes. Some errors might happen in 
heavy crowd where one pedestrian is lost. This is because of error in the image segmentation 
procedure were some noisy blobs can appear.  
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Figure 3-30: Estimated count vs. Ground truth vs. global systems Mall dataset on USC Dataset  
 
Similarly, Figure 3-31 a, and Figure 3-31 b, shows the CAVIAR, PETS datasets respectively. 
These figures show that the proposed approach offers more accurate pedestrian counting 
estimates. 
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Figure 3-31a: Estimated count vs. Ground truth CAVIAR dataset  
 
 
Figure 3-31 b: Estimated count vs. Ground truth PETS dataset 
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3.6.2 Results 
This section describes some visual snapshots of the proposed counting model. All foreground 
fragments within an image have been highlighted to the end user by setting their perimeter 
pixels to red. The cluster prediction for each fragment has been allocated by the nearest 
number, and non-zero counts are drawn at the centroid of the corresponding segment.  
The total estimate can be seen over a virtual line of the video, and this may be updated at 
regular intervals (e.g. every 50th frame) to avoid rapid changes in the estimate and which will 
improve readability as part of a video stream. An example is shown in Figure 4-16 (a, b. c. d). 
One benefit of the proposed algorithm is the ability to provide low-level counts within an 
image compared with holistic systems, which only offer a total count estimate.  
3.6.2.1 Calculating the estimate of the final count 
 Firstly, at pixel (i; j) , the foreground detection result is represented  by  𝖥𝑖 ,𝑗   
 The identity of the blob to which this pixel is belonging is represented by  L𝑖 ,𝑗   
 The collection of pixels belongs to the kth foreground fragment L𝑖 ,𝑗 is represented as: 
AL𝑖 ,𝑗   
 The estimated number of pedestrian for this blob is represented by  𝜇L𝑖 ,𝑗  
𝐸   
 Finally, the intensity map for the viewpoint  is represented by  𝐼𝑀  
As a result, the Pedestrian Estimate (PE) at any pixel (i; j) is predicted by the following 
equation as:  
PE𝑖 ,𝑗 = 𝖥𝑖 ,𝑗 × 
𝐼𝑀𝑖,𝑗
∑ 𝐼𝑀𝑖′,𝑗′𝑖′𝑗′∈AL𝑖 ,𝑗  
× 𝜇L𝑖 ,𝑗  
𝐸                     3.46 
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This equation is able to “spreads” the estimated value 𝜇L𝑖 ,𝑗  
𝐸 for blob A𝑖 ,𝑗  over all of its pixels. 
The goal of this technique is to offer an estimated level of pedestrians for each pixel within an 
image. 
3.7 Comparison to other works  
This section presents the effectiveness of the developed approach using low-level features 
has been measured in comparison to other techniques. We compare results with developed 
systems by Chan which make use of Global features and Cont. Donatello - moving SURF 
points, clustered (Chan and Vasconcelos 2012), (Donatello, Pasquale, Gennaro, Francesco, & 
Mario, 2010). 
Chan have used the global features in combination with a mixture model of dynamic image 
textures. Segmentation has been achieved using a mixture of active textures, and GPR was 
used to estimate the pedestrian crowd size, passing in both directions. Big sets of around 30 
global features have been used comprising pixels belonging to the foreground, edges, and 
image textures. The number of people passing in both directions has been then summed to 
obtain the total count estimate.  
Comparing to with Chan' et al results, the training and testing mechanism described in (Chan, 
Liang et al. 2008) was followed. Following to this mechanism, frames 1-400: of the CAVIAR 
dataset were used system training for training the system, while other frames have been used 
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CAVIAR 0001-2500 2.7 12.5% 1.95 8.8% 1.22 7.12% 
CAVIAR 2501-4000 3.82 25% 2.31 16.7% 2.23 15.1% 
CAVIAR 4001-6500 5.12 26.2% 4.55 20.2% 4.44 19.4% 
CAVIAR 6501-9000 2.61 14.1% 1.88 9.5% 1.42 8.7% 
Table 3-15: evaluation of the proposed algorithm compared to other approaches using CAVIAR dataset  
 
 
Figure 3-32: Comparison to other approaches using Mall dataset 
 
 
Histogram blob has been introduced by (Dan, Gray et al. 2006) however, the applied 
histogram to estimate the number of pedestrian based on different bins is different from the 
low level and the global approaches , since the in the author has locally detected the blobs 
fragments extracted from the image and then all features have been accumulated as histogram 
bins at a holistic level . As this approach has been used in many of pedestrian counting, a K 
cross validation procedure it has been applied to evaluate this system against our proposed 
algorithm.  
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The proposed system by Dan has been carefully implemented and developed. However, some 
suppositions were needed. Even though this system makes a histogram bin of around 500 for 
the size of the blob, it is notable that this value is not appropriate for all other dataset, due to 
the dissimilarity between the camera location and the resolution of the image with respect to 
the viewpoint.  
As an alternative, the width of the histogram bin has been set to around 66% of the size of the 
pedestrian within the field of view. In this case, the minor blobs which represent the noise has 
been allocated to the bin number one, and then large fragments (blobs) assigned the remained 
histogram bins. This mechanism offered a separation between several blob dimensions. The 
width of all bins has been obtained by placing an individual template at the middle of the 
image and then the total summation of all weighted pixel within this template has been taken, 
then the results are multiplied by 60%. The author has used six histogram bins with eight 
blobs.  
Linear regression has been used by Kong for the proposed counting system. For 
completeness Gaussian process regression and k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm regression has 
been evaluated on feature vector used by Kong. The cross validation mechanism has been 
applied, and errors metrics are reported in table. The best performance is reported when the 
KNN is used, which have reached 6.88 % as MRE and 5.88 for MAR (Table 3-16) 
The neural networks for regression have achieved an MRE of 10.13%. These reported results 
indicate that KNN and the linear regression are the best suitable regression methods that can 
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Kong  Regression Method  
 
MAE MRE 
PETS Linear Regression 7.13 7.38% 
PETS Neural Network  11.88 10.13% 
PETS KNN 5.88 6.88% 
Table 3-16: evaluation of the proposed algorithm compared to other regression models using PETS dataset 
Table 3-17 presents the reported results obtained on PETS dataset compared with Conte and 
Chan algorithms. Our proposed counting system has achieved a MAE rate of 2.07 and 11.3% 
of MRE respectively. The proposed system has reported a mean relative error less than 10 % 
(the threshold of satisfactoriness) demonstrating very accurate effectiveness. These results 
indicate that the proposed approach has outperformed the current methods, which attained a 
MRE of 18.7 %. (Conte case) which is due to inadequate separation of individual within the 
region of interest, especially in sequence 4 of frames, which are highly congested. In 
addition, pedestrians are three-dimensional objects and thus there has been a difficulty in 
most of the other works to attain accurate blob separation. Our proposed algorithm makes use 
of image normalisation to compensate for perspective (Section 3.2.1), which has provided 
higher pedestrian estimation accuracy in a complex and crowded environment.  
 












PETS Sequence1  28.5 80.7% 11.1 19.9% 3.62 14.2% 
PETS Sequence2 32.1 122% 18.2 42.07% 2.35 16.5% 
PETS Sequence3 34.1 88.5% 5.44 18.7% 2.07 11.3% 
PETS Sequence4 12.3 91.5% 0.82 55.4% 2.31 18.5% 
Table 3-17: evaluation of the proposed algorithm compared to other approaches using PETS dataset  
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Cross validation having four folds has been applied using the 1000 to 8000 frames sequences 
of MALL dataset, and the error metrics of this evaluation are reported in Table 3-18. 
The Mall data set contains small number of people. It has been found that found that the 
A+M+D-P features have reported the best performance on this data set. Table 3-18 displays 
the errors metrics for other counting techniques, using the different regression methods. The 
best total efficiency is realised by our proposed system with an overall error of 11.3%. 
 Our proposed system has achieved an MAE of 3.95 and 3.36 for first and the fourth 
sequence of frames, respectively. For comparison Chan, algorithms reported a mean relative 
error of 30%. This can be referred to critical over-estimates of the pedestrian’s number due to 
overlapping areas. The Conte algorithm has achieved a MAE of 19.05 and the MRE is more 
than 30 % for the second sequence of frames   
 












MALL 1000-2000  27.3 20.08% 16.4 21.23% 4.72 9.05% 
MALL 3000-4000 36.2 29.6% 19.05 33.07% 3.95 8.07% 
MALL 5000-6000 36.9 30.2% 7.89 16.08% 6.12 16.44% 
MALL 7000-8000 14.2 18.1% 3.45 14.28% 3.36 12.05% 
Table 3-18: evaluation of the proposed algorithm compared to other approaches using MALL dataset  
Finally, the estimates obtained with are more accurate than those of Conte and Chan on all 
different sequences of frames and mainly more precise in the two fast sequences. This shows 
that the features used in the proposed system more rich and accurate.  
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3.8 Summary 
In this chapter, a new pedestrian counting algorithm has been introduced depending on 
localised features, which are specific to clusters and persons within an image, to predict the 
number of pedestrian and asses their allocations over a FOV.  
Different from earlier approaches, which usually used global features, this introduced 
algorithm has been indexed, trained, and verified at a local level. Then, a tracking module has 
been proposed to more increase the system's effectiveness. Collected results prove that the 
proposed algorithm reliably outperforms global features based approaches and current 
techniques discussed in the literature in the literature. 
The proposed approach outperforms the baseline corresponding global approach and the 
algorithms of, (Chan, Liang et al. 2008), (Donatello, Pasquale, Gennaro, Francesco, & Mario, 
2010), on different datasets. The proposed approach has been proved to be more accurate, 
effective, and useful, with a slight training requirement. 
This work has proposed an effective method of pedestrian counting using extracted localised 
features and different types of regression models. By integrating different set of features and 
combining with GPR and KNN methods, we have validated that our proposed system has 
outperformed most of literature’s works. Therefore, it is obvious that introduced proposed 
approach has outperformed current localised and Global systems tested on a different 
datasets. Thus, the developed approach is of significant practical value for several public 
locations. 
Comparing to the KNN regression model, GPR has been found more efficient when the 
crowd tend to be heavier; Furthermore, GPR has achieved good performance even when the 
cord is less heavy. GPR regression models has been seen to generalise fine when using small 
training datasets, necessitating small amounts of annotated images than other approaches, 
which need lots amount of training data. The proposed counting technique has been also 
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reported considerably more accurate than those presented by state-of-the-art counting 
approaches. Finally, the proposed system has been successfully tested several datasets having 
different resolutions, thus, the proposed counting technique can be applied in real-life 
situations for long periods. 
One limitation, of the proposed system, is that in the cases of multiple cameras counting, it 
needs small amount of training data for the new viewpoints. This is an adequate constraint for 
permanent counting approaches. New viewpoints has some impact on the total performance 
of the system, this is due to the variations in blob’s appearance due to pedestrian’s movement 
and perspective. Secondly, variations in an individual’s silhouette caused by the camera 
positions and finally, variations in the shape of heavy crowds. Future work can be focused at 
refining training through multiple camera perspectives, by emerging perspective fixed type of 
features, by relocating data over new viewpoints.   
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4. Pedestrian Queue Evaluation and Event Detection 
4.1 Introduction  
Handling people queues is essential for a diversity of of many commercial applications. 
Entertainment commons require managing queues of individuals in the turn for cycles, 
airports require handling passenger waiting to complete their security check, and shopping 
malls have to help customers in queue to pay for their purchasing. When these queues are 
mostly large, with multiple service stations, it is hard for employees to quantitatively examine 
queue structure such as throughput frequency, total queue length, growth rate and dwell time. 
In addition, if these queues of individuals are not dynamically observed by the decision 
makers, it usually affects the satisfaction of customers, and can cause an ineffective resource 
distribution and loss of profits. Consequently, there is a necessity, not only monitor statistical 
queue information in in real-time but also to well recognise tendencies that appear in queues 
during the time. Automatic queue analysis offers one means to queue strategy systems that 
are able of achieving this. 
In this chapter, an efficient design of an automatic queue management algorithm based on 
collected statistical information has been presented. A careful attention of different 
parameters has been taken into account when designing this system, such as size of the 
queue, and the frequency of entrance, leaving and serving. Thus, a pedestrian flow analysis 
approach has been developed based on a virtual line, which detects pedestrian flow at a 
specified area within an image. Some feature points related to people while they are passing 
through the proposed virtual door have been selected and accumulated. During each window 
of time, the number of people who pass the line is calculated. Finally, the features evaluation 
process using k cross validation is discussed, followed by an evaluation of the two proposed 
algorithms. 
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4.2 Proposed Algorithm: Extracting of Queue’s Parameters 
The queue monitoring system involves two modules. First, the proposed algorithm makes use 
of the developed counting model, and permits the proposed approach to compute the number 
of people waiting in a queue. Second, two “virtual doors” are used, located at the entrance 
and the end of the queue. The main idea behind these virtual doors is to detect people as they 
pass through them and also to estimate the frequency of people entering and leaving the 
queue.  
 
Figure 4-1: General structure of the proposed algorithm 
 
As seen in Figure 4-1, the pedestrian counting section has been located over the queuing area, 
with a virtual doors sited at both ends of the queue. The integration of these components has 
been used to calculate queue factors. 
Assume that a queue’s size is represented by 𝑁𝑡 at any time t where 𝑁𝑡 is the number of 
people in the queue who are waiting for the service and the frequency of variation of the 
queue size is 𝑛𝑡 . Thus, the growing frequency of the queue can be estimated by: 






                        4.1 
 
In most cases, ∆𝑡 is equal to four to five minutes, as this will give a realistic indication of the 
variation in the queue dimension over a short period, although any length of time might be 
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used to approximate the growing frequency of the queue, according to the type of application 
used.  
Let 𝐸𝑡 represent the total number of entrances at the beginning of the queue, in which the 𝐸𝑡 
will be increased as more people enter the queue. So, its rate of variation 𝑒𝑡 at the entrance 
frequency is estimated by:  






                                4.2 
 
In addition, let 𝑃𝑡 represent the number of persons who have been serviced. Thus, the 
frequency of service 𝑝𝑡 is:  






                                    4.3 
 𝑒𝑡 In addition,  𝑝𝑡 are more important than 𝐸𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡  , since they provide instant information 
about the recent structure of the queue.  
On the other hand, the measurements of 𝐸𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡  involve the total number of people 
calculated by the system. Both 𝑁𝑡 and 𝑛𝑡 offer instant data regarding the crowd dimension 
and its growth frequency, and thus cover operationally significant data. 
Dwelling time can be measured as the mean time spent by a person inside the queue. The 
current frequency of service  𝑝𝑡 is applied to calculate the dwelling time 𝕯: 






                                        4.4 
Consequently, having the recent estimation of queue size 𝑁𝑡 and frequency service 𝑝𝑡 =, the 




                                                         4.5  
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When these factors (𝑁𝑡,𝐸𝑡 , 𝑃𝑡) are examined, redundancy of data could appear, since any 
factor can be the result of another factor.  
Moreover, since the queue length is the difference between the total number of entrances, and 
the number of people who are leaving the queue, consequently: 
     𝑁𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡 - 𝑃𝑡                                4.6 
 
In addition, the growth frequency is the difference between entrance frequency and service 
frequency: 
𝑛𝑡 = 𝑒𝑡 − 𝑝𝑡                               4.7  
Consequently, it is essential to evaluate these factors (𝑁𝑡,𝐸𝑡  , 𝑃𝑡). Let us assume the following 
scenarios:  
 When number of entrances is not checked, it can be calculated from: 
𝐸𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡+ 𝑁𝑡                               4.8 
(Total number of people serviced) + (People who are waiting for service)  
In addition, the entrance frequency is: 
𝑒𝑡 = 𝑝𝑡 + 𝑛𝑡                             4.9 
 When the total number of people who have been already serviced is not checked, it 
can be calculated from: 
𝑃𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡  −  𝑁𝑡                    4.10  
(Total number of people who have arrived) – (People who are still waiting for service) 
 In addition, the frequency of service is: 
𝑝𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡 − 𝑛𝑡                                4.11 
When queue length is not monitored, the estimations acquired from Equations 4.6 and 4.7 can 
be used. However, the use of two virtual doors could present some difficulties, as historical 
errors in 𝐸𝑡, 𝑃𝑡 are accumulated, and this can have an impact on the value of 𝑁𝑡. This can be 
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defined as a gradual shift over time due to small imprecisions in the virtual doors or due to 
people who arrive or leave the queue from unfamiliar places. 
It is suggested that the people-counting model is applied to count the people in order to 
eliminate this shift. Otherwise, if the queue size is obtained from 𝐸𝑡, 𝑃𝑡 (Equation 4.6) then it 
must be tuned to 0 during time of stability to reduce the impacts of shift. 
4.3 Virtual door  
The counting approach developed in the previous section applies background modelling in 
order to detect both moving and inactive people, while the proposed virtual door counting 
mechanism make use of optical flow to measure moving people only.  
Current pedestrian-flow monitoring techniques can usually be classified into two groups. 
First is detection and tracking. These algorithms make use of feature tracking (Ali and Shah 
2008), (Septian, Tao et al. 2006). In crowded views where the camera is sufficiently near to 
the FOV, face detection has been applied for tracking incoming people, (Chen, Chen et al. 
2010) , in addition to the head and shoulder regions . 
The second group is optical flow regression. Generally, these techniques apply a statistical 
model, which is more appropriate for crowded areas.  
In most crowded places, people detection, face detection, and tracking are difficult tasks. This 
is because of the magnitude of the crowd and the distance of the camera from the view. In 
various situations, these approaches are also very expensive. Consequently, regression-based 
techniques are the most suitable in crowded locations. 
In this section, an integrated approach is proposed: feature points are detected (corners and 
vertices) and their motion is then assembled over an interval of time. This assembled motion 
acts as an input for the regression approach. The developed technique is based on the 
perception that the number of people who are crossing through a virtual door is associated 
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with the feature point’s numbers passing the virtual count line. However, the relationship 
does not have to be linear.  
The model will generate a ROI around the virtual count line, and then compute the total sum 
of the optical flow of these features. Consequently, an integration of feature extraction and 
regression has been applied to arrive at the final count result. 
 
Figure 4-2: proposed virtual door 
The proposed virtual door is shown in Figure 4-2. It involves a virtual line, which is bounded 
by the ROI, and a trajectory direction (TD), which indicates the direction in which people are 
walking. The group of pixels within the ROI is represented by G, and the vector direction in 
the TD is represented by r. 
The proposed system assembles optical flow in the trajectory direction (TD) in a discrete 
group of extracted feature points.  
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Each video chain is split to a set of sub-chains in which the optical flow is assembled. Then 
the regression to each window is applied separately to count the number of people crossing 
the virtual door. 
 
Figure 4-3: illustration of frames and windows.  
 
The features belonging to each chain are computed as following. The optical flow is 
represented by 𝑜𝑡 at any time T, and the optical flow at a pixel p is represented by𝑜𝑡𝑝. The 
component of this flow, which points in the trajectory direction (TD), is denoted as the 
aligned optical flow, and is calculated by applying the dot product: 
𝑜𝑡?̂? = 𝑜𝑡𝑝 . TD                         4.12 
The group of the extracted features is represented: 
𝙁 (ƒ1  , ƒ2 , …, ƒ𝑛 ,𝑡 , )                    4.13 
Where ƒ𝑛,𝑡  denotes the sort of feature under extracted (edges, corners.) at time t 
At every frame of the video sequence, the overall aligned flow is estimated: 
𝑒𝑡 𝖥 = ∑ 𝑜𝑡?̂?
𝑝∈ 𝖥
                         4.14 
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Then, video is divided to sequences of time chains numbered by k. The group of frames, 
which are belonging to the kth chain, is represented as𝐶𝑘, and each chain is considered the 
same size. Over each time chain𝐶𝑘, the overall aligned flow is assembled: 
𝛿𝑡 𝖥  = ∑ 𝑒𝑡 𝖥 
𝑡∈ 𝐶𝑘
                         4.15 
                        
Even though features are not obviously tracked, this integration will be approximately 
proportional to the feature’s number passing the virtual line since the integration of aligned 
flow for each feature point is equal to the distance it travels over the virtual door.  
A feature point crossing over the virtual door is defined by a sequence of optical flow 
vectors, the aligned components of which sum to the width w of the ROI. 
Thus, each feature moving over the virtual door will contribute a roughly similar quantity of 
aligned flow, so that the overall aligned flow over a time window, 𝛿𝑡 𝖥  , is relative to the 
number of features passing the door. Consequently, in the integration of aligned flow during 
time t, a chain is a measure of the number of crossing feature.  
Moreover, the use of flow assemblage, instead of using an explicit tracking of features, will 
minimise the computational operations. 
4.4 Histogram of Optical Flow 
In this part, the functionality of optical flow histograms in improving system execution is 
illustrated by breaking up the impact of possible noise and true motion. Generally, optical 
flow does not always have accurate values, as they are subject to error or noise. 
Assuming that a feature point is corresponding to a background object that is stable, the exact 
value of optical flow is 0. However, it can be given a small partial value such as 0.03.  
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Therefore, to separate between noise and the true motion, a histogram that is based on flow 
size has been used. Aligned optical flow is estimated within various histogram bins: 
Pixel p has been allocated to a histogram bin b based on the size of 𝑜𝑡?̂?. A group of 
pixels belonging to bin b is represented by 𝑆𝑏. 
The overall aligned flow for bin b and for feature 𝙁 is represented by: 
𝑒𝑡 𝖥 ,b = ∑ 𝑜𝑡𝑝 ̂
𝑝∈ 𝖥∩𝑆𝑏
                   4.16 
                                  
The overall aligned flow over time chain 𝐶𝑘 for bin b and feature 𝙁 can be then estimated 
using the following: 
𝛿𝑡 𝖥,b  = ∑ 𝑒𝑡,𝖥,b 
𝑡∈ 𝐶𝑘
                      4.17 
                                            
The group of all features and histogram bins 𝛿𝑡 𝖥,b   are accumulated into a feature vector𝑣𝑘, 
which defines the time chain 𝐶𝑘. It is important to mention that, when several features and 
histogram bins are used, these features are linked together to generate the higher feature 
vector. Then a regression has been trained to learn the relation among 𝑣𝑘 and true values 𝑔𝑘.  
4.4.1 Features Extraction  
In this part a set of features are suggested for use with the proposed approach. A number of 
image features have been previously applied for pedestrian counting (Chapter 3); these were 
classified into, appearance, magnitude, and discriminant-points features. Same features 
selection has been adopted for proposed algorithm. Features have been used in this chapter 
are as flows: 
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1. Total image pixels:  The use of all pixels treats every pixel within the Region of 
Interest as if it is a feature point. Therefore, all pixels within the Region of Interest 
have been used to accumulate the total aligned flow in Equation 4.14. This feature is 
analogous to the magnitude feature in the crowd counting algorithm, since all pixels 
within a fragment are used, and all pixels contribute to the value of the feature. 
 
2. Discriminant-points. As discussed in Section 3.2.2.3, discriminant-points are usually 
revealing of crowd percentage. Corners have been selected due to their use in 
common feature trackers, such as the (KLT) tracker (Tomasi and Kanade 1991). To 
reach a quick processing speed, Rosten approach has been applied to detect corners. 
 
These selected features are corresponding to the magnitude, and discriminant-points features, 
which have been used in pedestrian counting approach of Chapter 4. Appearance based 
features were also used for pedestrian counting; these features are derived from the perimeter 
pixels of each foreground segment. Foreground segmentation was achieved using adaptive 
background modelling techniques, which is not employed within the proposed virtual door 
algorithm. As an alternative, in this part, the proposed algorithm used optical flow, for which 
there is no corresponding appearance feature. Therefore, two kinds of feature have been used 
in this section: total image (T) pixels and discriminate points (corners) (D-P). 
Figure 4-4 shows a linear relation between the selected features and pedestrian numbers 
passing through the virtual door. 
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Figure 4-4: Relationships between these features and the number of people passing  
4.5 Proposed system training 
 True value is indexed via GUI to detect the time stamp of individuals moving over the 
virtual door 
 These indexing are then allocated automatically to chains so that the individual’s 
number passing through the door during each chain is found automatically.  
 Let the number of annotated people passing through the door during time chain 𝐶𝑘  be 
represented𝑔𝑘. An equivalent set of features, linked together into the feature 
vector  𝑣𝑘, is extracted for each chain. 
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 These features and targets form the training data set {  𝑣𝑘 , 𝑔𝑘  }, then, regression 
model has been applied, in order to learn the relation among the two. 
For regression, the Gaussian regression model has been adopted, since this model does not 
consider any previous hypothesis on the relation between the extracted features and the total 
size.  
The main objectives for calculating the posterior is that it permits us make an estimate for 
hidden trial cases. This is valuable if we have sufficient prior information about particular 
dataset to surely identify previous mean and covariance. 
 f   : represents the function of training cases (x) 
 f*  : represents the function of the testing set (x’)  
 )( ixw  : is the means w(x) 
 * : represents the test means 
 ∑   : covariance  
 ∑*  : is the covariance of the training set 
 ∑** : is the covariance of the training-test set 
  ),(~| *1***1***   TT fNff 
             4.18 
This is the subsequent distribution for a precise set of testing trials.   
),(~| DD kwGPDF                                                        4.19 
)(),()()( 1 wfxXxwxw TD 

                             4.20 
)',(),()',()',( 1 xXxXxxkxxk TD 

                     4.21 
Where   ∑(X,x) represent the of covariance between every training trial and x.  
 
The mean and covariance can be initialised in terms of hyper parameters 
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f ~ GP(m,k),                                         4.22 












                    4.24 
Where the hyper parameters:  
},,,,,{ lCBA ny                              4.25 
 
Figure 4-5: Relationships when using different types of features 
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Figure 4-5 show the relationship between the used features and the equivalent number of 
people within the virtual 1 dataset. The result of changing the training dataset magnitude has 
been also studied by applying sub-sets of the initial training dataset. For a particular size of a 
training dataset, obtained results have been averaged over several sub-sets.  
4.6 Experimental Results and Discussion  
In order to evaluate the presented virtual door approach, two datasets have been collected and 
indexed. The datasets (virtual -1), (virtual -2), (virtual-3) and (virtual-3) are separated into a 
number of people sequences, having a length of 2 minutes. The proposed approach has been 
tested using a cross validation technique. 
Next, in order to evaluate the introduced queue monitoring model, video has been found from 
an airport's luggage check-in counter (people waiting in check-in counters at (suvarnabhumi 
airport, Bangkok, Thailand) 
This dataset included of one sequences called queue 1, queue 1 is of size 10 minutes, 
comprising 30 travellers’ arrivals, 10 travellers serviced, and around 20-25persons in the 
queue. 
4.6.1 Evaluation of the Proposed Virtual Door Algorithm Using 
Different Datasets  
4.6.1.1 Evaluation of Virtual 1 
In this section, the effectiveness of the virtual door approach is evaluated. A cross validation 
mechanism has been applied as follows: 
1. The dataset is annotated with ground truth data: the individual’s number crossing over 
the door during each 2 minute sequence is then annotated, in addition to individual’s 
number crossing over the door during each 35 second chain.  
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2. One sequence is set aside for testing. The introduced virtual door approach has been 
trained by the ground truth of the other sequences. Then, testing has been achieved on 
the selected testing sequence. 
3. This mechanism is repeated for all sequences within the dataset, by doing a rotation of 
testing and training sets. Next, MAE, and MRE are identified. 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Queue 1 Structure Dataset 
The features used in this evaluation are referred to as Total image pixels (T) and 
Discriminant-points (D-P), three different mixtures of these features have been evaluated. 
Moreover, the following two parameters have been evaluated: Histogram of optical flow and 
Chains. 
 The character `X’ in table 4.1 indicates the use of three histogram bins, ranging between [0- 
0:05), [0:05-0:25) and [0:25 - ∞). The exclusion of `X’ is an indication that histograms of 
optical flow are not included.  
The character `X’ indicates that each 2 minute sequence has been divided into six chains of 
length 20 seconds, which are evaluated separately (during both training and testing). The 
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exclusion of `X’ is an indication that each sequence has been analysed globally. The use of 
chains is analogous to the use of low-level features in Chapter 4. 
This gives rise to 12 different integrations of features and parameters. For each cross 
validation test, the feature-parameter integrations are ordered from 1 (top) to 12 (poorest) in 
terms of Mean Absolute Error, and Mean Relative Error. 
The collected results of (virtual -1) are arranged in (Table 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3). The top-ranking 
feature vector is ((D-P), T) with histograms and chains have been used. The exclusion of 
histograms causes an increasing in MRE from 7.25% to 36.27%and the exclusion of chains 
causes an increasing in MRE from 7.25% to 84.36%. The MRE is between 7.25% and 
10.81% for the best effectiveness of feature sets. 
 
Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(T) X X 2.682 64.1% 
(T) X Omitted 46.965 86.80% 
(T) Omitted X 9.301 65.04% 
(T) Omitted Omitted 10.741 49.31% 
Table 4-1: Evaluation of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual -1) 
 
Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(D-P) X X 2.910 10.81% 
(D-P)  X Omitted 35.42 77.88% 
(D-P) Omitted X 10.312 68.00% 
(D-P) Omitted Omitted 11.753 59.66% 
Table 4-2: Evaluation of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual -1) 
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Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(D-P), T X X 2.664 7.25% 
(D-P), T X Omitted 47.164 84.36% 
(D-P), T Omitted X 5.29 36.27% 
(D-P), T Omitted Omitted 52.93 97.16% 
Table 4-3: Evaluation of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual -1) 
Figure 4-7 shows the estimated values of the introduced approach (using the ((D-P), T) 
feature set) against the ground truth for two-selected sequence in (virtual -1); the estimate 
queue size is sufficiently accurate. 
 
 
Figure 4-7: Cross validation Evaluation (virtual -1). 
 
4.6.1.2 Evaluation of Virtual 2 
Virtual 2 has been validated on data from other viewpoints in the recording collected from at 
(suvarnabhumi airport, Bangkok, Thailand). (A+M+D-P+ C) have reached the best 
performance with an MAE of 1.21 and MRE = 10.11%. The use A+M+D-P has reached the 
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better level in terms of the mean relative error. For these sequences, the MRE is 11% and the 




Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(T) X X 2.421 18.62% 
(T) Omitted X 8.652 54.81% 
(T) X Omitted 2.121 11.353% 
(T) Omitted  Omitted 12.842 73.71% 
(D-P) X X 3.334 21.22% 
(D-P)  Omitted X 8.443 44.76% 
(D-P) X Omitted 1.886 13.01% 
(D-P) Omitted Omitted 12.423 45.66% 
(D-P), T X X 2.111 36.44% 
(D-P), T Omitted X 3.567 19.22% 
(D-P), T X Omitted 1.808 12.28% 
(D-P), T Omitted Omitted 7.001 33.43% 
A+M+D-P X X 1.21 11.02% 
A+M+D-P+ C X X 1.14 10.11% 
Table 4-4: Evaluation of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual –2) 
 
Figure 4-8 shows the estimated values of the introduced approach (using the ((D-P), T) 
feature set) against the ground truth for two-selected sequence in (virtual -2) 
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Figure 4-8: Cross validation Evaluation (virtual -2). 
 
4.6.1.3 Evaluation of Virtual 3 
Table below shows the error ratios of the virtual 3 dataset. Features such Total image pixels 
(T) and Discriminant-Point has reported unsatisfactory effectiveness when histograms or 
chains are omitted, having an MRE above 150% in some case. However, including both 
chains and histograms (T) and (D-P) have reposted an acceptable MRE = 11.08 %, more 
features tend to have better performance and MRE of 10.08% has been reported for the 
optimal feature sets. Finally, T+M+D-P+ C, (with histograms and chains) has reached top 
rank and a mean relative error of 9.04% (Table 4-5).  
 
Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(T) X X 6.112 12.54% 
(T) Omitted X 56.021 65.23% 
(T) X Omitted 12.788 36.11% 
(T) Omitted  Omitted 10.121 26.12% 
(D-P) X X 7.898 11.08% 
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(D-P)  Omitted X 76.015 153.75% 
(D-P) X Omitted 11.867 49.04% 
(D-P) Omitted Omitted 9.087 21.46% 
(D-P), T X X 6.891 11.88% 
(D-P), T Omitted X 60.174 139.59% 
(D-P), T X Omitted 11.12 46.99% 
(D-P), T Omitted Omitted 11.741 24.84% 
T+M+D-P X X 5.228 10.08% 
T+M+D-P+ C X X 5.029 9.04% 
Table 4-5: Evaluation of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual 3) 
 
Figure 4-9 show the estimated values of the introduced approach (using the ((D-P), T) feature 
set) against the ground truth for two-selected sequence in (virtual -3) 
 
Figure 4-9: Cross validation Evaluation (virtual -3). 
4.6.1.4 Evaluation of Virtual 4 
The results for (virtual 4) are arranged in (Table 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8). The best features set 
comprise (D-P), T. Once again, the exclusion of chains or histograms has significantly 
decreased the effectiveness from a MRE 9.54% to 54.73%. 
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The above results prove that the use of time chains and histograms of optical flow have 
improved the performance of the virtual door approach, and in some cases, their presence is 
important to obtain high system performance.  
 
Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(T) X X 2.33 9.84% 
(T) X  15.716 58.00% 
(T)  X 4.43 14.54% 
(T)   4.694 14.81% 
Table 4-6: Error Metrics of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual -2) 
 
 
Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(D-P) X X 3.83 14.05% 
(D-P)  X  30.485 94.79% 
(D-P)  X 4.032 4.65% 
(D-P)   4.412 15.14% 
Table 4-7: Error Metrics of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual -2) 
Features Histogram Chains MAE MRE 
(D-P), T X X 2.286 9.54% 
(D-P), T X  11.803 54.73% 
(D-P), T  X 4.464 14.88% 
(D-P), T   6.452 20.94% 
Table 4-8: Error Metrics of features, histograms, and Chains (virtual 4) 
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Figure 4-10: Cross validation Evaluation (virtual -4). 
 
Figure 4-10 shows the (virtual 4) sequences (one sequence). The blue line indicates the 
ground truth while the red line indicates the individual’s number calculated by the proposed 
system.  
The experimental results validate that the usage of time chains and histograms of optical flow 
has improved the efficiency of the virtual door different selected dataset, for instance, and in 
different situations, it has been shown that in the presence time chains and histograms of 
optical flow have a good impact on the performance of the proposed algorithm. In general, 
the best performance reported in term of mean relative error is the feature set, T+M+D-P+ C. 
in which this set has reached the top ranking of 12  in terms of MRE and MAE, 4.20 in terms 
of MSE and 4.00 in terms of MRE. In some cases, the presence of (D-P) does not show 
further improvement. This is can be due to the sparsity of these discriminant-points with an 
image: relatively insufficient edges are distinguished within the thin region of interest 
compared to corners or the total image pixels. Even so, comparatively good efficiency has 
been shown with the T+M+D-P features set  
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4.6.2 Queue Monitoring Evaluations 
4.6.2.1 Evaluation on Queue 1 Dataset  
 
In this section, the introduced queue-monitoring model has been tested evaluated using the 
queue structure described before. This structure is shown in Figure 4-10. This structure 
include of one sequences called queue 1, queue 1 is of size 10 minutes, comprising 30 
travellers’ arrivals, 10 travellers serviced, and around 20-25persons in the queue.  
 
 
Figure 4-11: Queue 1 Structure 
In order to validate the operation of the pedestrian counting approach developed in chapter4 
in a queue situation, we have applied cross validation mechanism, by training the system on 
the first 600 frames and tested on the remaining frames.  
Table 4-9 shows the error metrics of the proposed framework on queue 1. The best 
performance reached an MRE of 9.56%. 
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Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Queue size 0001-2500 2.884 9.054 11.4% 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Queue size 2501-4000 19.932 13.488 16.2% 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Queue size 4001-6500 11.517 21.795 21.3% 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Queue size 6501-9000 1.42 21.350 9.56% 
Table 4-9: Queue size estimate using the proposed pedestrian counting approach (queue1)  
 
Queue size parameter is tested in this section. Obtained results are compared in Table 4-9 on 
different frame sequences. The individual’s features have been normalised to compensate for 
perspective (section 3.2.1). 
From the table 4-9, it can be seen that the count performance has been enhanced after the 
using of both histogram and chains. In fact, the relationship between the number of people 
and the number of features used becomes linear as shown in Figure 4-4 & 4-5. Different 
types of passengers have been attempted in this experiment. The obtained results show that 
best performance of the system was between frame 4001 and 6500 when the queue is almost 
stable and people are not moving very fast. However, when the queue is too large, many 
zones without people has been identified as passengers (luggage case), which has caused a 
false count estimates 
4.6.2.2 Evaluation on Queue2 Dataset  
 
Another Dataset called Queue 2 size 15 minutes, comprising around 58 travellers’ arrivals, 10 
travellers serviced, and around 11 persons in each queue channel (Figure4-11). 
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Figure 4-12: Queue 2 Structure 
Table 4-10 shows the error metrics of the proposed framework on queue 2. The best 
performance reached an MRE of 11.33%. 
Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue2 
Dataset  
Queue size 0001-2500 1.380 3.423 11.33% 
Queue2 
Dataset 
Queue size 2501-4000 1.552 4.119 14.25% 
Queue2 
Dataset 
Queue size 4001-6500 2.750 14.350 16.26% 
Queue2 
Dataset 
Queue size 6501-9000 1.986 8.573 12.55% 
Table 4-10: Queue size estimate using the proposed pedestrian counting approach (queue2) 
The MRE column reports the error metrics for the proposed pedestrian counting approach on 
queue1 dataset. Generally, it can be noted that the true value and the estimations agree fine. 
For the queue 1 dataset that includes up to 25 people, the mean relative error was less than 
12%, and the average mean relative error was 14.615%. For queue 1 dataset, which holds up 
to 58 travellers, the best performance reached the MRE of 11.33% and the average absolute 
error was 13.59%. 
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Although queue size estimate in both queue1 and queue 2 datasets practically agree rationally 
fine, upon closer analysis, it noted that errors are exist in some cases. These errors are 
referred to two key causes. First, some errors happened because of inadequate calibration. 
Radial distortion is the base to some errors and can be irregular or follow various forms; the 
most frequently faced distortion is radially symmetric when passengers were close to the 
borderline of the view (the high density-crowd situation). Then, unexpected lighting 
variations due to light coming from the ceiling were occasionally has not been totally 
compensated, which give rise to remaining errors (particularly queue 2 dataset). Yet, the 
error’s amount has been insignificant enough to have slight influence on the global waiting 
time. 
Results of the proposed module on queue1 and queue2 datasets are shown in Figure 4-12. 
The counting module operates by segmenting a crowd into clusters and estimating the 
number of pedestrians in each cluster, as shown in Figure 4-13. 
 
Figure 4-13: Queue size estimate using the proposed pedestrian counting approach (Queue1) 
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4.6.3 Evaluation of virtual door algorithm  
4.6.3.1 Validation of Parameters on Queue 1  
 
The virtual gate module has been assessed by counting number of entrances (Figure 4-10(b)) 
and number of services (Figure 4-10). The feature set `(D-P), T ' has been selected; time 
chains of length 20 seconds have been used; and three histogram bins have been used as 
showed in Section 4.2. 
The dataset is divided into four sequences of length 3 minutes, and the cross validation 
mechanism has been used. Table 4-11, 4-12, &4-13 show the error metrics for each of the 
virtual door (number of entrances and services) over these four sequences.  
Figure 4-14 illustrates all three components running at the same time. The number of 
entrances   𝐸𝑡, and number of persons being served 𝑃𝑡 , have been calculated directly using 
the virtual door approach while the queue size was calculated using the pedestrian counting 
approach.  
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Figure 4-15: Results of the proposed framework involving three parallel modules on Queue 1.  
The best estimation results are reposted for the Entrance parameter reported in table 4-11, in 
which number of the passenger entering the queue is considered. The MRE is around 6.9%. 
The percentage of the other sequence frames has reported an error of 22.35%. 
One reason of such errors in the entrance parameter is the sudden increase of passengers 
‘number. For instance, the sequence 1400-1800 (Table 4-11) in the test set of queue 1. A 
large number of pedestrians have arrived and thus, some of their luggages were considered as 
background. However, considering the leaving parameter, some passengers have 
unexpectedly moved away. So between 1000-1400 frames sequences (table 4-12), the 
estimations had not been effectively completely yet and a MRE of 31.72% has been reported. 
Consequently, it has caused some wrong frequency estimations are some cases and an MRE 
of 14.16% has been reached (table 4-13). The motion of non-human items such luggage also 
resulted in wrong estimation. However, the ground truth of the number of passenger is 
relatively analogues to the estimates in all three parameters (figure 4-15). Hence, the motions 
of some luggage have caused few error percentages.  
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Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Entrance 200-600 1.655 4.985 6.89% 
Queue 1 
Dataset 
Entrance 600-1000 2.086 6.429 7.805% 
Queue 1 
Dataset 
Entrance 1000-1400 3.258 16.224 9.808% 
Queue 1 
Dataset 
Entrance 1400-1800 3.605 20.709 22.351 
Table 4-11: Cross Validation of entrance module on queue 1 
Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Leavening 200-600 3.642 29.622 9.37% 
Queue 1 
Dataset 
Leavening 600-1000 4.596 38.561 10.11% 
Queue 1 
Dataset 
Leavening 1000-1400 6.412 78.320 31.72% 
Queue 1 
Dataset 
Leavening 1400-1800 5.821 55.012 24.23% 
Table 4-12: Cross Validation of Leavening module on queue 1 
Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Frequency Service 200-600 1.312 3.205 10.33% 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Frequency Service 600-1000 1.101 8.258 9.22% 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Frequency Service 1000-1400 2.451 11.841 14.43% 
Queue 1 
Dataset  
Frequency Service 1400-1800 2.323 12.605 14.16% 
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4.6.3.2 Validation of Parameters on Queue2  
 
Tables 4-14, 4-15, & 4-16 show the error metrics for each of the virtual door (number of 
entrances and services and leaving) over these four sequences on queue 2 Dataset  
Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 2 
Dataset  
Entrance Sequence 1  2.588 3.096 11.25% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Entrance Sequence 2 5.217 20.711 36.16% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Entrance Sequence 3 1.231 3.115 16.43% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Entrance Sequence 4 1.612 3.165 18.11% 
Table 4-14: Cross Validation of entrance module on queue 2 
Validation of the queue parameters have tested the strength of entrance, leaving and 
frequency based counting on queue 2 dataset. For all parameters, the queueing model and 
feature vector has been trained using 1500 frames of the annotated frames. Estimates have 
been then calculated on the remaining frames 15 min of each set. Qualitatively, the virtual 
door tracks the variations in passenger flow fairly well. Some errors tend to appear when few 
passengers exist in the FOV. Such errors are realistic, since that; there are no training samples 
with such few passengers in Queue2. This problem can be simply solved by applying more 
training samples. 
In some cases, in more challenging situation some errors happens when passengers hols their 
bags and moving very quickly to the counter desks. Again, such errors (frequency service up 
to 17% of MRE) are realistic as there are very few samples of passengers fast walking having 
their bags in the training dataset. These challenges can be fixed by either: 1) applying some 
mixture components when segmenting the image to label detect high speed walking 
passengers or 2) identifying outlier (such bags) that have different shape or movement from 
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the passengers. In both scenarios, the process of segmentation is not as simple due to the 
different view perspective; passengers walking in the foreground regions pass at the similar 
speed as luggage presented in the background regions.  
 
Figure 4-16 illustrates all three components running at the same time. 
 
Figure 4-16: Results of the proposed framework involving three parallel modules on Queue 2  
Table 4-15 presents the estimates error rates for leaving parameters tested on queue 2. In 
addition, we have reported the total MSE and MRE as an indication of the general 
performance of the frequency rate. Some points can be concluded. First, the proposed optical 
flow algorithm has good performance when Gaussian regression model is used. For instance, 
an MRE of 10.40 is achieved for Gaussian regression. The error rate has been more decreased 
to 9.65 % by adopting combined virtual door and the applied chains.   
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Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Leavening Sequence 1  3.121 25.181 10.40% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Leavening Sequence 2 5.645 27.141 11.08% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Leavening Sequence 3 5.265 39.812 33.95% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Leavening Sequence 4 6.080 34.579 27.33% 
Table 4-15: Cross Validation of Leavening module on queue 2 
Dataset Parameter  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Frequency Service Sequence 1  1.113 3.602 9.65% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Frequency Service Sequence 2 1.201 9.101 10.32% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Frequency Service Sequence 3 2.608 14.752 17.21% 
Queue 2 
Dataset 
Frequency Service Sequence 4 2.505 13.402 16.52% 
Table 4-16: Cross Validation of services module on queue 2  
 
The results above have proved, that the proposed pedestrian counting system developed in 
chapter 4, and the virtual door approach integrated together can be used effectively to 
monitor queue in complex environment. Some errors have been shown in the pedestrian 
counting system, this is because the complexity of view, which involves large items and 
pedestrian carrying their luggage. In addition, some errors have been noted in the virtual door 
algorithm, this is because the variations in the number of luggage load it by each traveller, 
blockings between passengers inside the queue, and the distance of the video camera 
viewpoint. These challenges can be diminished by deploying another camera, which is place 
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nearer to the view, precisely installing only for queue observing purpose instead of all-
purpose surveillance. Using an overhead video camera can be practical for this experiment as 
we can avoid passenger’s occlusions.  
 
4.7 Event Detection  
Using the collected video of customers’ actions, it is now possible to find some parameters 
that can help identify different types of customer behaviour. The purpose of this chapter is to 
study customer behaviour using a behavioural model. Different activities can be identified by 
measuring data collected from the customer-tracking module. 
The proposed framework focuses particularly on the detection of customer-product interest, 
in addition to the interactions between customers and the products in a store. Firstly, we 
defined a proposed behavioural model, which involves six events. Next “interaction event” is 
defined, and then the different methods used to recognise customer events have been 
introduced.  
The six-event process of defining the customers’ behaviour is based on the object-tracking 
module. These six events will define the activities of the proposed model (section 4.8.1.1).  
In doing this, the aim is to describe a “customer acting” event. The first method detects the 
“customer acting” event using a deterministic approach. Different characteristics are then 
introduced in order to illustrate this event. These characteristics mainly depend on localised 
spatial-temporal templates or based on measuring interactions. In addition, having recognised 
all the events, they are then organised into a finite state machine. The characteristics of the 
“customer action” events have been analysed using support vector machines. 
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4.7.1 Human Interaction Detection 
This part introduces the proposed model, which describes the customer behaviour of interest 
during a shopping journey. In a shop, for instance, a customer may “pick up a product”, 
“browse”, “search for information”, “walk around,” or “stand.” In this chapter, a set of 
events that matches the current behaviour of customers is introduced. By analysing events, a 
sequence of activities has been generated that can be used to define which type of behaviour 
the customer is exhibiting. 
4.7.1.1 The Six Events in the Behavioural Model  
1. Arriving: A new customer appears in the Field of View (FOV). 
2. Leaving: The customer leaves the FOV. 
3. Involved: The customer is near to products and is likely to be showing some interest. 
4. Acting: The customer is interacting with the products and is selecting and taking 
them. 
5. Standing: The customer is in the FOV but is not near to the product region or image 
border. This customer can be stationary or moving towards to products. 
6. Stationary: The customer has left the FOV.  
4.7.1.2 Deterministic Representation and Detection  
In this part, a deterministic means to identify the “Acting” event is introduced and then 
several probabilistic illustrations of this event are presented. 
Because the location of the “product regions” is known, the detected area is classified based 
on their position of the gravity centre (𝐺𝑐). If 𝐺𝑐 of an area is found in a product zone, the 
area would be measured, as they could be products that have been taken from a product 
region, possibly having been picked up by a shopper. Otherwise, the area belongs to a 
customer.  
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Detecting a “pick up a product” event would correspond to the appropriate information. 
However, this case happens when the activity is performed and the shopper is probably 
leaving the scene. Customers’ behaviour is generally to search, look at prices, and then select 
a specific product. It is supposed to detect the customers’ interests; therefore, it is essential to 
detect any customers obstructing the region of interest (ROI). Specially, when an object is 
tracked, any customers in the FOV need to be recognised as such if they do not fit in a 
product region.  
In certain cases, only portion of the individual might be detected, which cover a ROI. Once a 
surface, which is bigger than the dimension of the hand, is detected, then another action 
regarding the customers’ behaviour is identified: the person is almost going to select a 
specific product: the dimension of a hand is initially determined in the first stage. 
The final stage, an “acting” event is detected as a shopper is about to pick up a product, or 
when a person is near a product region in which a product is either replaced or taken: motion 
then is detected over the product region. 
4.7.2 Probabilistic Events Description 
The measurement mentioned above corresponds to a straight customer-product interaction in 
a product region and it can be detected using a deterministic method. However, customer- 
product interactions can also be represented in a probabilistic manner. In picking up a 
product, a customer will first reach out using his arm, then he will pick it and finally the 
product will be taken.  
The different stages in the “pick up a product” action equivalent to the visible local emotion 
of the customer. In the case of using a technique in which the similarity between different 
emotions are identified using a spatial-temporal motion description, the appropriate 
characteristic must be comprised of collections of features tested in spatial-temporal 
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coordinates (Tran and Sorokin 2008), (Efros, Berg et al. 2003). Several space-times customer 
emotion characteristics, in order to identify “products selection,” have been defined. These 
characteristics are relying on accumulated motion image (AMI), local emotion state (LES), 
motion history image (MHI), customer -interaction with product measurement (CI) and 
integrated LES and CI.  
4.7.2.1 Motion History Image 
The motion history image (MHI) technique is a vision-based temporal technique that is 
effective in analysing human movement. It has been generally applied by many research 
areas for activity recognition, human emotion analysis and some related fields. MHI provides 
data regarding a human shape and the manner in which it is changing over a period of time t.  
In MHI, the silhouette sequence is converted into grey-scale frame images, while the main 
emotion information will be conserved. Thus, emotion sequences can be represented in a 
compact style. The MHI template is also not so sensitive to some type of noises, such holes, 
shadows, and other missing fragments, which allows these templates to be an efficient tool 
for motion and activity recognition. It can be evaluated using the following equation: 
𝑀𝐻𝐼
(𝑥 ,𝑦 ) = 
1
𝑇
 ∑𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 )
𝑇
𝑡=1
                                      4.26 
Where 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 ) denote the image over time t, and T represents the period of time, which 
has been used to compute. 
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Figure 4-17: Development of the motion history images for two activities. 
 
In this section, two motion energy histograms (MEH), as proposed by Kim, Lee, Kim, Oh, & 
Kim (Kim, Lee et al. 2010), have been defined by applying a projection of the obtained 
values of MH along the X- and Y-axis. These histograms can be obtained using the following 
equations:  
𝑀𝐸𝐻𝑖 = ∑ 𝑀𝐻𝐼(𝑖,𝑗 ) 
𝑎
𝑖=1  / i ∈ ( 1 , … , 𝑎 )                               4.27 
𝑀𝐸𝐻𝑗 = ∑ 𝑀𝐻𝐼(𝑖,𝑗 ) 
𝑏
𝑗=1  / j ∈ ( 1 , … , 𝑏 )                               4.28 
 
Where a and b represent, respectively, image dimensions (height and width), a = b = 120. 
These two MEHs have been used as a dimensional attribute (120x2) for interactions with 
customer recognition.  
4.7.2.2. Accumulated Motion Image (AMI) 
Because the accumulated motion can be distinguishable over different activities, it can be 
seen as a discriminating feature for the recognition of human activities. Therefore, AMI has 
been adopted, as it will enable an effective demonstration of the accumulated motion. AMI 
has been inspired by the gait energy image (GEI), which is generally applied to people 
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recognition. However, compared with GEI, only those parts that include variations are used 
to calculate the AMI instead of using the entire silhouette of an individual body. It can be 
computed using the following equation: 
                𝐴𝑀𝐼(𝑥 ,𝑦 )= 
1
𝑇
 ∑ 𝐺𝑡 
𝑇
𝑡=1 (x, y )                                4.29 
Where 𝐺𝑡(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) =  𝐼𝑡(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) − 𝐼𝑡−1(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) and T represents the length of the query activity 
in the collected video (number of image frames).  
 
Figure 4-18: Motion image generation and accumulated motion image 
 
The image  𝐺𝑡(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) is the difference between two scaled masks, as shown in figure 4-18. 
The same energy has been computed as was used in the histograms introduced in the earlier 
part, which has 240 as the dimensions for interaction recognition.  
4.7.2.2 Local Emotion State 
Next, pixel-wise optical flow for emotion description (Efros, Berg et al. 2003) was adopted 
because the optical flow isn’t  too perfect, histograms of features across an image areas has 
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been used. This type of representation is acceptable to some noisiness level of (Tran and 
Sorokin 2008). 
4.7.2.3 Local Emotion 
In order to detect the local emotion, every image mask has to be scaled to a standard 
dimension of 120 * 120. Then the Lucas & Kanade method has been applied to calculate the 
optical flow (Lucas and Kanade 1981). The outputs obtained are two matrices that include the 
estimated values of emotion vectors over x, y. We have also separated positive and negative 
values in the 2 matrices, then get 4 matrices, before using a Gaussian smoothing in order to 
minimise noises.  
4.7.2.4 Silhouette 
To illustrate the silhouette of the customer, a fifth matrix, which can be obtained from the 
scaled mask, was used. 
4.7.2.5 Information Quantisation 
In order to reduce processing time and noise effect, the dimensions of these matrices are then 
reduced. All represented matrices have been segmented to 2x2 grids. Every grid cell will 
obtain their values integrated over a 20-bin radial histogram. Matrices have been denoted by 
an 80 dimensional vector.  
4.7.2.6 Customer Interaction (CI) with Product Measurement Parameters 
Another attribute is based on interaction with product regions. Six parameters have been used 
in order to measure the interaction between customers and products:  
𝑃 ( 𝑆 , 𝐵 , 𝑆𝑐 , 𝐵𝐻 , 𝐵𝑇 , 𝐵𝑏 ) 
Where P represents the set of parameters, S represents the customer’s surface that covers a 
product region. B is a Boolean parameter which is true if S > customer hand size or if a 
customer belonging in the product region is performing an emotion in that region. 𝑆𝑐  
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Represents the surface of the customer. 𝐵𝐻 is the “Bounding box height.” 𝐵𝑇 is the “Bottom 
bounding box” position over y-axis and 𝐵𝑏  is the “Top bounding box” over y-axis. 
The first parameters will be increased when a person reaches out before picking up a product. 
Then another parameter will detect customer emotion in products region. Generally, if a 
specific product has been picked up, emotion is detected. Parameters that are related to height 
and position ( 𝐵𝐻 , 𝐵𝑇 , 𝐵𝑏 ) will indicate valuable changes as the person is reaching out for a 
specific goods and the surface is increasing while a customer holds a specific product. These 
parameters describe the interaction context attribute, which involves 180 dimensions, since 
all measurements of the 30 frames are kept around the initial frame image. Local emotion 
context LEC and the customer interaction CI description have been integrated together to 
form into one attribute of 670 (490 +180) dimensions as shown in figure 4-19. 
 
Figure 4-19: Diagram representing the combined LES and CI attributes 
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As shown in figure 4-18, to deal with the temporal information, 30 frames were used and 
segmented into 10. 10. 10 frames: the current frames n, n-1, and n+1. Then principal 
component analysis was applied to each set of attributes. The first 60 frames for the recent set 
were saved and the first 30 components for the n and n +1 group were kept. The final 
attribute is composed of 490 (80x5+90) sizes  
4.7.3 Human State Recognition  
In this part, the behaviour recognition module is presented by introducing set of different 
states and activities, which could be performed in the ROI. The customer state will be 
recognised over a group of defined states’ activities. Arriving and leaving states are detected 
when customers enter or leave an image border. If a customer’s image boundary is within a 
product area, this means that that customer has shown an interest, an involved state. Standing 
can be detected when a customer does not belong within a product region and this customer 
is then categorized as either moving or stable. A “Stationary” state is identified when the 
system has lost of track of a customer, which usually appears when a customer has left the 
ROI, or is completely obstructed by other customers.  
An acting event or customer-product interaction uses support vector machine (SVM) 
classifiers; an SVM generates a model in which target value is estimated from attributes. 
These will act as a supervised learning technique in which data is being classified. It involves 
two stages, training, and testing. The set of data is equivalent to different instances in which 
the instance involves a target value and different attributes. The target value is assigned as 0 
or 1 based on whether a product selection activity, such as an “acting” event, is performed or 
not. The defined features are equivalent to each value of the pre-defined attributes (or 
descriptors).  
SVMs are obtained by resolving the quadratic programming problem as shown: 
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min
𝑤 ,𝑎 ,𝑑𝑖 
𝑤𝑇  𝑤
2




This is subject to 𝑌𝑖  [𝑤
𝑇 𝜑 (𝑑𝑖 ) + a] ≥ 1 - 𝛿𝑖  
Where 𝑌𝑖 represents the target values, 𝑑𝑖 represents the attributes and 𝛿𝑖 asks if there is an 
error in the training dataset. 
In addition, scalar a and vector 𝑤 represent the set of parameters of the hyperplane. The 
penalty parameter of the error term is represented by C. Training vectors 𝑑𝑖 are then 
projected into a high dimension space through function f. Within this high dimension space, 
the Support Vector Machine tries to find a separate hyper plane in which the margin will be 
maximised. The approach makes use of a radial basis function kernel as follows:  
K (𝑑𝑖 𝑑𝑗) = 𝑒
−𝛾‖𝑑𝑖−𝑑𝑗‖
2
                      4.31 
While many kernels functions are available, Radial Basis Function was selected due to its 
flexibility in handling the non-linearity relationships over target values and attributes. In 
addition, Radial Basis Function involves fewer hyperactive parameters and fewer numerical 
challenges than sigmoid and other kernels. Consequently, C and 𝛾 has to be identified. A grid 
has been used in order for examining different parameters (Chang and Lin 2011) . 
4.7.3.1 Finite State Machine 
A finite state machine has been applied in order to organize and prioritize the pre-defined 
customer’s states. The key benefit of finite state machine is its flexibility, which allows the 
addition or removal of states. 
The finite state machine used is deterministic and synchronous. Synchronous signifies that it 
will iterate with every new frame. Depending on the preceding event, the model computes the 
new event by examining the condition of every transmission. If the condition is fulfilled, the 
model transfers to the new state. If not, the model will stay in the same state. Deterministic 
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means that, for every event, there cannot be more than one transmission for each potential 
input. One finite state machine should model the behaviour of one customer, with that 
customer’s trajectory saved using its finite state machine for high-level goals. Figure 4-20 
illustrates the potential links when using a finite state machine.  
 
Figure 4-20: Chart representing the links over a finite state machine  
 
4.8 Experimental Results 
4.8.1 Datasets 
Different video Internet resources were used to represent customers in a shopping mall, since 
it was not possible to record real-life videos due to privacy issues. The collected information 
was sorted into different Datasets. 
 Dataset 1, Dataset 2 and Dataset 3  
  Shop 1 and Shop 2.  
Dataset 1 and Shop 1 involve different sequences, and have various customer-product 
interactions.  
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Figure 4-21 and 4-22show two and four different people within the FOV, however, only one 
customer interacts with the products. The selected products involve several different sizes, 
colours, and shapes but all the displayed products are similar within the piles 
 
Figure 4-21: Snapshots of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 
 
Figure 4-22: Snapshots of Shop1and Shop 3 
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Figure 4-23: Snapshots of Shop 4 
.  
 Dataset 2, Shop3, and Shop 4 show many customers interacting together. Two to four people 
interact at the same time in the ROI (Figures 4-21 (b & c), 4-22 (b & c), and 4-23) 
Shop2 shows customers that are not within the ROI at the same time and there is no 
customer-product interaction, they are just walking near the ROI in fig. 4-24 
 
Figure 4-24: Snapshots of Shop2 at different frames 
4.8.2 Deterministic Recognition of Customer Acting Event  
In this section, the “acting” event has been detected once a customer covers a product region 
in such way that the surface area bigger than the size of hand, or once a customers are near to 
the product region, in which the emotion has been detected. 
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The showed results for the customer motion detection in a ROI are not very accurate as 
shown in figure 4-25 (a) & 4-26 (a). 
 
Figure 4-25 (a): Graphs showing detected motion in the corresponding product area: Evaluated on Dataset 1 
The Dataset is evaluated over different sequences of frames: 50-450 
  
Figure 4-25 (b) Graphs showing detected motion of a customer that cover a product region: Evaluated on 
Dataset 1  
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Detecting major changes was not an easy task where the selected product is picked up from a 
pile of the same products, particularly if the object appears to be small as shown in Datasets 1 
and 2. Moreover, false negatives appear, when the customer obstructs the selected product. 
 
 
Figure 4-26 (a): Graphs showing detected motion in the equivalent product area, Dataset 1  
 
Figure 4-26 (b): Graphs showing detected motion in the corresponding product area, Dataset 1  
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Figure 4-27: Two customers interacting at the same time 
 
A customer who covers the product region has offered more accurate results (figure 4-25 (b) 
& 4-26(b). However, the existing of shadow, has caused false positives to appear, or if a 
customer is covering more than one ROI simultaneously. In this instance, the most covered 
part is selected. 
 If these measurements are integrated, they provide a decent representation of the picking-up 
behaviour in a specified region. Figure 4-28 shows some results that are more accurate in 
complicated views with many interactions happening at same time.  
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Figure 4-28:  Graphs showing detected motion in the equivalent product area, the evaluation is done on the 
video shown on fig 4-27  
 
4.8.3 Recall - precision  
Additionally, the recall and precision of an acting event based on different Datasets has been 
computed (shown in tables 4-17 a, & b and 4-18). It is noticeable that the Shops provide more 
accurate results than Dataset 1; this is due to the camera being closer to the product. 
Consequently, the products seem bigger in the video. The Datasets with many people acting 
at the same time provide results that are as good as those with only one customer acting at the 
time. Consequently, the proposed deterministic detection of the acting event is strong even 
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Table 4-18: Recall and precision table of the “acting” event detection by a deterministic method 
Next, this technique has been examined with different hand dimensions (figure 4-29). As has 
been mentioned earlier, the Shop dataset provides much better results than Datasets 1 and 2. 
The hand size is larger in the shop than the laboratory dataset because of the camera position. 
Furthermore, the change in hand size has less of an impact on Shop 1 than on Dataset 1 
(laboratory). The graph shows that recall increases in parallel with hand dimension and the 
precision is inclining. 
Video Frames Precision Recall  
1 550 0.85 0.6532 
2 670 0.72 0.6789 
3 700 0.816 0.66 
4 770 0.55 0.4813 
5 520 0.81 1 
Mean  0.7492 0.6946 
Video Frames Precision Recall  
1 320 0.899 0.797 
2 445 0.759 0.923 
3 432 0.581 0.949 
4 330 0.941 0.942 
5 167 0.86 1 
Mean  0.808 0.922 
Video Frames Precision Recall  
1 210 0.984 0.93 
2 220 0.97 0.731 
3 310 0.774 0.69 
4 308 0.783 0.652 
5 251 0.721 0.59 
Mean  0.8464 0.7186 
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Figure 4-29: Variation of Recall & Precision  
4.8.4 Event Recognition  
This section presents recognition results for every event. The event of each customer is 
detected at each frame, and then comparison has been made with the ground truth using the 
Mean Relative Error.  
It is noticeable, that although “acting” event has been well detected on shop dataset, the 
average results of events detection results are more accurate as showing in dataset1 and 
dataset 2. Actually, the other events are frequently have not been accurately detected on shop 
datasets this is because, the position of the camera, which does not permits seeing customers 
completely within the FOV.  
For instance, a customer could be detected as “Leaving” the FOV since he is linked to an 
image border, whilst he is only moving around. As it can be seen in figure 4-22, a customer is 
seems to be concerned of particular products and belonging to an image border, 
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simultaneously. In addition, It is noticeable that dataset 2 provided better results than dataset 
1. This is due to dataset 2 involves simple actions, we note that “Standing by”, “Arriving” 
and “Leaving” events are more easy to be detected “Acting” event. 
Dataset Frames MRE 
Shop 1 330 14.2% 
 440 13.2% 
 550 13.59% 
 660 11.8% 
 770 15.5% 
 900 9.5% 
Table 4-19: Recognition results (shop 1) 
 
Dataset Frames MRE 
Dataset 1 Sequence 1 11.04% 
 Sequence2 12.73% 
 Sequence3 26.22% 
 Sequence 4 12.65% 
 Sequence 5 14.21% 
 Sequence 6 10.22. % 
Table 4-20: Recognition results (dataset 1) 
Dataset Frames MRE 
Dataset 2 Sequence 1 13.01% 
 Sequence2 14.03% 
 Sequence3 12.22% 
 Sequence 4 10.24% 
 Sequence 5 11.05% 
Table 4-21: Recognition results (dataset 2) 
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4.8.5 Probabilistic Acting State Recognition  
For customer interacting event recognition, a cross-validation technique has been applied. In 
order to recognize an activity in a video. Using the cross validation mechanism, error ratios 
are estimated over all frames for the evaluated their different dataset, and reported in terms of 
MRE MSE, and MAE. 
Motion History Image has been examined based on the Dataset 1 and Shop 1 and has shown 
weak results, particularly on Dataset 1 with a MRE between 19.22% and 28.34 %. (Table 4-
23. The best performance of MHI is shown in Shop 1 dataset with a MRE 9.809 % (Table 4-
22). 
Dataset / MHI  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Shop 1/ Acting Event 0001-200 4.126 12.214 13.1% 
 201-400 5.538 25.707 12.02% 
 401-600 3.276 21.175 16.61% 
 660-880 3.697 7.312 9.809% 
 900-1000 2.016 7.526 17.6% 
Table 4-22: Cross Validation results of acting state using MHI (Shop 1) 
Dataset / MHI  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Dataset 1 / Acting Event Sequence 1 6.14 19.324 14.32% 
 Sequence2 8.184 37.852 16.04% 
 Sequence3 7.885 17.178 28.34% 
 Sequence 4 6.247 80.75 19.22% 
 Sequence 5 10.01 88.532 21.57% 
Table 4-23: Cross Validation results of acting state using MHI (dataset 1) 
Accumulate motion history shows almost same results as MHI for Shop 1 with an average 
MRE between 10 .818 % and 17.551%. (Table 3.9, Table 3.10). 
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Dataset / AMI  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Shop 1/ Acting Event 0001-200 4.226 16.327 13.419% 
 201-400 7.241 16.228 14.214% 
 401-600 8.828 20.656 17.551% 
 660-880 7.165 12.217 10.818% 
 900-1000 3.141 8.512 16.87% 
Table 4-24: Cross Validation results of acting state using AMI (Shop 1) 
Dataset / AMI  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Dataset 1 / Acting Event Sequence 1 2.556 12.326 11.422% 
 Sequence2 3.268 28.227 14.282% 
 Sequence3 4.888 16.525 16.529% 
 Sequence 4 6.880 7.777 9.818% 
 Sequence 5 5.112 14.529 9.87% 
 
Table 4-25: Cross Validation results of acting state using AMI (dataset 1)  
LES has been evaluated on Shop 1 and Dataset 1, (Table4-26, Table 4-27), and provides 
more accurate results tested on both databases. The optical flow integrated with the temporal 
criteria and the silhouette and shows a more precise illustration; in which this improve the 
modelling of the emotion of customer while selecting a specific product. Again, reported 
errors metrics on Shop 1 are accurate than Dataset 1. The configuration of the camera permits 
to observe the detected person from closer (figure 4-20).  
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Dataset / LES Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Shop 1/ Acting Event 0001-200 6.186 11.311 9.16% 
 201-400 7.345 15.845 22.2% 
 401-600 6.881 7.181 7.29% 
 660-880 4.786 9.713 8.8% 
 900-1000 6.072 10.129 11.16% 
 
Table 4-26: Cross Validation results of acting state using LES (Shop 1) 
Dataset / LES Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Dataset 1 / Acting Event Sequence 1 5.112 12.24 8.11% 
 Sequence2 6.341 17.851 16.2% 
 Sequence3 3.821 6.222 7.66% 
 Sequence 4 3.656 8.223 14.6% 
 Sequence 5 2.081 16.115 19.05% 
 
Table 4-27: Cross Validation results of acting state using LES (dataset 1) 
 
The results reported by CI were betters than LES on both used datasets (Table 4-28, Table 4-
29). We note that Shop dataset have showed better results than Dataset 1 (MRE between 7.12 
% and 12.65 % for Shop1 dataset). The CI parameters is robust to many customers are 
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Dataset / CI  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Shop 1/ Acting Event 0001-200 2.16 16.12 7.12% 
 201-400 3.21 16.721 8.21% 
 401-600 5.421 4.264 11.21% 
 660-880 5.661 5.113 12.65% 
 900-1000 2.119 21.14 11.08% 
 
Table 4-28: Cross Validation results of acting state using CI (Shop 1) 
 
Dataset / CI  Frames MAE MSE MRE 
Dataset 1 / Acting Event Sequence 1 2.44 17.24 16.021% 
 Sequence2 4.91 18.922 7.24% 
 Sequence3 6.115 22.268 11.01% 
 Sequence 4 7.602 11.113 9.88% 
 Sequence 5 2.188 9.16 16.24% 
Table 4-29: Cross Validation results of acting state using CI (dataset 1)  
4.9 Summary 
Assessing statistical information of passenger’s queues is a significant challenge for many of 
commercial applications. Checking statistical data such as waiting time, frequency service 
time and queue size estimation can help decision makers to improve the quality of service 
productivity, enhance people satisfaction, and improve income. Therefore, there is a necessity 
to design systems, which are able to automatically detect, and Asses such information. 
Systems, which make use of video data analysis based on images collected from CCTVs 
cameras, are perfectly suitable for such a monitoring job. This chapter presented an efficient 
design of a global solution for an automatic queue monitoring and estimate of statistical. In 
addition, this chapter has introduced a novel approach for detecting and counting pedestrian 
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in a queue, which integrate two developed of pedestrian counting system, and counting and 
virtual door algorithm. These two components have been used obtain statistical information 
about the queue properties, such as number of entrances, number of people being serviced.   
An assessment on real queue dataset collected from different video camera has been 
achieved. Unlike present pedestrian’s datasets, which have been collected in disordered 
public locations such as shopping centres, the datasets applied in the experiential analysis 
have been collected from different cameras locations at suvarnabhumi airport, Bangkok, 
Thailand. 
Experimental results of the proposed system have showed that the proposed system is able to 
correctly extract statistical queue information with a high precision level. In fact, statistical 
queue information estimation has many commercial and governmental applications, such as 
airports and superstores, in which statistical assessment of queue is a significant job. 
Moreover, in this chapter, we have introduced a behavioural module. The behavioural 
involves six events. These events were arranged in a FSM, and the behaviour of each 
customer, is modelled in the FOV. In addition, there was a focus on the acting customer 
event, which modelled the interaction between customers and products. This event matches 
with a product-taking event and is detected using a different technique. Firstly, interaction is 
detected using a deterministic technique. Then several parameters, MHI, AMI, LES, CI and 
(Combined CI and LES), were generated. These parameters have been used to detect the 
“acting” event using a support vector machine. The assessment showed that using the 
deterministic technique provided accurate. Finally, probabilistic techniques showed some 
good outcomes by merging the LES and CI attributes.   
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 
In various public locations, such as train stations, airports and shopping centre, estimating the 
total number of pedestrians is one of the main issues those business managers and decision 
maker’s interests. For every densities level, the exception analysis methods are different. This 
thesis has presented a number of new approaches, which automatically count pedestrians, by 
proposing new image-processing methods. Some contributions are noted in the domain of 
pedestrian counting, queue monitoring, and human event recognition.  
5.1 Pedestrian Counting 
In Chapter 3 a new pedestrian counting algorithm has been introduced, which make use 
detected localised features that are corresponding to clusters and persons in an image to 
calculate the total number of pedestrians, and asses their allocations over a FOV.  
The developed algorithm differs from earlier approaches, which have usually used global 
features, thus, this algorithm has been indexed, trained, and verified at a local level. Then, a 
tracking module has been proposed to more increase the system's effectiveness. Collected 
results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm reliably outperforms global features based 
approaches and the current techniques discussed in the literature. 
Current methods of pedestrians counting have been designed to work in similar environment 
that was tested for system training. In a building having too many video cameras, this 
necessitates each field of view to be trained individually, which is a hard job and need lots of 
time .In fact; it is not feasible to use numerous frames for training annotation for each field of 
view. Current pedestrians counting techniques frequently need too many frames for 
annotations in order to work accurately.  
In this research, the proposed counting approach has significantly decreased the number of 
frames essential for system training, by using localised features related to each individual or 
cluster. The proposed approach has used an intensity map in order to scale extracted features 
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properly between different fields of views. This has allowed the system to be installed and 
initialised on different testing and training datasets, comprising those that have been taken at 
different views. 
Cross-validation has been applied to analyse the efficiency of different features in the 
proposed model. Then the use of the low-level features and global features are compared.  
In this thesis, based on the experimental results, it has been concluded that using localised 
features specific to individuals or cluster have reliably performed better than using global 
features. In addition, it has been shown that larger number of localised extracted features 
have enhanced the over-all performance compared to less number of features. The best 
performance has been shown when the features such magnitude, appearance, corners and 
discriminant-points are used. Furthermore, in order to improve the total estimation accuracy, 
tracking approach has been proposed in which each cluster has been tracked in order to refine 
the estimate.  
Results of this research project showed that when using more low-level features, the total 
ranking over all used datasets the system performance has been improved. For instance, 
experimental results showed that in the Mall dataset, the best feature vector is (A+M+D-P), 
(A+ D-P) and M + A). The omission of magnitude or discriminant point has affected the total 
performance of the system in 1 or 2 % in term of MRE.  
Tested on the USC Pedestrian Detection Dataset, the performance of feature vector 
(A+M+D-P) (A+M+D-P+ C) is almost better than all of the other features vectors, and there 
is small variation of errors among them. It can be shown, that the overall system efficiency 
has been decreased when any feature is absent from the complete vector feature (A+M+D-
P+C).  
Features such as magnitude and appearance have shown almost an unsatisfactory 
effectiveness in most of datasets, in some case the MRE has exceeded the 20% level of 
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satisfactoriness. Yet, introducing more features set has offered offers better performance and 
an MRE between 12.00% and 16.00%. The better effectiveness of features vectors in most of 
the experimental results was:  (Magnitude+ Appearance), (Appearance+ Discriminate-
Points), (Appearance, Discriminate-Points, and Magnitude+ Corner) 
In some cases, the Magnitude and Discriminate-Points feature vector achieved a MSE of an 
approximately 9.00 %, however the MRE failed at almost 23.00%. This would happen when 
the number of pedestrians is too small. 
The MREs that have been reported in this thesis project, are lesser than the MRE of 20% 
shown in(Ma, Huang et al. 2010) and the MRE of 23% reported in(Chen, Chen et al. 2010) in 
their pedestrians counting systems. It can be shown, that in comparison with some other 
counting systems such as strategy based behavioural biometric system(Ya-Li and Pang 2011) 
with an  MRE of around 20%, the  obtained results are strong.  
This thesis introduced and compared several counting system features, which can be 
extracted from individuals in any environments. The features vectors are either novel in 
concept such as the different combination of features e.g. (A+M+D-P+ C), or novel in the 
extraction mechanisms, which is a combination of two different extraction techniques that 
can be, used with counting system systems.  
The results of this thesis showed that low-level features are the main parameters that can play 
the important role in deciding the accuracy of the system. In other words, it could be possible 
for other academics to choose between selected feature’s combinations and identify which 
combination are the more appropriate for their application. .  
The speed of the pedestrians is another parameter that can be used as another feature for 
counting .The entropy feature which represent the movement trajectory variability of the 
pedestrian and the speed feature which represented the combination of the time and position 
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of pedestrians are both good combination to identify the number of people passing which 
could improve the accuracy of the system.   
It is not obvious whether a better feature extraction mechanism and/or another regression 
model can enhance the MREs of this algorithm or not. This thesis has used Gaussian process 
regression (GPR), to count the number of people existing in each cluster. This has permitted 
measuring the performance of several individual features and global features in the 
implemented counting system. However, some more essential regression model techniques 
should be invoked for additional improvements of the recent thesis.  
 
Regression based on linear regression, neural network, and K Nearest Neighbours (KNN) can 
be considered. It is also believed that investigating more features’ type (or evaluating the 
systems using different combinations of regression and features) can enhance system 
performance in term of the MREs. In addition, noise while segmentation, could have affected 
the MREs of the system. Detecting and removing noises fragments can also improve the 
MREs in this counting system. Enhanced quality data could be gathered from more advanced 
dataset with high image resolution. 
The central question that this thesis tried to answer was the possibility of improving the 
accuracy of counting systems by using low-level extracted featured which are specific to 
individuals or clusters of persons. 
5.2 Behavioural Module 
Chapter 4 presents the behavioural module of the proposed system. A behavioural model, 
which involves six events, was defined. These events were arranged in a FSM, and the 
behaviour of each customer, is modelled in the FOV. In addition, there was a focus on the 
acting customer event, which modelled the interaction between customers and products. This 
event matches with a product-taking event and is detected using a different technique. Firstly, 
interaction is detected using a deterministic technique. Then several parameters, MHI, AMI, 
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LES, CI and (Combined CI and LES), were generated. These parameters have been used to 
detect the “acting” event using a support vector machine. The assessment showed that using 
the deterministic technique provided accurate. Finally, probabilistic techniques showed some 
good outcomes by merging the LES and CI attributes.  
5.3 Queue monitoring 
In Chapter 4, this thesis proposes a virtual door algorithm to count people as they pass within 
a queue. The proposed approaches integrated the extracted features and regression of optical 
flow mechanism in order to calculate the number of people over a region of interest. 
Histograms of optical flows have shown an improved system’s performance by separating the 
impacts of small movement, possibly noise, and large movement. Local windows chains 
corresponding to low-level crowd image features have been introduced proposed. 
This chapter has also proposed an approach for detecting and counting pedestrian in a queue, 
which integrate two developed of pedestrian counting systems, and virtual door algorithm. 
These two components have been used to obtain statistical information about the queue 
properties, such as number of entrances, number of people being serviced.   
The proposed approach permits us to obtain queue properties in the lack of satisfactory video 
coverage: for instance, if the number of entrances or the number of people who are leaving 
the queue is not observed, the entrance frequency or frequency of service can be calculated 
using the other parameters. The proposed approach has been evaluated on reality queue data 
validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Unlike current queue datasets, which 
have been recorded in unarranged public places such as shop malls, the dataset applied in this 
experiment has been taken at suvarnabhumi airport, Bangkok, Thailand.  
The results of this research also showed that the developed system could effectively count 
people passing over the proposed virtual door. Moreover, to the use of (corners + all image 
pixels) within the region of interest has provided the best efficiency compared to different 
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feature’s vectors. This research also found that the use of optical flow histograms improves 
performance. Furthermore, the use of local such-chains has improved the efficiency of the 
proposed approach. 
 
5.4 Discussion and Future work  
The following are the future work recommended for this thesis: 
 In order to balance features over different views, it is essential to adjust each camera so 
that it make it possible for working work in reality measurements instead of image pixels. 
Camera calibration techniques can be combined with the proposed system to achieve 
features scaling over multiple perspectives and views. 
 Applying others, regression models techniques based on k-NN regression, linear least 
squares   artificial neural networks (ANNs) in order to evaluate the performance of the 
counting system.  
 Multiple cameras pedestrian counting can be incorporated into proposed approach. An 
overlap algorithm integrated with the develop approach in order to count pedestrians in 
the overlapping area. Calibration parameters could be used.  
 In addition to event detection, textures of optical flow could be used for activity 
modelling and action recognition analysis. Examination of further textural features, which 
can be useful in the optical flow domains, is necessary. 
 It is possible to apply the feature extraction and event classification techniques used in 
this research work on human behaviour recorded from closed circuit cameras to 
unobtrusively identify the people carrying out several tasks in real world. These 
techniques could be applied to recognize potential security threats in extremely secure 
spaces like airports. 
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 Other customer behaviours can be analysed and recognized. Additional approaches can 
be applied to analyse customer’s trajectories, for instance. Regarding the “acting” event 
recognition, various parameters based on local features are currently assessed for activity 
analysis in movies and can be tried in the proposed system. In addition, feature matching 
and identification in a local temporal context and distinguishing their dislocations would 
be a motivating parameter, for instance. Schemes that are more difficult can be identified, 
such as count the number of selected goods, or distinguishing customer-interaction. 
 The analysis of customer behaviour can be improved as well by adding a new component 
for customer-products appreciation using facial expression recognition in a real 
environment. Moreover, speech recognition represents additional modality, which can be 
applied in behaviour analysis.  
This research work is limited to public locations that are generally of those monitored by 
CCTVs, such as a people pathway or a shopping centre. 
It is supposed that the viewpoints being observed covers only people excluding objects like 
cars or animals. The supposition of human-only crowds is appropriate to Chapters 3 and 4, 
which cover the topics of pedestrian counting, and queue monitoring.  
Other video media, such as films and TV, generally cover pedestrians but are away from the 
scope of this research work. Instead, we use information collected from static CCTVs 
cameras in real life locations. 
This research work builds upon current study in the field of video surveillance. For instance, 
human motion detection and the field of optical flow have been applied in this thesis. 
However, the aim of this research work is not to enhance upon the most recent stage in these 
precise areas. Instead, this thesis applies the most common or best performance executions of 
these approaches. This thesis concentrates on the bigger view of pedestrian counting and its 
end outcomes. Additional improvements in these domains (human motion detection) could be 
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combined with the developed accounting systems by replacing the appropriate components, 
with no modifications to the surrounding pedestrian counting system  
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Appendix A 
A.1 Mixture Model 
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a parametric probabilistic density function, denoted as 
a weighted summation of Gaussian component densities. Gaussian Mixture Model is 
generally used as a parametrical model of the probability distribution of continuous 
measurements or features in many systems.  
A GMM is a weighted sum of M component Gaussian densities as shown: 
℘ ( 𝑥⎹ 𝜆) =  
∑ 𝜔𝑛
𝑀
𝑛=1  𝒢 (𝑥 ⎹ 𝜇𝑛 , ∑𝑛 )            6.1 
 
Where 𝑥 represents the 𝐷 dimensional continuous data vector. 
𝜔𝑛 , (𝑛 = 1… . .𝑀 ) represents the mixture weights 
𝒢 (𝑥 ⎹ 𝜇𝑛 , ∑𝑛 ) represents component Gaussian densities.  
Thus, the density Gaussian function is represented as: 
 
  
𝒢(𝑥 ⎹ 𝜇𝑛 , ∑𝑛 ) = 
1




 (𝑥 − 𝑥′)∑ (𝑥 − 𝜇𝑛 
−1
𝑛 )}           6.2 
Where ∑𝑛 represents the covariance and 𝜇𝑛 is the mean vector.   
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Appendix B 
B.1 Kalman filtering 
Kalman filtering is generally applied in applications of dynamic systems, analysis, 
processing, controlling, and prediction models. The Kalman filter plays an important role in 
solving the problem of discrete linear filtering. It involves a series of mathematical operations 
that offer an effective computational solution to sequential systems. The power of the 
Kalman filter comes from many supporting features, which include the measurement and 
estimation of the current state, past state and future state.  
A discrete-time process has been assumed, represented as follows (Welch 2009): 
State equation:                                       𝑋𝑘+1 = 𝐴𝑘𝑋𝑘 + 𝑊𝑘                  7.1 
Measurement equation:                           𝐵𝑘 = 𝐻𝑘𝑋𝑘 + 𝑉𝑘                   7.2 
𝑋𝑘 : Represents the  𝑛 × 1  state vector and,  𝑊𝑘  represent the  𝑛 × 1   white process noise 
𝐵𝑘  Represents   the  𝑚 × 1  measurement vector  
𝑉𝑘  Represents   the    𝑚 × 1   measurement noise vector  
 
𝑉𝑘 In addition, 𝑊𝑘 are not supposed to be correlated, zero means Gaussian white noise. The 
Kalman Filter Estimator performs a practical linear measurement update for the estimation 
and error covariance. The Kalman Filter can be arranged into time and measurement updates 
by the following equations: 
Time update                                  ?̂?−𝑘+1 = 𝑌𝑘 ?̂?
−
𝑘                                 7.3 
𝑃𝑘+1⎹ 𝑘 = 𝑌𝑘 𝑃𝑘 𝑌𝑘
𝑇  +  𝑄𝑘                                          7.4 
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These equations project from time k to 𝑘 + 1, the current state and error covariance 
estimation in order to get the priori estimations for the following time step: 
Measurement update 
                                  𝐵𝑘 = 𝑃
−
𝑘 𝐻
𝑇 ( 𝐻 𝑃−𝑘 𝐻
𝑇  +  𝑅 )−1                             7.5 
?̂?𝑘 = ?̂?−𝑘 + 𝐾𝑘  (𝑍𝑘 – H ?̂?
−
𝑘 )                                     7.6 
𝑃𝑘 = (I - 𝐾𝑘 H) 𝑃
−
𝑘                                                         7.7 
The measurement update equations integrate a new observation into a priori estimation from 
the time update equations to get better posteriori estimation.  
In the time and measurement, update equations: X̂k Is the estimation of the state vector  Xk, 
Kk represents the Kalman gain, and Pk represents the estimated error covariance.  
         
Background Subtraction  
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Appendix C 
C.1 Customer Trajectories  
Customers’ trajectory (or target) analysis is an important task in carrying out an analytical 
assessment of customer behaviour. Trajectory analysis offers comprehensive information 
about customers’ target movement patterns, their appearance, and many other features, which 
can be very useful for improving action recognition and trajectory identification. First step in 
trajectory analysis is to track the object. Tracking needs the identity maintenance of each 
visible object in every frame. When an object is being tracked over successive image frames, 
it produces a chain of inferred tracking states 
 
AT = { a1 , a2 , … , aT}                 8.1 
 
Where aT represents factors such as location, speed, appearance, contour, or other trajectory 
descriptors.  
 
This information represents the fundamental block for supplementary behavioural 
explorations; trajectory recognition and understanding can be done through careful analysis 
of these descriptors. For instance, a straight path indicates that customers know what they 
want and the location of the product, while a returning path may indicate that a customer is 
looking for a specific item and needs some support from a member of staff. Customers’ target 
descriptors will be useful at the semantic layer in order to end up with the appropriate 
shopping behaviour. 
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Customer trajectories are the output of the tracking phase. Consequently, in order to 
categorize between different types of customer, it is essential to classify several path shapes. 
Because a trajectory describes the movement of an object, it can be written as a sequence of 
features, which describe the velocity, speed and others:  
𝐹𝑇 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, . . , 𝑓𝑡}              8.2 
Where 𝑓𝑡 represents the flow vector  
𝑓𝑡 = {𝐶
𝑡, 𝑉𝑡, 𝐴𝑡  , 𝐾 }           8.3 
A model of each tracked customer is represented as a vector of features: 
 C = (x, y) represents the position of the tracked customer  
 𝑉 = (𝑣𝑥, 𝑣𝑦)𝑡 represents the velocity at time t  
 𝐴 = (𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦)t represents the acceleration at time t  
 𝐾 = The curvature to measure how sharply the trajectory is turning. This can be 







|             8.4 
 
Where f (x) is the function that represents the curve 





Trajectories of people moving at different speeds  
